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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Purpose 

The Field Service Guide to Pluribus Diagnostics has 
been generated to: 

1- Reduce the number of diagnostics in existence to an 
adequate and supportable quantity. 

2- Fully explain and simplify running the diagnostics • 
• 

3- Interpret the error information generated by the 
diagnostics. 

4- Reduce the indecision of "which one do I run" by 
forming a complete document or "the latest and 
greatest" diagnostics needed to support the Pluribus 
product line. 

Many diagnostics are obsolete, either because they 
no longer apply or, a later developed diagnostic 
performs the same function. From a Field Service point 
of view, we must constantly review and analyze our 
diagnostics to ensure that they support our maintenance 
philosophy and aid in installing and maintaining 
pluribus systems. We must also provide a document that 
explains the supported diagnostics/software and how to 
get the most out of each. 

We must point out that the term "diagnostic" is 
being used loosely, because the present software does 
not diagnose problems, but is actually an exerciser of 
some subset of the system configuration and will not 
report a failure as who failed, but what operation 
failed. 

Future REVS to this document will include not only 
new or replacement diagnostics, but troubleshooting 
hints/shortcuts. Forward any suggestions that any of 
you users or the diagnostics have to improve this 
document to the Field Service Technical Support Staff, 

. BBNCC. 

REV B 1-1 DlTRODUCTION 
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1.2 PlUl"ibus Diagnostics And Their Use 

Up to this point in time, many diagnostics at 
BBHCC have been written, packaged and distributed 
individually or linked together under a new name for a 
speai.tic purpose. Pluribus diagnostics exist in two 
main categories as depicted below, Single-bus and 
Multi-bus. Single-bus diagnostics are used on Single
bus machims (VDA,PLI) where the processors, memory, 
and I/O are on the same bus. Multi-bus diagnostics are 
used on Multibus-bus machines where the processors, 
memory, and I/O may or may not share the same bus. 
Some ot the diagnostics are present on both lists, 
because their operation is not dependent on the 
configuration. 

It these diagnostics do not exist on the proper 
media for that site or they do not match the REV level 
shown (paper-tape, cassette) order detiai.encies or worn 
media from the list below. An explaination ot the REV 
designation os in the following section. 

INTRODUCTION REV B 
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1.3 BBNCC Diagnostics And Related Software 

Single Bus 
~-~-.... --
PWRTST.012 
TTYTST.012 
INV-SBA.003 
MEMCHK-SBA.006 

r.m.001 
PIDTST.031 
DEVTST-SBA.003 

r-m.003 
DMACHK-SBA.003 

MB.002 
RLDCHK.002 
RTCTST.010 
AMLTST .. 067 
RPLI-257 .001 
BVPLI-257 .001 
GI34.60429 
CONS.51209 
ME11CLR.114 
PSTOPL.003 
DDT-12.328 

• 

1.4 BBNCC Diagnostic Tapes And Cassettes 

Multi- Bus ---PWRTST.012 
TTYTST.012 
INV-i-m.oo4 

MEMCHK-

PIDTST.031 
DEVTST-

DMACHK-

RLDCHK.002 
RTCTST.010 
AMLTST.067 
MLCTST.010 
MSPMTST.058 
EXHIT.007 
HIT.233 
MEMCLR .. 114 
PSTOPL.003 
DDT-14.111 
DDT-41.516 

Each Pluribus diagnostic is punched individually 
on paper tape or are all contained on a cassette. 
Pluribus diagnostic tapes are stored at each Pluribus 
nll', TIP X.25 TIP, PLI and VDA site. These are for the 
use of field service personel. Each kind of site 
requires a different set of diagnostic tapes or 
cassette, according to the SRN configuration. PLI and 
VDA sites require a set of the Single-bus diagnostics. 
The IMP and TIP X.25 TIP require a set of the Multi-bus 
diagnostics. 
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The diagnostic names have been changed to some 
extent at release of this document to not only be able 
to tell the name ot the diagnostic, but also the REV 
level ot the diagnostic. 

EXAMPLE: IBV-l-m.004 

This is the name ot the Inventory(INV) diagnostic 
tor a mul ti-bus(-MB) system and is at REV level 4. 
All tapes as ot release of this document will be in 
this format. The header on the paper-tape generated 
diagnostics can be read sideways and will coincide with 
this format. 

A tuture REV ot this document ·Will include 
information as to what should be found at the various 
types of sites, such as IMP,VDA, etc. 

The cassettes will still have the l bel on their 
case. Future diagnostics will hopefully will be 
internally labeled and print out what they are and REV 
level at start-up. 

1.5 Synopses Ot The Diagnostics 

The follow pages give a synopses of each 
diagnostic. They are intended to help a person 
decide whether or not the particular diagnostic is 
appropriate to his need. But, they are not a 
substitute tor reading the instructions for the 
diagnostic which can be found in each diagnostic 
detailed operation section. Special attention to the 
default parameter sections will save a lot ot time in 
determining why the diagnostic doesn't run the first or 
subsequent tries. 

Most of' the diagnostics do not reqUire the use of 
DDT, but DDT can be loaded with the diagnostics. The 
tendency is to not load DDT unless extensive program 
location changes are reqUired. One or two changes can 
be made rather easily after the diagnostic is loaded 
via the control panel. Restart the program by pushing 
•RESET• then •ATTEN• on the control panel. 
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Special attention should be made to the default 
addresses or the diagnostics. Many or them are not the 
addresses in present configurations. This will be 
corrected in future REVS or the diagnostics to make the 
diags easier to run. 

1.6 DDT 
• 

DDT is used as a mini-monitor or operating system 
for some of the more old fashioned diagnostics. It 
is also useful by itself for general poking around a 
system. But many of the more recent diagnostics 
e.g., EXHIT have basic DDT features built into them. 
The result is that DDT as a main program is becoming 
a thing of the past. There are many versions of DDT 
each one supporting a different machine configuration. 
Which versions are which are documentented in the 
beginning of the DDT listing. The version used with a 
particular diagnostic is documented within that 
diagnostic write-up. 

1.7 DEVTST 

Purpose 

The purpose of the DEVTST program is to find and 
test the DMA devices in a PLURIBUS system, and to print 
detailed information on the TTY. 

In the most general case, the program finds all 
DMA devices, and tor each device it tries to transfer 
·data from every common memory page to itself using the 
device. 

For every transfer unique information is stored in 
the transmit buffer (normally, the lower half of the 
page), the destination buffer (normally, the upper half 
or the page) is cleared, and the device is activated. 
The process is repeated twice (the results or the first 
transfer are ignored). 
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A program timer is set for each activation of 
the device. The transfer is terminated in one ot two 
ways: 

1. The two bits in the device register block- Transmit 
active and Receive active- are both reset before the 
program timer reaches the end of its period, or 

2. The timer times out with one of the active bits 
still set • 

. In any case, after the second transfer is 
terminated, the program prints the results of the 
transfer. 

The results of the transfer are printed in a 
table and include information about the status of 
different error bi ts in the device registers block, 
the success ot the transfer, the success of writing 
to the PID, etc. 

The program interacts with the user and allows 
him to select specific I/O devices, · to select 
specific memory busses, to specify which memory pages 
are to be ignored, to specify which I/0 busses are 
to be ignored, or to check every DMA device and 
every memory page (this is the default). Only 
the necessary changes have to be typed in when the 
user wants to rerun the program. 

There are two versions ot the program. 

VERSION 
DEVTST-SBA 

LOCAL CORE 

COMMOH MEM - MULTI/SINGLE 
SINGLE 

TTY ADDRESS 
FAOO 
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DEVTST-?·m is a multi-bus version, whereas 
DEVTST-SBA is a single-bus version. 

Note that the single-bus version of the 
program transfers data to the local memory. The 
starting addresses of the checked pages are: 2000, 
4000, •• • , AOOO • 

1.8 DNACHK 

Purpose 

The purpose of the DMACHK program is to check 
one DMA device, or two connected DHA devices. The 
program handles either modems or HI.C's. In the 
normal operation mode, the program tests the two 
devices and their connection by transferring data from 
memory pages to themselves through the devices. 

There are two versions or the program. 

VERSION 
LOCAL CORE 
COMHON MEM 
MULTI/ SINGLE 
TTY ADDRESS 

DMACHK·MB 
8 KW 
4 KW 

MULTI 
FAOO 

IlU.CHK-SBA 
12 KW --SINGLE 
FAOO 

DMACHK-MB is a multi-bus version, whereas 
DMACHK-SBA is a single-bus version. The program 
assumes that the TTY is not a hard copy device, and 
waits for the user to type a character when the screen 
is full. 

Note that the single-bus version of 
program transfer data to the local memory. 
starting addresses of the checked pages are: 
6000, ••• t cooo. 

the 
The 

4000, 
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1.9 EDIT 

Purpose 

The purpose ot the EXHIT program CHIT executive) 
is to provide an interface between the HIT program 
and the user. HIT is the general Pluribus system test 
program. It primarily tests shared memory, I/O 
devices, and the bus couplers. All (or some ot) the 
processors in the system execute the tests 
simultaneously but independent]J. 

Previously, Hrl' ran under DDT which was used 
both tor preparing to HIT the system configuration 
tables, and tor interpreting its error tables. EXHIT 
eliminates the need for DDT in order to run HIT 
and instead provides a convenient way for interacting 
with HIT. 
Environment 

The EXHIT program is divided to two logical 
parts. The first part is the conversation part in 
which the user selects the parts of the system to be 
tested (memory busses, I/O busses, DMA devices, BLI 
devices), the processors to participate in the tests, 
as well as the tests themselves. The selection is 
easy since the program finds and prints the 
contiguration ot the system, and thus helps the user in 
the selection task. 

The second part is an on-line command 
interpreter which allows the user to control the 
tests while HIT is running: e.g. , to halt or restart 
processors, to modify some of the test parameters 
in any ot the processors, to print readable error 
tables, and even to access and modify any location in 
the whole system address space. 
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1.10 HIT 

Purpose 

BIT is the general Plur1bus system test program. 
It primarily tests shared memory, I/O devices, and 
the bus couplers. All processors execute the tests 
simultaneously but independently. By setting 
parameters, HIT may be tailored to run on many 
Pluribus system configurations. 

Enrtrooment 

HIT assumes a multibus configuration. There 
can be from 1 to 14 processors, each with at least IUC 
ot private memory, or which BIT will use 4IC. There 
may be up to two processors on each bus, but each 
should have its own private memory (keyed). There may 
be up to two memory . busses and two I/O busses. 
Combined M/I busses can be handled; they are treated 
logically as a memory bus and an I/O bus. There may be 
up to 26 DMA-type I/O devices (Host, Modem, CBT, 
etc.) and 12 polling devices (e.g., BLI). Each bus 
that has a DMA-type device must also have a PID. RTCs 
may also be tested. The RLD card is not currently 
tested. Each memory bus may have up to 128IC wordS or 
memory. It is not essential but desirable that an 
operator panel be located on one processor bus tor 
lights display. Line frequency interrupts should be 
enabled on all processor busses. BIT does not do 
any initial processor starting parameter setting, 
or error typeout. 

1.11 INVENTORY(IRV) 

Purpose 

The purpose of the INVENTORY program is to find 
the configuration or a PLURIBUS system, and to print 
the results on the TTY. 
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The configuration of the whole system is found 
by each processor in the system, one at a time, 
and then concentrated tables are printed. The 
first activated processor is called the master, and 
it activates the other processors (slaves) one at a 
time. 

The program finds the processor busses, memory 
busses, and I/O busses and prints what they contain. 
In order to be sure that a device or a memory page is 
plugged in the bus where it is expected to be 
plugged according to its address, the program instructs 
the operator to power off busses from time to 
time. In order to get maximum inf'ormation, the 
operator .has to power off all the busses when the 
program suggests it. In any case this is optional. 

The program finds the connections between 
the busses. The busses connected to a processor bus 
are those busses that can be •seen• by a processor on 
the processor bus. The connections between a 
memory bus and I/O busses are found by trying to 
transfer data from the memory bus to itself using 
deVices on the I/O busses. 

The program finds the quit time on every bus in 
the system. The time is printed in micro-seconds 
and its accuracy· is about 5%. 

The program is a diagnostic one, but it 
not perform any thorough test. It is supposed 
the first program to run on a new system (after 
is at least one good processor and a TTY). 

does 
to be 
there 

There are two versions ot the program dependent 
on whether it is a multi-bus "MB" or single-bus "SBA" 
configuration. 

VERSION 
LOCAL CORE 
COMMOtl MEM 
MULTI/SINGLE 
TTY ADDRESS 

INV-MB 
8 KW 
8 KW 

MULTI 
FAOO 

INV-SBA 
4 KW --SINGLE 
FAOO 

The program consists ot two logical parts: 
the search program, and the printing program. The 
search program finds the configuration and builds 
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tables for use by the printing program. The tables 
are stored in common memory (multi-bus systems) or in 
local memory (single bus systems). The printing 
program prints the tables found by the search 
program on the TTY. 

The Different Versions 
INV-!-m: This version of INVENTORY occupies 8 KW ot 

local memory. The program can run 
repeatedly without reloading. Since the 
program destroys common memory, no DDT can 
be used in this case. 

INV-SBA: This version of INVENTORY occupies 4 KW ot 
local memory. The program can run 
repeatedly without reloading. The 
program uses locations in the first .. h100 
bytes. 

1.12 ICGBTST 

Purpose 

ICGBTST is the basic card test for the ICey
Generator-Black (KGB) card. It also includes 
several small subprograms which are useful for testing 
specific kinds or failures. The final section or ·this 
document contains information about checkout of new, 
previously untested cards. It is important to realize 
that the KGB and ICGR are components in a 
subsystem, and KGBTST does NOT provide a complete test 
of' a KGB. PLIOPT is available to test the optical
isolator Red-to-Black · path logic, and PLITST is 
av~lable to be run with the ICG simmulator (or a real 
KG) to provide a complete data-path check. The 
operational PLI programs provide the ultimate test, 
and EACH of the programs must be run on every card 
before it can be given a clean bill or health. The 
last page of this document is a checkout sheet to 
guide you and provide a record of' tests run. 
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Environ;nent 

ICGBTST requires a single processor bus with an 
unkeyed or Key-3 o-8K memory. A PID is not 
required except to F-stick the bus. If no F-Stuck PID 
is available, address bits 16-19 may be· easily 
forced to decode as specified on KGB-00. The TTY 
interface (PSB) address should be FC10 (hex). The 
Operator Panel is expected at FFSO, and .. Line 
Frequency, Power Fail, and Power Restore interrupts 
should be enabled with the appropriate panel switches. 
The ICGB address may be set to any unused address. 

1.13 ICGRTST 

Purpose 

KGRTST is the basic card test tor the ICey
Genera tor-Red (KGR) card. It also includes several 
small subprograms which are usetul for testing 
specific kinds of failures. The final section ot this 
document contains in.formation about checkout of 
new, previously untested cards. It is important to 
realize that the ICGR and KGB are components in a 
subsystem, and ICGRTST does NOT provide a cocplete 
test of a ICGR. PLIOPT is available to test the 
optical-isolator Black-to-Red path logic, and PLITST 
is available to be run with the KG simmulator (or a 
real KG) to provide a complete data-path check. 
The operational PLI programs provide the ultimate 
test, and EACH of these programs must be run on 
every card before it can be given a clean bill of 
health. The last page of this document is a checkout 
sheet to guide you and provide a record or tests run. 
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Enyironment 

KGRTST requires a single processor bus with an 
unkeyed or Key-3 o-8K memory. A PID is not 
required except to F-stick the bus. It no F-Stuck PID 
is available, address bits 16-19 may be easily 
forced to decode as specified on KGR-00. The 
Operator Panel is expected at FF80 (hex), and Line 
Frequency, Power Fail, and Power Restore 
interrupts should be enabled with the appropriate 
panel switches. The KGB address may be set to any 
unused address. 

1.14 MEMCHK 

Purpgse 

The purpose ot the MEMCBK program is to find 
all processors and memory pages in a PLURIBUS system, 
to check each page by all processors, and to print 
test results on the TTY. 

In the most general case, the program finds 
all processors, all processor· memories, all common 
memory pages, and all I/0 busses. Then the 
program activates the processors, one at a time, 
each ot them tests the whole memory. 

The first ·activated processor is called the 
master, it activates the other processors which are 
called slave processors. The master• s buddy is called 
the buddy, and the remote processors are called remote 
processors. 

Each processor starts With the common memory 
pages. Each page is tested through all map registers 
(0, 1, 2, 3). Then the processor tests processor bus 
memories. Memories of remote processors are tested 
through all I/O busses via BBC's. The processor tests 
all its pages, but doesn't test the memory of its 
buddy. 
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Each page is tested by a sequence ot up to 11 
tests, and the process continues indefinitely. Each 
teat consists ot 2 parts. First the whole page is 
written with unique information, determined by the 
current test, then the information is read and 
compared to the expected information. All 
tound errors are printed on the TI'Y. Errors are 
also accumulated in the TEST LOG which is printed when 
the user requests. The TEST LOG contains counters of 
several kinds, a list of bad common memory pages, a 
list ot complaining processors, etc. It is 
described in a later section. 

The program interacts with the user and allows 
him to select a subset ot the pro.cessors to run the 
tests, a subset ot the processor memories to be tested, 
which common memories are tested, what map registers 
are used, what I/O busses are used in the BBC, and what 
tests to run. During the testing, the user can see the 
TEST LOG, can halt the program, and can restart the 
program by typing special characters on the TTY. 

Versions 

There are two versions of the program which 
are derived trom the same source file by assembly 
parameters. 

VERSION 
ME11CHIC-SBA 

LOCAL CORE 

COMMON MEM - MULTI/SINGLE 
SIHGLE 

TTY ADDRESS 
FAOO 

DDT VERSION 

8 KW 

8 KW 

COMM 

MEMCHIC-148 is a multi-bus version, 
MEMCBIC·SBA is a single-bus version. 
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1.15 MEMCLR 

MEMCLR is used today as a header program on 
diagnostic and operational tapes. It finds all of 
memory, erases it, and prints on the TTY what pages 
of memory it found in both processor and common 
busses. 

It displays the I/O bus used for backward 
buscoupling and the address of the PSB used for 
printing in the DATA and ADDR lights of the fron panel. 
It will use F bus and FAOO if possible and E bus and 
EAOO if necessary. 

1.16 MLCTST 

Pµroo.se 

MLCTST is the test program for the hardware 
portion of the PTIP. It is strongly oriented toward 
testing the terinina.l handling hardware and does not 
test common memory or most of the I/O system. MLCTST 
attempts to test all the hardware which is used by 
the operational PTIP program. 

This version of MLCTST is used to test the 
original MLC and the C30 presently being used to 
emulate the MLC. 

Enyironment 

MLCTST is designed to run in any PLURIBUS with 8K 
of local memory. MLCTST itself occupies the lower 4K 
and expects to find a DDT starting at 2000 HEX. The 
program pushdown stack starts at 3EOO, but this is 
patchable to be elsewhere if necessary. Since all 
PTIP local memories are BK, this is not usually a 
hardship. No common memory is used and no I/0 except 
for the AML under test is required. The AML may be 
located on the local processor bus, on an 
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attached I/0 bus or on an 11-I bus. 

1.17 MSMST 

MSPM tests the MSPM (also called BSO) card using a 
DDT-41 as a mini-operating system. It contains the 
means to talk to the card's micro DDT. 

1.18 PIDTST 

Puroose 

PIDTST is the basic card test tor the Pseudo
Interrupt Device (PID) card. 
Environment 

PIDTST will work in either a single or multiple 
bus environment. It a single bus, it must be F-stuck 
and the memory must be keyed. A processor with 0-4IC 
local memory is required. See the detailed operation 
section tor default parameter settings. 

1.19 PLI-KG-TST 

Purpose 

The purpose of the PLI-1.CG-TST program is to 
test the KG, the ICGR, and the ICGB in a PLI system. 
The system is viewed as having two paths: the 
transmit path (TX path) which connects the RED 
processor to the BLACIC processor through the KG; and 
the receive path (RX path) which connects the 
BLACK processor to the RED processor through the KG. 
The program gathers intormation on the behavior of 
both paths. 
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f.20 PLI-OPTCAP-TST 

Purpose 

The purpose of the PLI-OPTCAP-TST program is to 
test the two direct paths in a PLI system: the 
"Black to Red" (optical isolators) path, and the 
"Red to Black" (capacitors) path; and to 
gather int"ormation on the behaviour of both paths. 

1.21 PSTOPL 

PSTOPL is a small program that halts the 
processors in a multibus Pluribus. It is used 
before running other diagnostics to be sure that 
rampant processors don't intetere with the 
diagnostio to be run. It is usually combined with 
the memory clearing program MEMCLR and called PSTOPZ. 
PSTOP and MEMCLR are routinelY added to the front ot 
diagnostio (and operational) tapes to ensure a 
quiescent maahine betore the main program is loaded. 

1.22 PWRTST 

pyrpgse 

PWRTST tests the processor bus power tail and 
restart interrupts, including the auto-reset timer 
tacili ty. A rudimentary cheok or 60 Hz interrupts is 
also done. 
Environment 

The bus under test must have a prooessor 
connected to the BCU (to reoei ve interrupts), at 
least 4IC words of memory, and a control panel. The 
bus may or may not be part of a mul tibus environment; 
no assumptions are made about this. Line 
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frequency, power fail, and power restore 
interrupts should be enabled per the switches on 
the operator panel, if' any. 

1.23 RLDCHIC 

Purpose 

The purpose of the RLDCHIC program is to find 
and test the RLD devices in a PLURIBUS systeQ, and 
to print detailed information on the T.TY. 

In the most general case, the program finds all 
modem devices, with connected RLD, and tor each device 
it tries to transfer data from every common memory page 
to itself using the device. The size of the 
transferred block is FOO words 

For every transfer unique RLD packet information 
is stored in the transmit buffer ( the lower FOO words 
of the page),the destination buffer ( the upper FOO 
words of the page) is cleared, and the device is 
activated. 

A program timer is set for each activation of 
the device. The transfer is terminated in one or two 
ways: 

1. The two bits in the device register block- Transmit 
active and Receive active- are both reset before the 
program timer reaches the end of its period, or 

2. The timer times out with one of the active bits 
still set. 

In any case, after transfers are terminated, the 
program prints the results or the transfers. 

The results of the transfer are printed in a 
table and include information about the status of 
different error bits in the device registers block, 
the success of the transfer, the success of writing 
to the PID, etc. The program interacts with the user 
and allows him to select specific I/0 devices, to 
select specific m'f!mory busses, to specify which memory 
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pages are to be ignored, to specify which I/0 
busses are to be ignored, or to check every 
MODEM/RLD device and every memory page (this is 
the default). Only the necessary changes have to be 
typed in when the user wants to rerun the program. 

RLDTST will test the RLD (Magic Modem) ·to see 
that it can actually force a reload into a Pluribus. 

1.24 RTCTST 

Purpose 

RTCTST is the basic card test tor the Real Time 
·clock (RTC) module. 

Environment 

RTCTST will work in either a single bus or 
multiple bus environment. It a single bus, it must 
be F-stuck and the memory must be keyed. A processor 
with 0-4K local memory and a PID are required. 
Line frequency, power fail and power restore interrupts 
should be enabled on the processor bus. See the 
detailed operation section for default parameters. 

1.25 TTYTST 

Purpose 

TTYTST tests a Teletype like device (e.g., a 
VISTAR) and· its associated serial interface (PSB). 
The classical interrupt capabilities of the PSB are 
not tested. 
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Enyironment 

The PSB under test may either be on the same bus 
as the processor or on. a separate I/O or MI bus. 
The processor must have 0-4IC local memory and an 
operator panel should be located on the processor bus. 
See the detailed operation section for default 
parameters. 

1.26 Hexadecimal Numbering 

Throughout the Domestic Data Network the 
hexadecimal numbering system is the most common 
one in use, because PLURIBUS is the standard machine. 
For this reason, knowledge or it is essential. 

These are the hexadecimal digits with their 
binary, octal, and decimal equivalents: 

Hex. -
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 

Decimal Octal --0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 

Binary --0000 
0001 
0010 
0011 
0100 
0101 
0110 
0111 
1000 
1001 
1010 
1011 
1100 
1101 
1110 
1111 

Just as in octal, the binary bi ts are grouped to 
form the digits of the hexadecimal number; the 
difference is that they are grouped by fours instead 
of in triplets: 
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Hex Binary (fours) Binary (threes) Octal 
53B4 = 0101 0011 1011 0100 = 0 101 001 110 110 100 = 051664 

The bits in a PLURIBOS word are numbered 
differently than in Honeywell machines. It is 
important to understand this as site people will 
be reporting register contents using bit numbers, and 
you must be careful not to be contused. This is the 
format or the PLURIBUS bit numbering scheme: 

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

Sometimes one refers to a nbyte" or half word. 
In PLURIBUS using the hexadecimal system this is easy: 
one byte is exactly two hex digits. For example, a 
byte of all ones is FF; as another example, if a word 
contains the (hex) number 10A3, one would say the left 
byte is 1 O and the right byte contains A3. 

The PLURIBUS is a byte addressed machine, so when 
a word is being referred to its address is always 
even (ending in o, 2, 4, 6, 8, A, C, or E). Bytes 
(half words) may also be addressed: the even (word) 
address always refers in this case to the left byte; 
the word address plus one then refers to the right 
byte. ·Hence they are often called the even and odd 
bytes or a word. 

Finally, for reference purposes, here is a 
table of the correspondence between octal bit 
values and hexadecimal bit values, with the Honeywell 
and PLURIBUS bit nu berings corresponding. 
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PLURIBUS Hex Octal Honeywell 
Bit no. Value Value Bit no. ------- ----- -----~ 

0 0001 000001 16 
1 0002 000002 15 
2 0004 000004 14 
3 0008 000010 13 
4 0010 000020 12 
5 0020 000040 11 
6 0040 000100 10 
7 0080 000200 9 
8 0100 000400 8 
9 0200 001000 7 

10 0400 002000 6 
11 0800 004000 5 
12 1000 010000 4 
13 2000 020000 3 
14 4000 040000 2 
15 8000 100000 1 

1.27 The Pluribus Control Panel 

The control panel can be used to access the 
processor(s) on the bus to which it is attached and to 
access associated local memory. It can also be used to 
access common memory and I/O devices. The 
following description assumes that the panel is 
enabled. 

The switches on the face of the PLURIBUS control 
panei consist of small buttons beneath the markings on 
the panel. A gentle push there should result in 
a small click and the changing of a light above the 
switch. Use only fingers to push the buttons; do not 
use pencils or other sharp objects. 

RESET: Causes system reset of the processor bus. 
Also lights LOAD and IDLE indicators. 
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LOAD: When the auto-load is armed, indicated by the 
LOAD indicator being lit, pressing LOAD 
will cause the auto-load device to begin 
loading {this is usually the paper tape 
reader). Any activity on this bus will turn 
off the LOAD light. 

INHIBIT: Pushing this switch toggles the INHIBIT 
light. When it is on, all system interrupts 
on the bus are inhibited. 

REGISTER_switches: These select for examination or 
change any of the sixteen 
processor registers on a processor. 
Only one of these can be selected 
at a time. Register O is the 
program counter, registers 1·7 
are the general registers R1-R7, 
and register 8 is the status 
register. The rest are not 
generally used or referred to. 

ADDRESS_switches: 

CLEAR_( address): 

DATLswitches: 

CLEAR_( data): 

READ_(register): 

REV B 

These sixteen toggle 
are used· to represent 
using the binary 
hexadecimal) numbering 
described in section 1.1. 

switches 
addresses 

(and 
system 

Next to the ADDRESS switches, this 
will clear all the ADDRESS lights. 

These sixteen toggle switches are 
used to represent a sixteen bit 
binary (or hexadecimal) data word. 

Next to the DATA switches, this 
will clear all the DATA lights. 

Next to the REGISTER switches, 
this causes the contents of the 
register selected in the REGISTER 
lights to appear in the DATA 
lights. (Applies only to 
selected processor. See below.) 
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WRITE_(register): Next to the REGISTER switches, 
this causes the contents of the 
DATA switches to be written to the 
register selected in the REGISTER 
lights. (Applies only to 
selected processor.) 

READ_( address) : Next to the ADDRESS switches, 
this causes the contents of the 
memory word or I/O device register 
addressed in the ADDRESS lights to 
appear in the DATA lights. If 
the address is below 4000(hex) the 
memory word is in the selected 
processor's local memory. If the 
address is greater than COOO, it is 
an I/O device register or a 
processor hardware register. 
Otherwise the address references 
a word on some page of common 
memory (see section 1.3.3). 

WRITE_( address): Next to the ADDRESS switches, 
this causes the contents of the 
DATA switches to be written to the 
memory or device register addressed 
by . the ADDRESS lights. See 
the above paragraph for more on 
addresses. 

BUSY: 

IDLE: 

DOUE: 

This light is on if there was any activity on 
the processor bus within the last 0.1 
second. 

This light is on when no processor on the bus 
is running and one is waiting for an 
interrupt to proceed. 

When any register, memory, or processor 
action performed from the panel is 
completed successfully, the DONE light is 
lit. It such an operation is not completed, 
the DONE light stays off. The controls 
which can turn DOllE on are: both WRITEs, both 
READs, RUN, HALT, ADH, and STEP. 
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The light will be on when any processor 
on the bus is executing instructions 
(running) • Pushing RUN will cause the 
selected processor to begin (or 
continue) executing instructions. 

This light is on when all processors on the 
bus are stopped, either because they 
executed an instruction that halted them, or 
because the HALT button was used. Pushing 
the HALT switch halts only the selected 
processor. 

This is the Address-Halt toggle switch. When 
this is on and any operation on the bus 
uses the address shown in the ADDRESS lights, 
the selected processor will be halted. 
This is usually used only as a debugging aid. 

This switch causes the selected processor 
to execute one instruction (halting the 
processor if it was running). The contents 
of the register selected in the REGISTER 
lights are shown in the DATA lights 
automatically. 

Pushing and releasing this button 
generates a system interrupt on the 
processor bus. If a processor responds to 
it, the ATTN light will stay off. Generally, 
if a processor is running, or if IDLE 
is on because you have just.pushed RESET, the 
system will respond. If not, the ATTN light 
will stay on and the panel will be 1.o bed. 
This may be cleared by pushing the ATTN 
button a second time. 

The next set of switches to be described is 
located behind the control panel at the bottom. They 
can be felt and changed from the front. However most 
or them are labeled on the back (the panel can be 
hinged at either end). Since these switches can be 
changed without swinging out the panel they will be 
discussed viewing the panel from the front. 
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PROCESSOR_SEtECT: This UNLABELED switch is the 
rightmost one In its left position 
it selects the even processor on 
the bus; in its right position 
it selects the odd processor 
(not present on all processor 
buses). Check your 
configuration!!! 

PWR_FAIL: The second switch from the right determines 
whether a power failure causes an interrupt 
to the processor. If it is pushed to the 
right it is ON and should be ON. 

PWll_RCVRY:This switch is the tb.ird from the right and 
controls action when power recovery is 
detected. There are three positions: OFF{to 
the lft.), meaning no action; IN(straight 
down), meaning a power recovery interrupt 
will occur; and AL(to the right), meaning 
an auto-load will occur. This switch should 
be on IN. 

Lil-m_FREQ:This switch is the leftmost switch and 
allows or inhibits the 60 hertz line 
frequency interrupt from the power supply 
(also called jiffy interrupt). It should be 
ON(to the right). 

COMT: This hardware debugging aid should always be 
OFF. 

1.28 Inspecting Or Changing Memory Or Registers 

Processor Registers 

To examine or change the contents of a 
register from the control panel it is 
to have selected the correct processor, 
are two on the bus. 
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To examine a register: 
1. Select the desired register using the REGISTER 

switches. 
2. Push READ (register) • 
3. The contents or the selected register will appear 

in the DATA lights. If the selected processor 
does not exist on the bus, the DONE light will 
remain dark. If the processor is IDLE (has 
been RESET) it must be first be put in HALT. 

To change the contents or a register: 
1. Select the desired register using the REGISTER 

switches. 
2. Enter the new contents desired for the register 

into the DATA switches. 
3. Press WRITE (register). If the operation is 

successful, the DONE light will now be on. You 
may verify the correctness of the write by reading 
the contents of the register. 

Logal Memory ,Ami l/.Q. Deyige Redsters 

The following applies to local memory belonging 
to the selected processor and to registers in I/O 
devices: addresses below hex 4000 or above COOO. 

To read the contents of a location: 

1. Enter the address of the location into the ADDRESS 
switches. 

2. Push READ (address). 
3. The contents of the location will appear in the 

DATA lights and DONE Will come on. Ir the 
memory location or the device does not exist, then 
DONE will remain off. 

4. 
Each successive push of READ (address) Will 
increment the ADDRESS shown by 2 (i.e., one word) 
and read the next word into the DATA lights. To reread 
the same location without the auto-increment, toggle 
one of the ADDRESS bits twice. 

To write data into a location: 

1. Enter the address of the location 
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into the ADDRESS switches. 
2. Enter the new contents intended for 

the location into the DATA 
switches. 

3• Push WRITE (address). If the 
operation was successful the DONE 
light will come on. You may 
verify the - correctness of the 
operation by pressing READ 
(address) to check the contents of 
the location. Pushing READ 
(address) a second time will 
advance the ADDRESS lights to the 
next word. 

Common Memory 

Assuming the location and the physical page 
address in common memory desired are given, one 
must apply the above operation an extra time to set a 
memory map register to the required page. The map 
register depends on which common memory window is 
referenced: 

Address range Map register 
----------------... 
4000 ~ SFFE 
6000 - 7FFE 
8000 - 9FFE 
AOOO - BFFE 

FCOO 
FC02 
FC04 
FC06 

It is highly inadvisable to use the fourth 
window (address AOOO through BFFE), as it is a 
special purpose window which zeroes a word as it reads 
the word. 

To read or modify common memory locations on a 
given page in common memory: first, using the procedure 
given above, write the physical address of the page 
into the appropriate map register. Then access the 
desired memory locations as descr bed above. 
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1.29 Hints To Pluribus Diagnostics 

1 • Before loading any diagnostic, load PSTOPL to 
ensure quiescent state or the machine. 

2. Any program can be restarted, after it has been 
initially loaded, by pressing nresetn, then 
nattenn buttons on the control panel. WAR?lillG: 
The locations and/or tables that were modified 
during that run have NOT been changed. 
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2 DDT 

Many diagnostics require the use of DDT to set 
parameters such as lines to be tested, baud rate, and 
device to be tested. A few DDT commands are presented 
below and are a subset that are needed to effectively 
run the diagnostics. DDT provides a means to 
control/monitor-control/monitor processes (programs) by 
inspecting/changing registers of the machine. 

The following conventions will 
designate keyboard entry: 

used 'to enclose what has to be typed in 

be used to 

denotes control key held down while striking 
next key in command 

Pxx processor xx executed read/write 

yy value read out of location 

Whenever a register is nopenedn, its con tents are 
typed out in the current mode (except as noted for 
certain commands}. When a register is "closedn, the 
last value typed in while open, if any, is written to 
that register. If nothing or <delete> is typed in, 
nothing is written. 

2.1 Addresses_Opening And Closing Commands 

nn/ Opens register nn. The processor 
address space the reference was made 
as npnn• immediately following the 
contents of the requested register 
typed in the current type out mode. 

<er> Closes current register, if any open. 

in whose 
types out 
/. The 
then are 

<lf> Closes current register, if any open, and opens 
next •instruction"; that is, if type out mode is 
symbolic and the current register is a double
word instruction, skip one register. 
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By itself, is the value of the address of the 
current register, if any open; if none, then the 
last current register. 

I Types out the contents of the register addressed 
by the current register but does not open it or 
change n.n. The address used is the "effective" 
address of the symbolic instruction, if the 
current type-out was symbolic. For instructions 
that have no effective address (HLT for 
example), or for type out in constant or ASCII 
mode, the actual memory contents are used for 
the "effective" address. 

2.2 Type Out Hode Commands 

There are two orthogonal type out modes. One 
controls the radix of type out. 

•H Numbers are typed out in hexadecimal (base 16)
default 

AO Numbers are typed out in octal (base 8). 

The other controls 
interpreted: 

how register contents are 

AS Type out symbolically, that is, try to interpret 
as an instruction, including next word if ~ two
word instruction code. 

AK Constant) type out as a number. 

~A Type out as two ASCII characters. 

2.3 Type In Commands 

nn. a decimal number 

nn' an octal number 

nn! a hexadecimal number 
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2.4 Control Commands 

nn .. G starts the selected processor at nn. 
selected processor is running STAGE, 
copied to its simulated RO and its R15 is 
2 • 

BBNCC 

If the 
nn is 
set to 

.. G starts the selected processor at the address 
last specified by a AG command. If no argument 
is given and no address has been specified 
previously, a ngn prints and nothing else 
happens. 

AX Stop the selected processor is running and types 
out the contents of the program counter. If not 
running, types out "HALTED". For processors 
running in the STAGE system, sets their 
simulated R15 to a 1, and prints the contents of 
simulated RO. 

AP Causes the selected processor to proceed from 
its current state. If a processor running STAGE 
is selected, its R15 is set to 2. 

AZ Steps the selected processor one instruction and 
types that instruction. Processors running 
STAGE set their R15 to 3. In this case, 
single-stepping is meaningless and should not be 
tried. 

AL Clears the screen and repaints the display in 
the bottom portion of the screen • 

.. 0 Complements value of the override switch and 
echoes "ON" or "OF" as appropriate. 
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3 DEVTST 

3.1 Loading And Starting The Program 

Before loading the program all busses should have 
power turned on. The bus reset timers of all busses 
should be in the OFF (up) position. 

In this version of DEVTST(REV.3) PSTOPL has been 
included in the compulation of DEVTST. Therefore, it 
is not necessary to run PSTOP prior to loading DEVTST. 
RESET-ATTENTION can be used to restart the program. 

A. Load correct DEVTST tape or cassette according to 
system configuration. 

B. Press nResetn on control panel. 

c. Set start address in data lights on control panel 
if loading from cassette. 

D. Press nLoad" on control panel. Check the console 
to see if all processors and common memory are 
listed as per the SRN. If not, you are not 
running the correct version. If no display on 
console, check to see if your console is at the 
address the diagnostic expects to see it. 

E. Verify next on the screen is start of questions. 
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3.2 The Interaction With The User 

The program starts by interacting with the user, 
which has to define the program's mode of operation. 
The answers to the questions are: 

Y- yes, N- no, or E- exit (to the end or the 
program). 

Each of the above characters must be followed by a 
carriage return. If an illegal pair of characters is 
typed by the user, the program ,prints . the string n1 
(Y/CR,H,E)" and waits for a legal response. 

The program interprets a single carriage-return as 
the character nyn followed by a carriage-return. The 
messages and questions printed by the program are 
described next. 

1. DEVTST-MB The program name is the first message . 
printed by the program. 

2. CHANGF.S? (Y/CR,N,E) 

This is the first question asked by the program. 
If the ~er does not want to make any change in the 
program's mode of operation, then the character N 
should be typed. If this is the first iteration of the 
program, the answer N denotes the default mode, which 
is described later. If there are no changes, the 
program starts activating the devices according to the 
current mode or operation. The format or the printed 
tables is described in the next section. If there are 
changes, the conversation continues in step 3. 
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3. HARD COPY? (Y/CR,N,E) 

If the user replies negatively, implying a CRT 
device, then he should type any character to cause the 
printing of each table. If the typed character is E 
(exit), message 16 is printed. If the user replies 
positively, all tables are printed without pauses 
between tables. RESET-ATTENTION can be used to abort 
printing in this case and to restart the program. If 
the operator replies with E, then message 16 is 
printed. 

4. I/0 DEVICES, CHANGES? {Y/CR,N,E) 

The user has to reply whether there is a change in 
the list of I/0 devices to be tested. If the answer is 
Y, then message 5 is printed next. If the answer is N 
message 10 is printed. The default list of I/O devices 
contains all I/O devices. 

5. XPATCHED? {Y/CR,N,E) 

If the I/0 devices should be tested, internally 
cross-patched, the answer Y should be given (this is 
the default). If the answer is N, then the devices are 
tested, externally looped. A looping plug can be used 
in this case to enable the test. 

6.. TEST ALL I/0 DEVICES? (Y/CR,N,E) 

If all devices are to be tested, then the answer 
should be Y (this is the default for the first 
iteration). If the answer is N, then the current table 
of I/O devices to be tested is cleared, and the user 
has to type up to 5 device addresses (e.g. E150, F220) 
as directed by the program in the iterated sequence of 
steps: 7-9. 
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7. MORE? (Y/CR,N,E) 

The user has to answer it more entries are to be 
added to the currently discussed table. It the answer 
is Y, the program prints message 8. If the answer is N, 
then the table is complete and the conversation 
continues. This message is given even at the start ot 
building the table. It should be noted that the 
current table is cleared before the sequence of steps 
7-9 is started, and therefore the user has to type the 
complete table (and not only the modifications). 

8. ADDRESS= 

Following this message the user has to type a 4 
digit hexadecimal address (including leading O's) as 
the next entry to the currently open table. Atter 4 
characters have been typed by the user, message 9 is 
printed by the program. 

9. COHFIRM? (Y/CR,N,E} 

The user is required to contirm an address typed 
as an answer to the previous message. If the answer is 
N, then question 7 is repeated, and the typed address 
is ignored. If the answer is Y, then the address is 
added to the table. Then, if there is still room in 
the table, question 7 is printed, else the seque~ce of 
steps: 7•9 is terminated and the conversation 
continues. 

10. MEM BOSSES, CHANGES? (Y/CR,H,E) 

The user has to reply whether there is a change in 
the table of memory busses included in the test. If 
the answer is Y, then message 11 is printed. If the 
answer is N, message 12 is printed and the table is not 
changed. 
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11. TEST ALL HEHORY BUSSES? (Y/CR,.N,E) 

If all memory busses should take part in the test, 
then the answer should be Y (this is the default for 
the first iteration). If the answer is N, then the 
current table of memory busses to be checked is 
cleared, and the user has to type map addresses of up 
to 3 pages (e.g. 0000, 0200) which are interpreted as 
starting addresses of the memory busses to be checked. 
A memory bus is a contigous sequence of (_Ah2000 byte) 
memory pages. The addresses are typed by the user as 
directed by the program in the iterated sequence of 
steps: 7-9. After this step is completed, question 12 
is printed. 

12. IGNORE-I/0 BUSSES, CHANGES? (Y/CR,N,E} 

The user has to reply whether there is a change in 
the list of I/0 busses to be ignored in the test. The 
list is initially empty, i.e. no I/0 bus is initially 
ignored. The I/O busses address ranges are: EOOO-E7FO, 
E800-EFFO, FOOO-F7FO, and F800-FBFO. The first _.h80 
bytes are the BCM area, and no devices are searched 
there. If the answer is Y, then the table of I/O 
busses to be ignored is cleared, and the user has to 
fill it by typing up to 3 I/O busses starting addresses 
(e.g. EOOO, E800). The addresses are typed by the user 
as directed by the program in the iterated sequence of 
steps: 7-9. If the answer is N, then the table is not 
changed. After this step is completed, question 13 is 
printed. 
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13. IGNORE-PAGES, CHAUGES? (Y/CR,N,E) 

The user has to reply whether there is a change in 
the table of memory pages to be ignored during the 
test. The table is initially empty, i.e. no memory 
pages are initially ignored. If the answer is Y, then 
the table of memory pages to be ignored is cleared, and 
the user has to fill it by typing up to 8 memory busses 
starting addresses (e.g. 0000, 0200). The addresses 
are typed by the user as directed by the program in the 
iterated sequence of steps: 7.9. If the answer is N, 
then the table is not changed. After this step is 
completed, question 14 is printed. 

14. SLOW DEVICES? (Y/CR,N,E) 

The user has to reply whether there are slow 
devices in the system, for which the transfer can last 
more than 1 second. A 50 Kb modem should complete the 
transfer of the 2000 words in approx:l.mtely 2/3 second. 
The answer to this question determines the length of 
the period to which the program timer is set. The 
default for the first iteration is 1 second, i.e. no 
slow deVioes. If unexpected results are obtained, it 
would be a good practice to rerun the program with the 
longer timer set. The long timer is set to about 2 .5 
seconds. If longer timouts are required the timer loop 
can be increased (see P130-P140 in the listing). 

15. ?SST GOOD PAGES ONLY ONCE? (Y/CR,N,E) 

If a positive reply is given, then each transfer 
(suoessful or unsuccessful) is performed once; 
otherwise, the user has to specify a number in the next 
step. The default is to test each good page only once. 
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16. TD1ES: 

Following this message, the user has to type a 
non-zero four digit hexadecimal number specifying how 
many times each sucessful transfer should be repeated. 
If the user asks for n times, each transfer between a 
common memory page and a device will be performed n 
times if all of them are successful, or until the first 
error occurs. 

17. DMA TRANSFERS 

This title is printed before the actual transfers 
starts. It is followed by the tables, as described in 
the next section. 

18. RESTART? (Y/CR,N,E) 

The question is printed when all selected devices 
have been checked. Y causes restarting ot the program 
with the current mode of operation which may be changed 
by the user, N causes reprinting of que.stion 18, E 
causes a transfer of control to DDT (which should be 
loaded in this case, since the program does not check 
whether DDT is in core). 

19. UNEXPECTED QUIT AT: XXXX 

The message is printed for the obvious reason. The 
program should be restarted and if the message is 
consistent then the program listing must be used to 
analyze the cause of the quit. 

PRIUTING .I1m ,WA IRAiiSFERS RESULTS 

After the program's mode of operation is set as 
described in the previous section, the devices are 
activated one at a time. For each device the transfer 
is done sequentially for each selected memory page. 
The transfers' results are printed in tables, one per 
device. 

. . 
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The format of each table is as follows: 

DEV ADDR: XXXX TYPE: YY NANE: NNN TPID: TT RPID: RR HUM: ZZ 

-----~-------------------........ --------------------------.--------------------
MAP TCOM RCOM TPID RPID DATA NELB MQIT DQIT TQIT RQIT TERR RERR TSRS CNT 
v 
VVV F F F F F F F F F F F F ttrr ceca 

• 

WWWW F F F F F F F F F F F 

The header of each tab1e consists .of the device 
address, the device type, a three character nmemonic 
name, the transmit PID level, the receive PID level, 
and the device number (byte 2 in the device registers 
block). 

Each row summarizes the transfer's results for one 
memory page, whose map address is denoted by VVVV or 
Wt·IWW. A blank line is printed between memory busses. 

The entry in most of the table fields is a single 
digit denoted by F. F can be one of the characters: 
"1", non, or n?n. 

1 means that the event 
corresponding field has 
transfer. 

associated 
happened 

O means that the event has not happened. 

with the 
during the 

? means that the program does not bave the necessary 
imformation (e.g. because of a quit). 

The meaning of each event is as follows: 

TCOH- The transmit part of the device had terminated 
the transfer before the end of the pro~Tam timer 
period was reached (i.e. bit 13 in word 6 of the 
device registers block was 0). 
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RCOM- The receive part of the device had terminated the 
transfer before the end of the program timer 
period was reached (i.e. bit 13 of word 3 of the 
device registers block was O). 

TPID- The transmit PID level was written into the 
correct PID. 

RPID- The receive PID level was written into the 
correct PID. 

DATA- The expected data was found in the receive buffer 
of the checked memory page. For an HLC device the 
character npn can follow the digit denoted by F, 
this means that the padding word (_Ah8000) was 
found at the end of the receive buffer. 

NELB- The bit indicating no error and last buffer was 
on (i.e. bit 15 in word 2 of the device 
registers block was 1). 

MQIT- The processor got a quit from the checked memory 
page. 

DQIT- The processor got a quit from one of the device 
registers. 

TQIT- The device transmit quit bit was set (i.e. bit 8 
in word 6 of the device registers block was 1). 

RQIT- The device receive quit bit was set (i.e. bit 8 
in word 3 of the device registers block was 1). 

TERR- The device transmit error bit was set (i.e. bit O 
in word 5 ot the device registers block was 1). 

RERR- The device receive error bit was set (i.e. bit O 
in word 2 of the device registers block was 1). 

TSRS- The last field in the table contains the 
hexadecimal contents of two status bytes in the 
device registers block: the transmit status (i.e. 
the contents of byte c in the device registers 
block), and the receive status (i.e. the contents 
of byte 6 in the device registers block). 
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CNT- This field is printed only when a not hard copy 
terminal is used. It specifies the value of the 
counter which counts the transfers to the page 
described in the printed line. 

3.3 Interpretation Of The Results 

A successful transfer for a common memory page is 
reflected in the printed table by a line whose first 6 
fields (TCOM-NELB) are 1, and the next 6 fields (MQIT
RERR) .are o. The a.ont,ents of the last 2 fields (TSTT
RSTT) is device dependant. 

A successful transfer for a common memory bus is 
reflected in the printed table by a group of identical 
consecutive lines, each representing a successful 
transfer. 

Note that the program tries to transfer data for 
every memory bus (unless the user has selected another 
mode of operation), and therefore if a device is not 
connected to some memory bus (as in the case of 
combined M/I busses), then it will be reflected in the 
printed table as an unsuccessful transfer. 
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4 DHACHK 

For our discussion, one of the two devices under 
test is called the TST (test) device; the other (if 
exists) is called the REF (reference) device. The 
assumption is that the REF device is a good, world.ng, 
device which therefore can help the user in isolating 
problems in the TST device; although, if the REF device 
causes errors they are reported and the prograIJ 
functions correctly. 

Each of the two devices consists of two parts: the 
TX (transmit) part, and the RX (receive) part. If the 
devices are connected there are two paths; each path 
containing a TX part of a device, a RX part of a 
device, and a cable connecting them. The program can 
handle either one path or two paths. Each path has a 
TX device and a RX device associated with it. If only 
one device is tested, there is only one path. 

The prograIJ tests each path by transferring data 
from a memory page to itself using the TX device and 
the RX device of that path; this test is called the DHA 
test. The program gathers information on the behavior 
of both paths during the DHA test in an error log which 
can be examined by the user. 

The user can specify to the program various 
parameters which define the DNA test to be performed. 
Those parameters are defined during the conversation 
with the program before the tests begin. The user can 
select the DMA devices, the memory pages used in the 
test, the data transfer parameters, and the 
configuration of the devices connection. Several 
configurations are possible. If one device is tested, 
it can be crosspatched, looped (modems only), or 
externally looped. If two devices are tested, there 
are two possible paths to be tested. The user can 
specify that only one of these paths is to be tested 
(simplex); both paths are tested by concurrent 
transfers on the two paths (full duplex); or both paths 
are tested by alternately transferring data on the two 
paths, one path at a time (half duplex). 
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In each iteration, the program clears the buffers 
used in the previous iteration (by writing O in each 
location), selects memory buffers for the current 
transfer, loads the TX buffers with unique information, 
clears the P.X buffers (by writing the word DEAD in eaoh 
location), and loads the devices registers. Then the 
program waits until the relevant device parts have 
completed (by examining their active bits) or a timeout 
occurred. After this waiting period, the program 
checks the various device bits, the data in the RX 
buffer, and the PID's. If any error is detected, a new 
entry is pushed into the error log, and a new iteration 
begins. 

In case of modems, the contents of the TX buffer 
is transferred to one RX buffer. l:n case of PJ.C' s, 
another mode is possible (the default mode) in which 
the first two words are transferred to RX buffer 1, and 
the rest of the TX buffer is transferred to RX buffer 
2. 

During the test itself, the user can communicate 
with the program by typing on-line collll:lands on the TTY. 
He can see the current summary of the test, examine 
(and modify) memory locations, force errors, cause the 
program to enter or exit a loop, restart the test, or 
begin the conversation again. 

Before the DMA test begins, the program can 
perform pre-transfer test~. In these tests the program 
measures the watchdog timers of both devices, and 
allows the user to modify the setting of various 
switches of the TST device (PID levels, device number, 
and device address) and displays the switches setting 
on the console lights. Additional test is the registers 
test. In this test, the program writes various patterns 
to all device registers and checks that the appropriate 
bits are changed, and that unexpected changes do not 
occur. If an error is detected, the progr-am can enter a 
loop (if the user specified it during the conversation) 
thus allowing the user to use a scope for examining the 
device behavior. Information on the errors is printed 
as they are detected; the error log does not contain 
any information on the registers test. 
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4.1 Loading And Starting The Program 

Before loading the . program each processor bus 
should have power turned on. Power restart interrupts 
should be enabled (S71 in the console in the middle 
position which enables the power recovery int). Line 
frequency interrupts (JIFFY) should be enabled (S70 in 
the console in the ON position). The bus reset timer 
of each bus should be in the OFF (up) position. 

First PSTOP must be used to halt all processors. 
Then DDT may be loaded if the operator wants to use it 
later (the DMACHK program does not need DDT for its 
operation). 

A. Load correct D~IATST tape or cassette according to 
system configuration. 

B. Press nnesetn on control panel. 

c. Set start address in data lights on control panel 
if loading from cassette. 

D. Press nLoadn on control panel. . Check the console 
to see if all processors and common memory are 
listed as per the SRN. If not, you are not 
running the correct version. If no display on 
console, check to see if your console is at the 
address the diagnostic expects to see it. 

E. Verify next on the screen is start of questions. 

Then the program is loaded and starts 
automatically. The conversation can always be 
restarted by one of the following ways: using RESET
ATTENTION, restarting the program at .. H100, replying 
nE" to one of the program questions during the 
conversation, or via the on-line command "Bn (begin 
conversation) during the test itself. Causing a power 
restart interrupt to the processor (by turning its 
power OFF and Otl) before the DMA test begins can be 
used to restart the conversation (al though using "En is 
more appropriate). 
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Causing a power restart interrupt to the processor 
(by turning its power OFF and ON) after the DUA test 
has begun can be used to restart the test. A siiililar 
effect can also be achieved by the on-line cocmand 0 R0 • 

For all the versions of' the program, if the TTY 
address must be changed it can be done after the 
program is loaded. Location TTYADD (currently •H104) 
contains the TTY address. 

4.2 The Initial Interaction With The User 

The proif'am starts by interacting with the user, 
which has to define the program's mode of' operation. 

The answers to the questions are: 

Y- yes, N- no, or E- exit. 

"E" means exit and restart the program at the 
beginning of the conversation. Each of the above 
characters must be followed by a . carriage-return. If 
an illegal pair of characters is typed by the user, the 
program prints the string. 0 ? (Y/CR,N,E)" and waits for 
a legal response. The program interprets a A&single 
carriage-return as the character nyn followed by a 
carriage-return. The messages and questions printed by 
the program are described next. 

1 • DMACHK-~m 

The program name is the first message printed by 
the program. 

2. SUMMARY? (Y/CR,N,E) 

This question is asked by the program only if the 
conversation is restarted after the test has begun. If 
the user replies positively, the current status and the 
error log are printed (see a later description). Typing 
the character nxn or the character _Ao (control O) 
during the summary printing aborts the printing. 
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3. CLEAR LOG? {Y/CR,N,E) 

The error log Trom previous tests is cleared when 
a positive reply is given. The various counters are 
also cleared in this case. A negative reply causes 
keeping of the error log and the counters from previous 
tests; in this case, the conversation proceeds in step 
5. The error log and the various counters can be 
cl'eared during the test via the on-line command "C". 

4. STATISTICS TOO? (Y/CR,N,E) 

A positive reply causes clearing some statistics 
which the program maintains about data errors. 

5. TYPE COMMANDS (A- ABORT): 

At this point the user can type most of the on
line commands (which are described later); e.g., he can 
examine the summary (if it was not cleared earlier) by 
typing "S", or open memory locations by means of the 
"0" (open) command. The character "A" must be type in 
order to proceed in the conversation. 

6. DEVICE CHANGES? (Y/CR,n,E) 

If the user does not want to make any change in 
the device address(es), then the character "N" should 
be typed. In this case, the program prints the details 
of the previously specified device(s) and continues in 
step 14. 

7. NEED DEVICE LIST? (Y/CR,N,E) 

If a positive reply is given, the · program prints 
information on all I/O devices it finds; thus helping 
the user in determining the desired device address(es). 

8. TST DEVICE ADDRESS: 

Here, the user is required to type a 4 digit 
hexadecimal address of the TST device (e.g., E140). 
Typing an escape character will cause the program to 
use the previously selected value. 
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9. REFERENCE (REF) DEVICE? (Y/CR,N,E) 

The user is asked whether a REF device exists. 

10. REF DEVICE ADDRESS: 

Here, the user is required to type a 4 digit 
hexadecimal address of the REF device (e.g., E160). 
Typing an escape character will cause the program to 
use the previously selected value. • 

11 • IDE?ITICAL DEVICES 

This error message indicates that the same device 
was specified both as a TST and as a REF device. The 
program then continues in step 7. 

12. CHOOSE OTHER DEVICES 

This message is printed when the program is not 
satisfied with the selected device(s). This can happen 
if a device which is not a modem or an HLC is 
specified, if the two devices are not compatible (e.g., 
one modem and one HLC), or it the program gets a quit 
from the device while trying to determine if the 
devices are acceptable. The program then continues in 
step 7. 

13. TOO MANY DMA DEVICES 

After the devices are selected, the program builds 
a table of all I/0 devices. This table is used during 
the address test (which begins after step 52). This 
message is printed if the table cannot contain all 
device addresses. Currently the table can contain at 
most 20 device addresses. 

14. MEMORY CHANGES? (Y/CR,N,E) 

The user has to reply whether there is a change in 
the list of memory pages to be tested. If a negative 
reply is given before any page has been specified, all 
pages are tested. After a negative reply, the program 
continues in step 22. 
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15. ALL MEMORY PAGES? (Y/CR,N,E) 

The user has to specify whether he wants all 
memory pages to participate in the test, or only some 
of them. If the answer is nyn, then all memory pages 
except those specified in step 21, participate in the 
test, and the program continues in step 20. If the 
answer is "N", then the user has to specify pages in 
the following steps. The user selects pages by defining 
ranges of pages. The first page and the last page in 
each range are specified. 

16. HORE? (Y/CR,N,E) 

A positive reply indicates that more pages are 
needed; the program continues in the next step. 

17. FROH PAGE 

Following this message, the user has to type the 
page address of the first page in a group of pages to 
be used. Typing an escape character will cause the 
program to use the previously selected value. A page 
address is a four digit hexadecimal number. For a 
multi-bus version of DMACHK the addresses are 0000, 
0200, 0400, o•• For a single-bus version the addresses 
are 4000, 6000, ••• , COOO. 

18e TO PAGE 

Following this message, the user has to type the 
page address of the last page in a group of pages to be 
used. Typing an escape character will cause the 
program to use the previously selected value. 

19. COUFIRH? (Y/CR,N,E) 

A positive reply is needed in order to confirm the 
range of pages just specified in steps 17, 18. The 
program continues in step 16. 
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20. IGNORE PAGFS? (Y/CR,N,E) 

The user can specify that some of the pages 
selected so far do not participate in the test; i.e., 
their contents is not modified by the program. In order 
to do it a positive reply should be given here. The 
user specifies pages to be ignored by repeatedly 
executing step 21. 

21. PAGE= • 

Following this message, the user has to type the 
address of a page to be ignored. Typing an escape 
character will cause the program to use the previously 
selected value. 

• 
22. MEMORY PAGFS: 

After all memory pages to be used have been 
specified, the program prints the addresses of the 
existing selected pages. Non-existing memory pages are 
ignored. 

23. NO PAGFS 

This error message is printed if no existing 
memory page has been specified. The_ program then 
continues in step 14. 

24. TRAllSFER PARAMETERS CiiAMGFS? (Y/CR,N,E) 

The user has to reply whether there.is a change in 
any of the parameters specified in the following steps. 
If a negative reply is given, the program continues in 
step 31. A negative reply given in the first time the 
program is run, causes default parameters to be used. 

25. RANDOM LENGTH? (Y/CR,N,E) 

This question deals with the length or the TX 
buffer. If a positive answer is given, pseudo-random 
values are used. In fact, the lengths used start with 
1, 2, ••• , 10 (words) and only afterwards pseudo
random values are selected. If a negative reply is 
given, the program continues in the next step. The 
default answer is nyn. 
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26. FIXED LENGTH: 

Following this oessage, the user has to type the 
fixed length to be used; the number of words in the TX 
buffer. The length is a non-zero four digit hexadecimal 
number. The maximum number is 127 decimal (which should 
be typed as 7F in hex). Typing an escape character 
will cause the program to use the previously selected 
value. 

27. RANDOM DATA? (Y/CR,N,E) 

If a positive reply is given, pseudo-random data 
is used for each RX buffer. If a negative reply is 
given, the user has to specify two words which will be 
used for loading the TX buffer in the following way: 
WORD 1, WORD 2, WORD 1, WORD 2, etc. The default 
answer is "Y". 

28. WORD 1= 

Following this message the user is required to 
type a 4 digit hexadecimal number defining the first of 
the two constant data words described above. Typing an 
escape character will cause the program to use the 
previously selected value. 

29. WORD 2: 

Following this message the user is required to 
type a 4 digit hexadecimal number defining the second 
of the two constant data words described above. Typing 
an escape character will cause the program to use the 
previously selected value. 

30. SPLIT RX BUFFER? (Y/CR,N,E) 

This·question is asked only when HLC's are used. A 
positive answer specifies that two RX buffers are used 
for each transfer on a path. The length of the first 
buffer is two words, and the length of the second is 
determined according to the current length of the TX 
buffer. The default answer is nyn. 
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31. COUFIGURATION CHAMGES? (Y/CR,H,E) 

A negative reply indicates that there is no change 
in the test configuration. If this is the first time 
the program is run, the default configuration is used. 
After a negative reply, the program continues in step 
40. 

32. DEFAULT CONFIGURATION? (Y/CR,N,E) 
• 

If only one device has been specified (the TST 
device), the default configuration is crosspatched. If 
two devices have been specified, the default is full 
duplex. If a Positive reply is given, the default 
configuration is used and the program continues in step 
40. 

33. BOTH DEVICES CONNECTED? (Y/CR,N,E) 

This question is asked only if two devices have 
been specified. If only one device has been specified 
the program proceeds in step 37. A positive reply 
should be given in order to test the path(s) consisting 
of the two devices. Appropriate cable should connect 
the two devices in such case. In case of modems, 
additional device is needed (such as a "silver box"). 
If a negative reply is given, the DMA test will be 
conducted as if there is only one device; in this case 
the conversation continues in step 37. 

34. CHECK BOTH PATHS? (Y/CR,N,E) 

This question is asked if a Positive reply was 
given to the question in step 33. It a negative reply 
is given to the current question, only one path is 
tested; the program continues in step 36. If a 
Positive reply is given, the program continues in the 
next step. 

35. FULL DUPLEX? (Y/CR,N,E) 

This question is asked if both paths are to be 
tested. A positive reply indicates full duplex lilOde, a 
negative reply means half duplex mode. The program 
proceeds in step 40. 
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36. TX BY REF DEVICE? (Y/CR,N,E) 

This question is asked when only one of the two 
paths is to be tested. The user has to define whether 
the TX device on that path is the REF device or the TST 
device. 

37. TST DEVICE XPATCHED? (Y/CR,N,E) 

This question is asked when only one device is to 
be tested. The three possible configurations are: 
crosspatched, looped (modem only), or externally 
looped. The default answer is nyn (crosspatched). 

38. TST DEVICE LOOPED? (Y/CR,N,E) 

This question is asked only in case of a modem. 

39. TST DEVICE EXTERNALLY LOOPED? (Y/CR,N,E) 

If a negative reply is given the program repeats 
from step -:;r until the appropriate configuration is 
selected. 

40. KEEP EARLIEST ERRORS (INSTEAD OF LATEST)? 
(Y/CR,N,E) 

In case of a positive reply the program does not 
push more entries into the error log after it is filled 
with 5 entries (thus the first 5 entries can be saved). 
In case of a negative reply, the latest 5 entries are 
kept in the error log, and previous entries are 
forgotten. In any case, the error log can be cleared 
during the test via the on-line command ncn, or in the 
conversation as described in step 3. The answer is 
stored in a program switch whose status can be 
complemented during the test via the on-line cor.:imand 
"K". 

41. LOOP IF ERRORS? (Y/CR,N,E) 

The answer to this question applies both to the 
registers test, and to the DHA test. 
A negative reply (probably the normal case) means "that 
different parameters are used in each iteration of the 
test regardless of the outcomes of the previous 
iteration (success or failure). A positive reply means 
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that if an error occurs, the test is retried once with 
the same parameters (e.g., same page, same buffers, 
same length, and same data, in case of DHA test; or 
same pattern stored in same registers in registers 
test) • If the retry succeeds, the program proceeds 
normally. If the retry fails the program enters a loop 
mode as selected in the following steps (quick loop or 
slow loop). When the program is in loop mode, it uses 
the same parameters constantly. 

• 42. QUICK LOOP? (Y/CR,H,E) 

A negative reply defines slow loop. The only 
difference between the slow loop mode and the normal 
mode, is that in the first case the same parameters are 
used .in each iteration of the prQgr-am. If a .negative 
reply is given, the program continues in step 44. A 
positive reply specifies a quick loop. In this case, 
less checks are perfori::ied in each iteration of the 
program (e.g., the data is checked only in the first 
few words of the RX buffer, and PID levels are not 
checked). 
After the program loads all device registers it waits a 
fixed delay regardless ot when (or whether) the devices 
operation has been completed. 

43. DELAY: 

Here the user has to type a four digit hexadecimal 
nw:iber which specifies how many times the program 
iterates through a fixed loop after the transfers on 
both paths (or one) have been initiated. 
Each iteration lasts about 50-100 micro seconds 
(depending on the number of devices). Specifying a 
short delay can cause the program to check the transfer 
results before the devices have completed. Thus, 
several values can be tried to find the desired delay. 
The delay is kept in LDELAY (currently location _AH10C) 
and the user can modify it while the program is running 
by the non (open) command. Typing an escape character 
will cause the program to use the previously selected 
value. 
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44. RE-DEFINE sn.rc EVENTS? (Y/CR,N,E) 

The user can specify one or more events uhose 
occurrences cause the program to access location 2 or 3 
in the local memory. Location 2 is accessed when the 
event occurred on path 1, and location 3 is.accessed 
when the event occurred on path 2. 
By writing this address (2/3) in the address lights, a 
pulse is generated each time one of these events 
occurs. This pulse can be used to synchronize a scope, 
or to trigger a logic analyzer. Before writing the 
address in the console lights the user has to tell the 
program to stop updating the console lights; this is 
done by pressing ATTENTION (and not RESET-ATTENTION) • 

45. EVENT: 

Here the user has to type a two digit hexadecimal 
number which defines an event according to the 
following table. Typing an escape character will cause 
the program to use the previously selected value. 

00- RX device error bit was set. 
02- TX device error bit was set. 
04- RX device quit bit was set. 
06- TX device quit bit was set. 
08- Quit from RX device registers occurred. 
OA- Quit from TX device registers occurred. 
OC- Quit from PID of RX device occurred. 
OE- Quit from PID of TX device occurred. 
10- Quit from memory occurred. 
12- no error and last buffer bit of RX device was not set. 
14- Padding word was not found. 
16- Data error (in memory) was detected. 
18- PID level of RX device was not written. 
1A- PID level of TX device was not written. 
1C- RX active bit of RX device was set (not complete). 
1E- TX active bit of TX device was set (not complete). 
20- Before loading device registers of a path. 
22- After loading TX end address {and all device reg.) 

. of a path. 
24- Before loading device registers in phase 2 of a path. 
26- End of waiting period (for transfers to cooplete) for 

both paths. 
28- Start or a new cycle ( 1/2 paths 1/2 RX phases). 
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46. PRE-TRAMSFER TESTS? (Y/CR,M,E) 

If a negative reply is g:i.ven, the program begins 
the D!..fA test by proceeding in step 56. 

47. <DEV> DEVICE WATCHDOG TIMER (TI REFRESHED) IS x.yz 
SEC'S 

The value ot the watchdog timer is printed as a 
decimal number. The timer is measured by writing 
something to the TX status device register. If the 
value is out of the allowed range (0.8-2 sea's) an 
error message is printed. 

48. <DEV> DEVICE WATCHDOG TitiER (RX REFRESHED) IS x.yz 
SEC'S 

This time, the timer is measured by writing 
something to the RX status device register. The 
expected value is O; an error message is printed 
otherwise. 

<DEV> DEVICE REGISTERS TEST ... 
This message precedes the beginning of the 

registers test for the <DEV> (REF or TST) device. 
During the test, the counter of bad iterations is 
displayed in the console address lights, and the 
counter of good iterations is displayed in the console 
data lights. In order to stop updating the console 
lights the user has to press ATTENTION (not RESET-
ATTENTION which start the conversation). -

Normally the whole registers test lasts about one 
second. However, if there are errors the test may last 
longer. In order to abort the test, the on-line command 
"A" (abort) can be used. After the registers test is 
completed (or aborted) for a device, the contents of 
the two counters is printed on the TTY. 

Note that the loop mode selected in the 
conversation applies also tor the registers test. Also, 
the user can force the program to enter (or exit from) 
the defined loop, by giving the on-line comli'land "L" 
{loop). 
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If an error is detected its description is printed 
on the TTY; unless the program is in quick loop in 
which case nothing is printed. 
There are several types of errors: 

READ-WR: Indicates that the read data does not match 
the written data. 

CHANGES: Indicates that changes in device registers 
have been detected where not expected. 

OFF/ON: Indicates that while the (TX or RX) reset bit 
was written, certain bits which were expected to be 
OFF/ON were found in the wrong state. 

In any case, information describing what was 
written (WROTE) and where was it written (IN) is 
printed (there are cases in which two words are 
written). The expected data is also printed (XPCTD). 
This is a masked word; bits which are not checked by 
the program are o. The address where the expected data 
is expected (IN) is also printed; this address is not 
necessarily equal to the write address. A word 
containing the changed bits (CBITS) is also printed; 
each bit indicated in this word (by 1) was found to be 
the complement of its expected value (in XPCTD). 

An example of an error description is: 

CHAUGES: WROTE AAAA n~ E132 XPCTD 5042 IN E13C CBITS 4000 

In this example, the bit corresponding to 4000 was 
found to be O instead of 1 in location E13C after 
writing AAAA to location E132. In order to interpret 
the meaning of the errors, the user has to examine the 
definition of the various bits in the device registers. 
In the above example, (assuming an HLC) the crosspatch 
bit in the TX status word was found to be in error. 

50. TST DEVICE SWITCHES TEST? (Y/CR,N,E) 

if a 
continues 
next step. 

REV B 

negative 
in step 

reply is given, the program 
52, otherwise, it continues in the 
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51. ADDR LIGHTS: WORD 0 
DATA LIGHTS: PID LEVELS (TX,RX) 
TYPE A TO ABORT 

BBMCC 

During the switches test, the program displays in 
the console address lights the contents of word O ot 
the deVice registers. The left halt contains the device 
type, and the write half contains the device number; 
the latter is switch selectable. The console data 
lights contain the TX PID level in the left half, and 
the RX PID level in the right half; both are switch 
selectable. The purpose of the test is to change the 
state of the relevant switches and to verify that the 
corresponding bits in the console lights change (thus 
to find broken switches). Note that the pro,gram does 
not check the meaning of the various bits; it merely 
displays them and the user has to check their 
correctness. The device address switches should not be 
changed during this test; they are tested in the 
following address test. The switches test continues 
until the "A" (abort) command is given by the user. 

52. TST DEVICE ADDRESS TEST? (Y/CR,N,E) 

if a negative reply is given, the program 
continues in step 56; otherwise, it continues in the 
next step. 

53. ADDR LmHTS: DEVICE ADDRESS 
TYPE A TO ABORT 

During the address test, the user changes the 
state of the device address switches, and the program 
tl-aces the device address and displays the current 
device address in the console address lights. The data 
lights have no meaning during this test. The program 
may lose the device; in this case it prints the message 
in step 54 and continues trying to locate the device. 
It the device is located after the program has lost it, 
the message in step 55 is printed. · 

Several reasons may cause the device to disappear. 
First, the program t:-ies to locate the device only in 
the address range: HCOOO-HFBFO (multi-bus case), or 
HCOOO-HFDFO (single-bus case). Selecting an address 
outside this range will cause the device to disappear 
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from the program point of view. Second, the program 
traces the device by examining the above I/0 space each 
time the device address is changed (a quit obtained by 
referencing the previous device address). Each time a 
device is round in the I/0 space, its address is 
compared with the addresses of all I/0 devices which 
existed during the conversation. If a device whose 
address is different from all those addresses is found, 
it is assumed to be the TST device. Thus, if the user 
sets the TST device address to be identical to one of 
the other devices in the system, the program will lose 
the device. 

The address test ends when the user gives the on
line command "A" (abort). The latest device address is 
used as the TST device address. The device details are 
printed before and after the test. 

54. DEVICE DISAPPEARED. TRY OTHER ADDRESSES 

This message is printed if during the address 
test, the program loses the TST device. The user should 
change the device address switches until the device is 
located. 

55. DEVICE LOCATED 

This message is printed when the program re
locates the TST device after it has disappeared. The 
new address is displayed normally. 

56. TESTIMG REF DEVICE ••• 

This message precedes the DMA test when two 
devices have been chosen in the conversation. Following 
this message, the REF device is tested (crosspatched) 
by 50 (decimal) transfers. Since at this stage only one 
device is tested, there is only one path- path 1. Thus, 
only the console address lights (correspondin£ to path 
1) are updated. After 50 transfers are completed, the 
DHA test itself begins in step 57. If there is only 
one device, the DMA test begins immediately after the 
pre-transfer test are cocpleted without printing any 
message. 
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57. STARTING TEST ••• 

This message is printed after the REF device has 
been tested as described in the previous step. The 
various test counters are cleared at this point, since 
a test with different configuration begins (the 
configuration selected in the conversation). 

4.3 The On-Line Commands 

The on-line . qommands are recognized . by the proeram 
during the tests themselves; each consists of one or 
more characters (underlined in this section). After 
the program identifies the command it prints a short 
description of the command. The test is halted when the 
on-line command is executed. The user can normally 
give another on-line command before the test is 
resumed. Thus, in order to resume the test, the user 
should type a character which is not interpreted as an 
on-line command; e.g., a space. The commands, the 
messages, and their meanings are described next. 

ABORT 

In case of the pre-transfer tests, this command 
causes the current test to be aborted. In case of the 
DI-IA test, this command causes the program to stop 
introducing intentional errors. Intentional errors are 
caused via the on-line command "F" {force error). 
After an "A" on-line command is given, the test 
immediately proceeds; i.e., the program does not expect 
another on-line command at this point. 

BEGill COUVERSATION 

This command causes restarting of the 
conversation. The error log is kept; it can be printed 
during the conversation and even be kept for the 
continuation of the test. If the command fails, the 
conversation can be restarted by using RESET-ATTENTiot~. 
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CLEAR LOG 

This comr:iand causes clearing of the error log 
(thus allowing new entries to be pushed into the error 
log) and the various counters (including the time 
counter). The program proceeds by asking the user 
whether to clear the statistics too (aldn to the 
question in step 4 of the conversation) and the user 
should answer by "Y" or "N". 

FORCE ERROR (A/Q/R) or 
FORCE ERROR (A/Q/C) 

This command allows the user to cause an error. 
The first line is printed in case of an HLC, and the 
second in case of a modem. The user has to type one of 
the characters suggested in parentheses; their meanings 
are defined below. 

ABORT: The transfer is aborted by writing something 
to the (TI or RX) begin address register of 
one of the devices during the transfer. 

QUIT: The (TX or RX) begin address of one of the 
devices. points to non-existent mem~y page; 
the device should get a quit. 

CHECKSUM: A zero checksum is sent, thus the RX device 
should complain about a data error. 

READY: A zero is written into the D1P ready bit 
(instead of one). Typing an escape character 
will cause the program to use the previously 
selected error type. 

After the error type is selected, the user has to 
specify whether the error should apply to the TX part 
or the RX part of the device. Then, he has to specify 
whether the error should apply to the TST device or to 
the REF device. Finally, he has to specify whether the 
error should be caused once or repeatedly. Each of the 
above specifications is given by typing one character 
according to the options the program lists in 
parentheses. In every case, typing an escape character 
will cause the program to use the previously selected 
value. 
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Note, that if the user forces repeated errors, the 
command "A" (abort) can be used to stop causing the 
intentional errors. 

HALT 

The program stops the test and continues to 
interpret on-line commands. To resume the test, any 
character which is not interpreted as an on-line 
coJ:lliland can be typed. 

KEEP EARLIEST ERRORS (OlUOFF) 

This comr:iand complements the current status of the 
program switch described in step 40 in the 
conversation. The new status of the switch is printed. 

LOOP (OM/OFF) 

This command complements the current status of the 
program switch indicating whether the program is in 
loop mode or not. The program enters a loop mode only 
if a loop mode was defined in the conversation (step 
41). The new status of the switch is printed. 

OPEN: aaaa rrrr wwww <terminator> or 
OPEN: aaaa PAGE-mmmm rrrr wwww <terminator> 

The open command allows the user to access and 
optionally modify any location in the processor address 
space, in common memory, or in I/O address space. The 
command should be carefully used in order not to 
destroy the program. 
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aaaa is the address to be opened, or the escape 
character which stands for the previously 
opened location. 

mmmm is the map address (e.g., 0000, or 0200) or 
the common memory page one of whose locations 
is to be opened, or the escape character 
which stands for the previously selected 
page. 

rrrr is the contents of the opened memory 
location. 

is an optional field which specifies the new 
contents to be written into the opened 
location. 

<terminator> is one of the following characters: 

Carriage-return which confirms the new contents (if 
typed), and terminates the command. 

Line-feed which confirms the new contents (if 
typed), and automatically opens the 
next location. 

which confirms the new contents (it 
typed), and automatically opens the 
previous location. 

Any other character used as a terminator, aborts 
the open command and does not confirm the new contents 
of the opened location (space is convenient to use). 

Ir quit is detected while trying to access the 
opened location the word QUIT is printed by the 
program, and the open command is aborted. 
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R R( estart) command causes the program to 
restart the tests at step 46 of the 
conversation. The command is recognized 
only during the DHA test. 
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s S(ummary) command causes printing of the 
current status, the current error log (if 
it is not empty), and the accumulated 
statistics (if it is not empty). The format 
of the printed tables is given in a later 
section. The character "X" or the 
character _Ao (control O) can be typed by 
the user to abort the printing. 

X or _·o (control O) 
These characters can be typed by the user 
while the summary is printed when the 
program waits for a character to be typed 

·(after a complete screen is printed); they 
abort the printing. 

? This command causes printing of the list of 
available on-line commands. 

4.4 The Summary Format 

The summary is printed when the on-line cor.1111and 
"S" is typed during the test, or during the 
conversation (at step 5), or if the user replies 
positively in step 2 of the conversation. The printing 
can be aborted by typing the character "X" or the 
character AO (control O) while the summary is printed, 
when the program waits for a character to be typed 
(after a complete screen is printed). 

The summary consists of three parts: the current 
status, the error log, and the statistics. The format 
of the three parts of the summary is described now. 
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CURRENT STATUS 

This message is followed by the current status of 
the program. 

TIHE nnnn 

This is the current time in seconds. 

POWER RESTORES nnnn 

This is the current number of power restores, as 
detected by the program. 

LOOP HODE xx xx 

xxxx is the current loop mode. It can be OFF, 
RETRYING, SLOW ON, or QUICK ON. 

In the sequel, nnn1 represents a value associated 
with path 1, and nnn2 a value associated with path 2. 

TX DEVICE nnn1 nnn2 

This is the TX device address. 

RX DEVICE nnn1 nnn2 

This is the RX device address. 

U TX GOOD BLOCKS nnn1 nnn2 

This is the number 
transmitted. 
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:fl RX GOOD LAST BLOCKS nnn1 nnn2 

This is the number of blocks successfully received 
(not including transfers to the first of two RX buffers 
in case of a split buffer). 

I RX GOOD NOT LAST BLOCKS nnn1 nnn2 This is the number 
of blocks successfully received in transfers to the 
first of two RX buffers (in case of a split buffer). 

# TX BAD BLOCKS nnn1 nnn2 

This is the number or blocks unsuccessfully 
transmitted. 

I RX BAD LAST BLOCKS nnn1 nnn2 

This is the number of blocks unsuccessfully 
received (not including transfers to the first of two 
RX buffers in case or a split buffer). 

I RX BAD HOT LAST BLOCKS nnn1 nnn2 

This is the· number of blocks unsuccessfully 
received in transfers to the first of two RX buffers 
(in case of a split buffer). 
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4.5 Error Log 

LAST -1 -2 -3 -4 

This heading precedes the second part of the 
summary, the error log. Below this, information about 
up to 5 bad transfers is printed. The latest entry in 
the error log is printed under the word LAST, the 
previous entry under -1, etc. Each entry contains 
information about one or two paths. 

TIME nnnn 

This is the time in seconds when the error 
occurred. 

I POWER RESTORES nnnn 

This is the number of power restores, as detected 
by the program when the error occurred. 

LOOP HODE :xxxx 

This is the loop mode when the error occurred. 

LAST RX PHASE xxxx 

xxxx stands for IES or NO. It indicates whether 
the error occurred in the last RX phase, or in the 
first (of two) RX phases. 
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TX DEVICE nnn1 nnn2 

This is the TX device address when the error 
occurred. 

RX DEVICE nnn1 nnn2 

This is the RX device address when the error 
occurred. 

BAD DATA INFO 

This message precedes information describing the 
first received bad word. The information is printed 
only if data error has really occurred; otherwise, 
dashes (----) are printed. Question marks (????) are 
printed if the program has not checked the data. 

TX DATA nnn1 nnn2 

This is the TX buffer data corresponding to the 
first RX bad word. 

RX DATA nnn1 nnn2 This is the data of 
the first RX bad word. 

XOR WORD nnn1 nnn2 

This is the exclusive or of the above two words; 
i.e., every bit in error is on in this word. 
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TX WORD ADDR nnn1 nnn2 

This is the address of the TX word corresponding 
to the first RX bad word. 

BAD WORD ADDR nnn1 nnn2 

This is the address of the RX bad word. 

BAD WORD I?lDEX nnn1 nnn2 

This is the index of the first RI bad word in the 
block (0,1, ••• ). 

DATA FOUND ON SAME PAGE nnn1 nnn2 

When a data error is detected, the program tries 
to determine whether the device has transferred the 
data to another word in the same page. This is done by 
complementing bits 1-12 in the RI bad word address one 
at a time, and comparing the contents of the found 
words to the TX data. Every bit whose complementing 
results in finding the desired data is set in the words 
printed in this line of the sUillLlary. For a single bus 
version, bits 1-15 of the RX bad word· address are 
treated as described above. 

' 
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DATA FOUND ON OTHERS nnn1 nnn2 

When a data error is detected, the program tries 
to determine whether the device has transferred the 
data to a word in another page whose address within the 
page is identical to the RX word address. This is done 
by complementing bits 9-15 in the current page address 
(the next item in this list) one at a time, and 
comparing the contents ot the words found on the 
obtained pages to the TX data. Every bit whose 
complementing results in finding the desired data is 
set in the words printed in this line of the SW!llilary. 
For a single-bus version, this words are zero. 

CURRENT PAGE nnn1 nnn2 

This is the address of the page containing both TX 
and RX buffers. 

TX BUFFER ADDR nnn1 nnn2 

This is the address of the TX butter. 

RX BUFFER-1 ADDR nnn1 nnn2 

This is the address of the RX buffer. In case of a 
split buffer cm.c only), this is the address or the 
first of the two RX butters. 

RX BUFFER-2 ADDR nnn1 nnn2 

This is the address ot the second of the two RX 
buffers in case of a split RX buffer (m.c only). 
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CURRENT LEHGTH nnn1 nnn2 

This is the length (in words) of the current 
buffer. 

TX STATUS nnn1 nnn2 

TV .. 

This is the contents of bits 8-15 of the TX status 
register after the waiting period (for the transfer to 
complete) is over. 

RX STATUS nnn1 nnn2 

This is the contents of bits 8-15 of the RX status 
register after the waiting period (for the transfer to 
complete) is over. 

In the following 16 items, the program prints the 
state of various bits in the device registers, and the 
results of various checks done by the program during or 
after the transfer. Each item normally has the form F
-L. F (the first character) stands for nyn (yes), "N" 
(no), or "-" (information is unknown). L (the last 
character) describes whether the program thinks that 
the corresponding item is good or bad. L stands for 
"G" (good), "B" (bad), "?" (the program does not know 
if it is good or bad), or "-" (information is unknown 
but the program does not expect it). The format of an 
item in which L= "B" is F**B (and not F--B). 

TX DEVICE COMPLETED F-LF-L 

This indicates whether the TI device has completed 
the transfer (TX active bit of the TX device is O). 
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RX DEVICE COMPLETED F--L F--L 

This indicates whether the RX device has completed 
the transfer (RX active bit of the RX device is 0). 

TX PID WRITTEN F-LF-L 

This indicates whether the TX PID level of the TX 
device was found in the PID. 

RX PID WRITTE?1 F--L F--L 

This indicates whether the RX PID level of the RX 
device was found in the PID. 

DATA OK F--L F--L 

This indicates whether the data in the RX buffer 
was equal to the data in the TX buffer (or a data error 
has been detected). 

PADDING WORD WRITTEN F-LF-L 

This indicates whether the data in the last RX 
buffer was followed by a padding word c_~aaooo) in case 
of an HLC. 

NO ERROR _& LAST BUF=1 F-L F-L 

This indicates whether the corresponding bit of 
the RX device was set. 
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HEUORY QUIT F-L F--L 

This indicates whether the program got a quit 
while accessing one of the memory buffers. 

TX PID QUIT F--L F--L 

This indicates whether the program got a quit from 
the PID corresponding to the TX device. 

RX PID QUIT F-LF-L 

This indicates whether the progratl got a quit from 
the PID corresponding to the RX device. 

QUIT FROH TX DEVICE F-LF-L 

This indicates whether the program got a quit 
while accessing the TX device. 

QUIT FROU RX DEVICE F-L F--L 

This indicates whether the program got a quit 
while accessing the RX device. 

TX DEVICE QUIT =1 F-LF-L 

This indicates whether the TI quit bit of the TX 
device was set (the TX device got a quit). 

RX DEVICE QUIT =1 F--L F--L 

This indicates whether the RX quit bit of the RX 
device was set (the RX device got a quit). 
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TX DEVICE ERROR =1 F-LF-L 

This indicates whether the error bit of the TX 
device was set. 

RX DEVICE ERROR =1 F-LF-L 

This indicates whether the error bit of the RX 
device was set. 

GLOBAL COUNTERS 

/ 
This line precedes the values of several important 

counters at the time of the error. The meaning of each 
of these counters was explained earlier in this 
section. 

I TX GOOD BLOCKS 
I RX GOOD LAST BLOCKS 
# RX GOOD NOT LAST BLOCKS 
I TX BAD BLOCKS 
# RX BAD LAST BLOCKS 
I RX BAD NOT LAST BLOCKS 

STATISTICS: 

nnn1 nnn2 
nnn1 nnn2 
nnn1 nnn2 
nnn1 nnn2 
nnn1 nnn2 
nnn1 nnn2 

This line precedes the third part ot the summary, 
the statistics. 

BAD PAGES: 

This line precedes a list of pages involved in 
various errors. These memory pages are not necessarily 
bad pages; the transfer ot data from/to these pages 
tailed. 
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HIU BAD WORD BLOCK IUDEX nnn1 nnn2 

This is the siaallest index (0,1, ••• ) of' a bad 
word within the block. 

MAX BAD WORD BLOCK Il1DEX nnn1 nnn2 

This is the largest index (0,1, ••• ) of' a bad word 
within the block. 

l·Uil BAD WORD PAGE OFFSET nnn1 nnn2 

This is the smallest offset of' a bad word within 
the page. 

MAX BAD WORD PAGE OFFSET nnn1 nnn2 

This is the largest offset of' a bad word within 
the page. 

Mlll BAD BLOCK LElJGTH nnn1 nnn2 

This is tbe smallest length (in words) of' a block 
involved in an error. 

MAX BAD BLOCK LENGTH nnn1 nnn2 

This is the largest length (in words) of a block 
involved in an error. 
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OR OF XOR WORDS nnn1 nnn2 

This is the logical inclusive or of all XOR words; 
i.e., every bit found to be in error in at least one 
data error is set in this word. 

MAJORITY BITS INFO: 

This line precedes several lines, each describing 
whether a bit in the majority of the words of some type 
was 1 or o. The information is printed in the form: 

<word type> =0/1 b b b b b b b b 

Each b is a group of 4 bits; each group of 4 b's 
describes all 16 bits on a path. If the bit in the 
majority of the words of the type <word type> is 0/1 
the corresponding bit is set in one of the b's. The 
possible word types are listed below. 

XOR WORD : 1 b b b b 
BAD WORD DATA :1 b b b b 
BAD WORD DATA :0 b b b b 
BAD WORD PAGE OFFSET =1 b b b b 
BAD WORD PAGE OFFSET :0 b b b b 
SUMMARY END 
This line ends the summary. 
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!_.,6. ~ Console Lights 

During the DNA test the console lights display 
information that shows how the test progresses. The 
address lights contain information about path 1, and 
the data lights contain information about path 2. Each 
such information contains 4 groups; each containing the 
least significant bits or some counter. The order of 
these counters as appears on the console lights is: 

<path 1> 
<path 2> 

TX-GOOD RX-GOOD TX-BAD RX-BAD 
TX...GOOD RX-GOOD TX-BAD RX-BAD 

If the user wants to use the console he first has 
to press ATTENTION (without RESET), and this stops the 
displaying. An additional pressing of the ATTE?JTION 
button restores the displaying. 

The user can cause the program to display other 
information in the console lights. ALITSP (currently at 
location _AH106) and DLITSP (currently at location 
_AH108) are pointers to the words to be displayed in 
the ADDRESS LIGHTS and the DATA LIGHTS respectively. 
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5 EXHIT 

5.1 Loading and Starting the Program 

Before loading the·program all busses should have 
power turned on. 
Power restart interrupts should be enabled (S71 in the 
console in the middle position which enables the power 
recovery int). Line frequency interrupts (JIFFY) 
should be enabled (S70 in the console in the ON 
position). The bus reset tioers of all busses should be 
in the OFF (up) position. 

First PSTOP must be used to halt all processors. 
Then EXHIT is loaded according to the normal procedure. 
Then HIT should be loaded, as instructed by EXHIT. HIT 
automatically starts EXHIT after it is loaded, and at 
that point the conversation between EXHIT and the user 
starts. 

To restart the EXHIT program from the console 
RESET-ATTENTIOH can be used. If this fails, EXHIT can 
be manually restarted at its beginning address, "'h2000. 

If from some reason EXHITL fails before it starts 
loading EXHIT and should be restarted, the best 
approach is to reload it. However, it can be restarted 
by RESET-ATTENTION, or manually at its starting 
address, "'h2100 (e.g., arter the TTY address is 
modified). 

EXHITL and EXHIT assume a TTY at "'hFAOO, however, 
the TTY address can be modified in each of these 
programs. The TTY address is stored in both prosrams 
at TTYADD. The current address of TTYADD is "'h2016 in 
EXHIT, and "'h21 04 in EXHITL. 
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5 .2 Conversation With the User 

At the first time EXHIT is loaded it prints the 
message: 

LOAD HIT (nnnn) 

and then halts. At that point HIT (version nnnn)• 
should be loaded, and then the conversation actually 
starts. 

During the conversation the user has to answer the 
program questions. 
The answers to the questions are: 

Y- yes, N- no, or E- exit. 

"E" means exit and restart the conversation. 

Each of the above characters must be followed by a 
carriage-return. If an illegal pair of characters is 
typed by the user, the program prints the string "? 
(Y/CR,N,E)" and waits for a legal response. 

The program interprets a single carriage-return as 
the character nyn followed by a carriage-return. 

The messages and questions printed by the program 
are described next. 

1 • EXHIT ( mmmm) 

The program name and the version number (mmL'lill) are 
printed first. 
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2. AUY COM?·IAND? (Y/CR,N,E) 

It the user replies positively he can then type 
any ot the on-line commands. The main purpose ot this 
feature is to allow the user to examine some location 
via the OPEN command, to print one of the error tables, 
or to print the current status of the system after the 
test was aborted and before the conversation continues. 
However, other on-line commands can be used here as 
well. The conversation continues only after a negative 
reply is given. 

Unless the user has some specific purpose, a 
negative reply can be given to the above question. 

3. CHAimF.S? (Y/CR,N,E) 

This question is asked only after the conversation 
has been completed at least once. If a negative reply 
is given, no changes in the configuration tables are 
done and the conversation continues in step 22; 
otherwise, the conversation proceeds in the next step. 

4. BUSSF.S CHAHGES? (Y/CR,N,E) 

A negative reply means that there is no change in 
the lists of I/O busses, RTC's, and memory busses. 
Note that it may occasionally happen that HIT deletes 
an I/0 bus or a memory bus from its tables after a 
remote bus power fail and doesn't update correctly the 
tables when power is restored. In such cases the 
busses information should be entered again by replying 
positively at this step. 

If a negative reply is given, the busses 
information is printed. In the first time the 
conversation is conducted the default configuration is 
assumed as explained in the following steps. 
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5. ALL I/0 BUSSES? (Y/CR,N,E) 

If a positive reply is given, the program finds 
the existing I/0 busses (by searching for PID's) and 
inserts the first two busses addresses to the 
appropriate HIT table; this is the default answer. If 
a negative reply is given, the program prints the 
message: 

• 
SELECT (Y/CR,N,E) 

followed by the list of existing I/0 busses, each 
of which should either be selected (by typing Y/CR) or 
not selected. At least one I/O bus must be selected. 

USE aaaa RTC? (Y/CR,N,E) 

At this step the user is required to select the 
RTC's to participate in the test. The question is asked 
about existing RTC's on selected I/O busses; aaaa is 
the RTC address (e.g., E006). The default answer is 
"Y". 

When this step is completed, the selected I/0 
busses and the selected RTC's are printed. 

7. ALL HEM BOSSES? (Y/CR,N,E) 

If a positive reply is given, the program finds 
the existing memory busses and inserts the addresses of 
the first two busses to the appropriate HIT table; this 
is the default answer. If a negative reply is given, 
the user is requested to type the four digit 
he~-adecimal addresses of up to two memory busses (e.g., 
0000, 4000). 
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8. ALL PAGES ~ aaaa BUS? (Y/CR,N,E) 

The user is required to specify whether all pages 
on memory bus aaaa are to be tested. If a positive 
reply is given, the program finds the number of pages 
on the aaaa bus and enters the information in the 
appropriate HIT table; this is the default answer. 
Otherwise, the program prints the message: · 

I PAGES: 

and the user has to type a four digit hexadecimal 
number specifying the nUI:lber of pages to be tested on 
the aaaa bus (e.g., 0006). 

9. CHECK aaaa BUS VIA ALL I/0 BUSSES? (Y/CR,N,E) 

if a positive reply is given, HIT will test the 
aaaa memory bus through all DMA devices on all selected 
I/0 busses; this is the default answer. If a negative 
reply is given, the program prints the message: 

SELECT (Y/CR,N,E) followed by the list of selected 
I/O busses. The user has to select (by typing Y/CR) 
the I/0 busses whose devices will participate in 
testing the aaaa memory bus, or not to select them (by 
typing N). 

When this step is completed, ~he gathered 
information about the selected memory busses is 
printed. It should be noted that while giving the 
memory busses intormation, the user does not have to 
take into account the fact that a part or EXHIT 
actually resides in common memory; i.e., the page in 
which EXHIT is stored can be included in the pages on 
one of the tested busses. 
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10. PROGRAH IS IN 
(Y/CR,N,E) 

COlll·lON PAGE-pppp. CHANGES? 

As pointed out in the previous step, the user can 
specify the memory busses information without paying 
attention to the question "where is EXHIT stored?" 
However, HIT does not test that page in order not to 
destroy the progrm (it thinks that DDT is stored in 
that page). 

• 

At this step the map address of the page 
containing EXHIT is printed and the user has a chance 
to change that page address by replying positively. If 
a positive reply is given, the program prints: 

HAP= 

and the user has to type the four digit hexadecimal 
address of a new page to contain EXHIT. Changing EXHIT 
page enables the testing of all common memory pages. 

11. DHA DEVICES CHAf1GES? (Y/CR,N,E) 

A negative reply means that there is no change in 
the information concerning the DHA devices. !fote that 
it may occasionally happen that HIT marks DHA devices 
as being on a failed I/0 bus when that bus has a power 
fail, and does not update the inf'or~ation when power is 
restored to that I/O bus. In such cases, the DHA 
information should be entered again by replying 
positively at this step. 

If a negative reply is given, the DHA devices 
information is printed. In the first time the 
conversation is conducted default answers are assumed 
as explained in the following steps. 

12. ALL DHA DEVICES? (Y/CR,N,E) 

If a positive reply is given, the program finds 
all DHA devices and inserts their addresses to the 
appropriate HIT table; this is the default answer. 
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If a ne~tive reply is given,. the program prints the 
message: 

SELECT (Y/CR,N,E) 

followed by the list of' DHA devices (including the 
address, type, and name for each device), each of' which 
should either be selected (by typing Y/CR) or not 
selected. 

13. ALL DHA DEVICES XPATCHED? (Y/CR,M,E) 

If' a positive reply is given, the proe;ram skips to 
the next step; this is the def'aul t answer. 
If' a negative reply is given, the program prints the 
message: 

SELECT (Y/CR,M,E) 

followed by the list of selected Dl1A devices. The user 
has to identify the crosspatched devices (by typing 
Y/CR). 
For modems which are not crosspatched, the program asks 
the question: 

EXTERNAL LOOP BIT ON? (Y/CR,?J,E} to which the user 
has to answer in the obvious way. 

14. COUPLED DEVICES? (Y/CR,N,E) 

This question is printed if' there is a possibility 
that there are coupled devices in the system. Two 
devices are candidates to be a couple if both have the 
same device number and. similar types associated with 
them, and if' none of' them is crosspatched. 

If a negative reply is given, the program skips to 
the next step; this is the def'aul t answer. If a 
positive reply is given, the program prints the details 
of suspected couples and the user has to identify the 
real couples (by typing Y/CR}. 
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15. ROTATE TABLE BY 2? (Y/CR,N,E) 

The addresses of the selected DMA devices are 
stored in a linear table of HIT. Experience has shown 
that the location in the table in which a device 
address is stored may affect the results of the test 
(success or errors). This question allows the user to 
rotate the contents of the DMA devices list two 
locations towards its beginning (by replying 
po%dtively). 
The question is repeated until a negative repl~· is 
given, thus, any even number of such rotations can be 
achieved. The default answer is "N". 

When this step is completed, the detailes of the 
selected DHA devices are printed. 

16. MSPU DEVICES CHAliGES? (Y/CR,?l,E) 

A negative reply means that there are no changees 
in the information concerning the MSPM devices. In such 
case the HS.PM devices information is printed. In the 
first time the conversation is conducted default 
answers are assumed as explained in the following 
steps. 

ALL HSPM DEVICES? (Y/CR,N,E) 

If a positive reply is given, the progam finds 
all BLI devices and inserts their addresses to the 
appropriate HIT table; this is the default answer. If 
a negative reply is given, the program prints the 
message: 

SELECT (Y/CR,N,E) 

followed by the list of MSPM device addresses, each of 
which should either be selected (by typing Y/CR) or not 
selected. 
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If' the answer is Yes, the program prints the ties sage: 

LD·lE a 

The "a" is the corresponding line number from O to 
3. each or which should either be selected or not 
selected. 

18. ALL HSPM DEVICES XPATCHED? (Y/CR,?T,E) 

If a positive reply is e;iven, the program skips to 
the next step; this is the default answer. 

If a negative reply is ~ven, the program prints 
the message: 

SELECT (Y/CR,N,E) 

followed by the list of selected HSPM devices. The user 
has to identify the orosspatched devices (by typing 
Y/CR). 

If the answer is NO, the program prints the 
message: 

LDIE a 

The user has to reply by Yes or No. If .the answer 
is yes, the line is crosspatched. 

\Vhen this step is completed, the details of the 
selected MSPM devices are printed. 

19. PROC CHANGES? (Y/CR,N,E) 

A negative answer means that there is no change in 
the list of processors participating in the test. In 
such case the processors numbers are printed. In the 
first title the conversation is conducted the default 
answers are assumed as explained in the following step. 
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20. ALL PROC'S? (Y/CR,N,E) 

If a positive reply is given, the program 
all existing processors, tries to halt each of 
and inserts the numbers of those which have 
successfully halted to the appropriate HIT table; 
is the default answer. 
If a negative reply is given, the program prints 
message: 

SELECT (Y/CR,N,E) 

finds 
thee, 
been 
this 

the 

followed by the list of existing processor numbers, 
each of which should either be selected (by typing 
Y/CR) or not selected. Note that the master processor 
is automatically selected since this is a require~ent 
of HIT. 

When this step is completed, the list of 
processors participating in the test is printed. 

21. TST OPTIONS CHA1JGES? (Y/CR,N,E) 

A negative reply means that there is no change in 
the test options (which are defined below). If a 
negative reply is given the test options are printed 
for all processors in one table. Note that before slave 
processors (all processors except the master) are 
activated, the contents of the printed table concerning 
them is meaningless. If the reply is positive, the 
program prints the message: 
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SELECT (Y/CR,U,E) followed by the list of possible 
optior.s. For each of the options the user has to.answer 
either positively, or negativel7. The possible options 
and the default answers are: 

BACICGROUUD O?lLY (N) 
WAIT ON PWR RESTART (N) 
IGMORE REH INTERRUPTS ( N) 
JIFFY'S TST (Y) 
HEU TST (Y) 
QUITS CAUSED (Y) 
SIZE OF BUFFER FIXED ( tl) 
DATA FIXED on 
LOAD BUFFER EACH m·lE (Y) 
ADDR OF BUFFER FIXED (N) 

If a fixed size buffer is selected, the program 
prints the question: 

SIZE:007E 

The user can select this default fixed size (by typing 
Y/CR), or after typing "N" specify another size of 
buffer by typing a four digit hexadecimal number. 

If a fixed data is selected, the program prints 
the question: 

DATA:AAAA 

The user can select this default fixed data (by typing 
Y/CR), or after typing "N" specify another fixed data 
to be used, by typing a four digit hexadecimal number. 

The options selected in the above process hold 
initially for all activated processors (since the HIT 
program is copied to each processor memory); however, 
while HIT is running these options can be modified for 
each processor separately, or for all processors 
together via the on-line commands. 
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22. MIH BUFLIH IS CHOSEN 

After the test configuration is determined in the 
previous steps the program calculates a number which 
indicates for HIT how each or the common memory pages 
should be divided; this number (BUFLIM) is calculated 
according to the number or the DMA devices, and the 
number or the common memory pages to be tested. 

BUFLD-1 indicates the boundary between the lower 
part or the page, which is used tor memory tests; and 
the upper part of the page, which is used for DHA 
devices tests. 

The program tries to keep this limit as high as 
possible, but if the resulted number equals to the 
minililum allowed (Ah1800) the above message is printed. 
It may happen if relatively many DHA devices and few 
common oemory pages are selected. The program 
continues even in this case, but there are good chances 
that HIT will fail (e.g., will enter an infinite loop 
which can be easily observed since the console lights 
will not blink). If HIT fails, the conversation can be 
restarted (by an on-line command, or if this fails, by 
RESET-ATTENTION) and the tested configuration can be 
changed (e.g., less I»-IA devices to be tested). 

23. START ALL PROC 1 S? (Y/CR,N,E) 

If a negative reply is given, the conversation 
continues in the next step. 
If a positive reply is given, EXHIT terminates the 
conversation and activates HIT on the master processor 
only. However, while EXHIT is later polled by HIT, it 
starts all selected processors (after a delay of 2-3 
seconds). This starting procedure includes halting 
each processor via its registers (or killing the 
processor) , copying the program to each of the selected 
processors, and then activating the processors one at a 
time. 

The program prints the numbers of the processors 
during the activating step; each number is followed by 
one of the words: DOME, or CAN'T. The later word is 
printed if EXHIT can't activate the indicated processor 
(it gets too many quits). 

. . 
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It should be noted that due to limitations of the 
PLURIBUS, EXHIT cannot check whether the selected 
processors are really running. Thus, the user has to 
check it by watching the console lights for a few 
seconds. If some of the processors are not running, 
they can be restarted by the on-line co!DI!lands. It may 
be helpfull to switch the I/0 bus used for BBC 
references by the on-line commands if normal trials to 
restart the processors fail. 

Another note is in place here. It is recommended 
to have a copy of the HIT program in each of the 
processors in the system; in particular in the local 
memories of both processors at least one of which is 
selected to run HIT. This decreases the vulnerability 
of HIT. It can be easily achieved by selecting all 
processors (in steps 19-20 above) and replying 
positively in this step. The PROC RESTART on-line 
command can also be used for achieving the same effect. 
When done, the conversation can be restarted and the 
configuration can be changed in the conversation. 

24. START.MASTER? (Y/CR,N,E) 

If a negative reply is given, the conversation 
continues in the previous step. If a positive reply is 
given, EXHIT terminates the conversation and activates 
HIT on the master processor only. The on-line commands 
can be used to restart the other processors after this 
point. 

While HIT is running it polls EXHIT (thinking that 
it polls DDT). This enables EXHIT to recognize on-line 
comcands and to print information on the TTY. The on
line commands can also be given at the beginning of the 
conversation (see step 2 of the conversation). The 
commands are described below. In all cases, the user 
has to type a character and the program comlements the 
command (and possibly waits for additional character or 
some data). In the following descripiton, the 
information typed by the user is underlined; upper case 
letters should be typed as in the examples, lower case 
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letters stand for data that the user has to provide. A 
summary of EXHIT on-line commands appears at the end of 
this document. 

1 • CLEAR ERRORS 

This command should clear the error tables of all 
processors currently running HIT, and clear the time 
counter. Processors which are currently not running 
HIT, or have some troubles ignore the command. 

2. DISPLAY IN (D/A) DATA LITES: ADDR:aaaa or 

DISPLAY IN (DIA) ADDRESS LITES: ADDR:aaaa 

The Display command allows the user to select the 
locations to be displayed in the console lit;hts. aaaa 
is the address of the location to be displayed in the 
data/ address lights. Information from HIT variables 
page can be displayed by using addresses in the range 
"'h4000-"h5FFE. 

The default HIT locations displayed in the console 
lights are: RUNL- in the data lights, and CERRL- in the 
address lights. 

3. ERROR TABLE (GLOBAL) 

This command is used to print a global error 
table. This table contains condensed information about 
each error in the error table of each of the processors 
selected to run HIT. 

The errors found by each processor are printed in 
one column, three lines per error. The first line 
indicates the error natle; the second line contains some 
address associated with the error; and the third line 
indicates the global time (in seconds) at which the 
error occurred. All printed nWilbers are hexadecimal 
ones. 
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An exaople of such an error entry is: 

MAHE: 
ADDR 
TIME 

-DVTO-DATA
E150 0400 
0015 0012 

BBNCC 

We now give the names of the errors and the 
meaning of the addresses for each of the various error 
types discovered by HIT. 
The hexadecimal numbers in parentheses indicate the HIT 
error types. 

( 1) DATA 
A data error during memory test. The address specifies 

the cont.ants of the cap register. 

( 2) LOCI( 
A lock error. The address specifies the contents of 

the map register. 

(3) PIDR 
A PID read error. The address specifies the PID 

address (e.g., EOOO). 

( 4) CQIT 
A quit while accessing a location in common memory 

address space (h4000-hBFFE). The address specifies the 
contents of the map register. 

(4) IQIT 
A quit while accessing a location in the common I/0 

address space (hCOOO-hFBFE). The address specifies the 
quit address. 

(4) LQIT 
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space (0000-h3FFE, hFCOO-hFFFE). 
specifies the quit address. 

(5) DVTO 

The address 

Device timeout. The address specifies the device 
address. 

(6) PIDB 
Device PID I busy. The address specifies the device 

address. 

(7) DVTX 
Device transmit. The address specifies the device 

address. 

(8) DDAT 

Device data. The address specifies the device address. 
(9) MSab 

MSPM error. "a" indicates the specific error as can be 
found in the description of the MSPM error in step 24 
(9) of this section. "b" indicates the error channel 
number. If the error is an error of a line, the 
channel number represents any channel on the line. 
If the error concerns the whole device, the number is 
always zero and has no meaning. If the channel number 
is eight or nine, it represents the Pluribus to Micro 
queue and the Micro to Pluribus queue respectively. 
The address specifies the device address. 

(A) BLTO 

Buffer lock timeout. The address specifies the number 
of the processor who had the look when timeout 
occurred • 
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(B) HPID 

Hissing PID. The address specifies the PID address 
(e.g., EOOO). 

(C) MJFY 

No jiffies obtained. The address has no meaning. 

4. HALT ALL CONFIRM (Y/CR, N) 

,This comand is used to cleanly halt all 
processors currently running HIT. The master sets a 
flag in common memory, and each processor halts when 
observing that the flag is set. The master restarts 
the conversation. 

There is a similar command (R) which halts each 
processor via its registers and then restarts the 
conversation. The HALT command is preferable; however, 
if some processor does not respond to the HALT coI!lJ!land, 
the RESTART command can be used. 

5. I/O BUS FOR BBC :iiii 

- EXHIT uses one of the selected I/0 busses for BBC 
references. The user can switch to the other I/0 bus 
by using this command. iiii (printed by the program) 
is the I/O bus that will be used from now until the 
next I command, or until the conversation is restarted 
and I/O busses information is modified. 

6. OPEM: aaaa P- pp rrrr wwww <terminator> or -
OPEU: aaaa P- pp VIA I/0 BUS-iiii rrrr in.zww <terminator or ----
OPEN: aaaa PAGE-mmmm rrrr W\~iW <terminator> ---
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The open command allows the 
optionally modify any location 
address space. The command should 
order not to destroy the programs. 

user to access and 
in the whole system 
be carefully used in 

aaaa is the address to be opened, or the character ESC 
which stands for the previously opened location. 

PP is the processor number (e.g., 12) 
address space the location should be 
the character ESC which stands for the 
selected processor. 

in whose 
opened, or 
previously 

mmmm is the map address .(e.g., 0000, or 0200) of the 
common memory page one of whose locations is to 
be opened, or the character ESC which stands for 
the previously selected page. 

iiii is the current I/0 bus used for BBC. 

rrrr is the contents of the opened memory location. 

wwww is an optional field which specifies the new 
contents to be written into the opened location. 

<terminator> is one of the following characters: 

Carriage-return which confirms the new contents (if 
typed), and terminates the command. 

Line-feed which confirms the new contents {if 
typed), and automatically opens the 
next location. 

(up arrow) which confirms the new 
contents (if typed), and automatically 
opens the previous location. 

Any other character used as a terminator, aborts 
the OPEH command and does not confirm the new contents 
of the opened location (space is convinient to use). 

If quit is detected while trying to access the 
opened location the word QUrr is printed by the 
program, and the OPEN command is aborted. 
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7. RESTART CONFIRH (Y/CY,N) 

This command is used to halt (kill) all selected 
processors via their registers and then to restart the 
conversation. The list of processor numbers is 
printed; each processor number is followed by one of 
the words: DOHE Qr CAN'T. See also the HALT command 
described earlier. 

8. STATUS: 

This command is used to get the current status of 
the syatem. It prints the current global time, 
followed by several error lists (if any) which are self 
explanatory. Then, all the current test parameters are 
printed. 

9. PROC: <sub-command> or 

PROC -ALL: <sub-command> 

The sub-co!llilland indicated by <sub-command> is 
executed for processor number pp or for all selected 
processors depending on the typed information. pp must 
denote a selected processor, otherwise the program 
prints the message: n1 (UNK?lOWN)" and aborts the 
command. 
Upon completion of executing the command for the 
selected processor(s) the program prints the processor 
number followed by one of the words DOME or CAN'T. 

The descriptions of the available PROC sub
commands appear in the following steps. 

10. PROC -pp: ADDR OF BUFFER FIXED (Y/CR,M) or 

PROC -ALL: ADDR OF BUFFER F!!ED (Y/CR,N) 
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The A sub-command allows the user to specify 
whether the buffer aadress is fixed; the default is n. 

11. PROC -PP: BACKGROUND ONLY (Y/CR,N) or 

PROC ·ALL: BACKGROUND ONLY (Y/CR,N) 

The B sub-comcand allows the user to specify 
whether the selected processor runs in background only; 
the default is N. 

12. PROC -pp: DATA FIXED 

PROC -ALL: DATA FIXED 

The D sub-command allows 
whether to use fixed data; 
positive reply is given, HIT 
selected in the conversation 
fixed data is AhAAAA. 

13. PROC -pp: GO or 

PROC -ALL: GO 

(Y/CR,N) or 

(Y/CR,N) 

the user 
the default 
uses the 
(step 21); 

to specify 
is N. If a. 
fixed data 
the defa.ul t 

The G sub-command allows the user to reactivate a 
halted processor which already has a copy of the HIT 
program, without copying the program again (in contrast 
to the R sub-command). 
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14. PROC -pp: HALT or 

PROC -ALL: HALT 

The H sub-coI!Jiiland is used to cleanly halt a 
specific processor, or all selected processors except 
the master. EXHIT sets a flag in the local memory of 
the selected processors and they halt when detecti~g 
that the flag is set. 

A processor halted by the H command can 
restarted by one of the sub-cot:II!lands G 
(l1ESTART). 

be later 
(GO) or R 

If a processor does not respond to the H sub
command, the K (KILL) sub-command can be used to halt 
that processor via its registers. The H sub-command is 
preferable since the K (KILL) sub-comcand may introduce 
errors. 

15. P!tOC -pp: IGHORE REM INTERRUPTS (Y/CR,N) or 

PROC -ALL: IGNORE REM INTERRUPTS ( Y/CR, N) 

The I sub-command allows the user to specify 
whether to ignore remote bus interrupts; the default is 
I~. 

16. PROC -pp: JIFFY'S TST (Y/CR,N) or 

PROC -ALL: JIFFY'S TST · (Y/CR,N) 

The J sub-command allows the user to specify 
whether to perform JIFFY test; the default is Y. 
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17. PROC -pp: KILL or 

PROC -ALL: KILL 

The K sub-command allows the user to halt a 
processor via its registers. A similar sub-command is 
H. EXHIT prints whether the processor was running or 
halted when the kill sub-command was executed. 
Additional information is printed in sooe cases: 

If the killed processor had executed an 
intentional illegal instruction to denote a 
catastrophic hardware trouble, a message describing the 
trouble is printed (see a later section). 

If the killed processor is 
address denoting a deliberate 
the H sub-command), the message 
printed. 

halted in a special 
halt (such as following 

"DELIBERATE EALT" is 

One of the uses of the K command is to try to find 
out why a processor is not running; if it detected some 
catastrophic trouble a message is printed. 

18. PROC -pp: LOAD BUFFER EACH TIHE (Y/CP.,U) or 

PROC -ALL: LOAD BUFFER EACH TD·1E (Y/CR,N) 

The L sub-command is used to specify whether to 
load the buffer each time; the de.fault is Y. 

19. PROC -pp: MEH TST (Y/CR,N) or 

PROC -ALL: MEH TST (Y/CR,U) 

The M sub-command allows the user to specify 
whether to perform common memory tests; the default is 
Y .. 
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20. PROC -pp: QUITS CAUSED ~Y/CR,N) or 
- -

PROC -ALL: QUITS CAUSED (Y/CR,N) 

The Q sub-command allows the user to select 
whether to cause deliberate quits; the default is Y • 

• 
21. PROC -pp: RESTART (B/S) BOTH COtJFIRN (Y/CR, z.n or - -

PROC -pp: RESTART (E/S) SINGLE COUFIRH (Y/CR,M) 

PROC -ALL: REST.L1T 

The R sub-comcand allows the user to restart both 
processors on a bus, a single processor on a bus, or 
all selected processors. In the case or the S option, 
both processors are halted, however, only one or them 
is activated. The master cannot be restarted by this 
sub-command; the only way to restart the mster is by 

.restarting the conversation (or via the console). 

When the command is confirmed, EXHIT executes a 
sequence ot operations. First, all processors on the 
relevant processor busses are cleanly halted by EXHIT. 
Then, after a delay ot 2-3 seconds, all those 
processors are killed (halted via their registers). In 
the A (ALL) case, the C (CLEAR ERRORS) command is 
executed next. Then, the program is copied to all 
processors that have to be restarted. Finally, all the 
relevant processors are activated. 

From time to time, execution of this sub-command 
causes errors to be detected by HIT; normally these 
errors can be cleared (by the C command), and no new 
errors are detected. If the command does not work 
properly, it may be useful to switch to the other I/O 
bus used for BBC (via the I command). 
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22. PROC -pp: SIZE OF BUFFER FIXED (Y/CR,N) or 

PROC -ALL: SIZE OF BUFFER FIXED (Y/CR,H) 

The S sub-command allows the user to specify 
whether the buffer size is fixed; the default is N. If 
a positive reply is given, HIT uses the fixed buffer 
size selected during the conversation (step 21); the 
default fixed size is Ah007E. 

23. PROC -pp: WAIT ON PWR RESTART· (Y/CR,N) or 

PROC -ALL: WAIT ON PWR RESTART (Y/CR,U) 

The W sub-command allows the user to specify 
whether a processor has to halt on power restart or to 
resume execution of HIT; the default is N. 

24. PROC -pp: ERROR TABLE or 

PROC -ALL: ERROR TABLE 

The E sub-command allows the user to examine the 
detailed error table associated with the specified 
processor( s). Note that one global error table can be 
obtained via the E command. 

We now describe each of the possible errors. The 
hexadecimal numbers in parentheses indicate the HIT 
error types. 

( 1) DATA 

MAP=mm ADDR:aaaa WROTE:wwww READ:rrrr RTRY:yy TIHE:tttt 

A data error during memory test. 
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mmL'llll- the contents of the map register. 
aaaa- the data address. 
wwww- the written data. 
rrrr- the read data. 
YY- can be either OK, or BAD. 

(2) LOCK 

BBMCC 

MAP:mmmm ADDH':aaaa tJROTE:wwww :::?EAD:rrrr RTRY:yy TD·lE:tttt 

A lock error. The meanings of the various fields 
are identical to case ( 1 ) above. 

(3) PIDR 

ADDR:aaaa BADLVL:ll 

A PID read error. 

aaaa~ the PID address. 
ll- the bad pid level read by HIT. 
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( 4) QUIT LOCAL 
QUIT CHEH 
QUIT CI/0 

or, 
or, 
followed by: 

HAP=mmmm ADDR=aaaa PC:cccc RTRY:y TIME:tttt 

A quit while accessing a location in the local 
address space, in the common memory address space, or 
in the common I/0 address space respectively. 

The contents of the map register (only in case 
of CHEH). 

aaaa- the quit address. 
cccc- the program counter at the instruction that 

caused the quit. 
y- the number of retries before success. 9 

indicates a solid quit. 

( 5) DEVICE T.O. 
ADDR:aaaa IHAP:iiii 
REND: re RSTA:rs 
TEND:te TSTA:ts 

A device timeout error. 

aaaa- the device address. 

OY..AP:oooo 
RCOM:r 
TCOM:t 

RQIT:x 
TQIT:z 

TIHE:tttt 
RERR:y 
TERR:w 

iiii- the eight most significant bits of input buffer 
pointer + eight 0 bits (similar to a page map 
address). 

0000- the eight most significant bits of output 
buffer pointer + eight O bits (similar to a 
page map address). 

re- the eight least significant bits of the receive 
end pointer. 

te- the eight least significant bits of the transoit 
end pointer. 

rs- the receive status. 
ts- the transmit status. 
r- receive complete (Y/N); obtained from the receive 

status. 
t- transmit complete (Y/M); obtained from the transmit 

status. 
x- device receive quit (Y/N); obtained from the 

receive status. 
z- device transmit quit (Y/U); obtained from the 
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transmit status. 
Y- device receive error ( Y/H) ; 

receive status. 
w- device transtiit error (Y/N); 

transmit status. 

(6) DEVICE PID/BUSY 

• ADDR:aaaa ll·1AP:iiii OMAP:oooo 
REND: re RSTA=rs RCOM:r 
TEND:te TSTA:ts TCOM:t 

obtained 

obtained 

RQIT=x 
TQIT=z 

from the 

from the 

TIHE:tttt 
RERR:y 
TERR:w 

A device PID I busy error. The meanings of the 
various fields are identical to case {5) above. 

(7) DEVICE TX 

ADDR=aaaa 
REND: re 
TEND:te 

ll1AP:iiii OHAP:oooo 
RSTA:rs RCOM:r 
TSTA:ts TCOM:t 

RQIT=x 
TQIT:z 

TD·.IE:tttt 
RERR:y 
TERR:w 

A device transmit error. The meaning of the 
various fields are identical to case (5) above. 

(8) DEVICE DATA 

ADDR:aaaa IHAP=iiii 0~1AP:oooo 

XPCTD:xxxx RCVD:rrrr DISP=d 
TIHE:tttt 

A device data error. The meanings of the fields in 
the first line are identical to case (5) above. The 
other fields are: 

xxxx- the expected data. 
rrrr- the received data. 
d- the bad data displacement in words modulo 16. 
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(9) MSPM 

QUIT HSPM PAGE: nnnn 

The page containing codes of l-A.SPM TEST and its 
variables is not good or the map variable of that page 
is bad. nnnnnn is the map of the page. The error code 
is zero. 

HSPM 
ADDR:aaaa CODE:cc TIME:tttt 

An MSPH error. 

aaaa-the device address. 
cc- the error code. 

1- the micro gets quits from common memory 
2- a dma chip gets quit from common memory 
3- bso never starts. 

MSPM 

ADDR:aaaa CODE:cc CHANNEL=x TD·fE:tttt 

4- bso channel timeout. 
s- bso channel error. micro returns the buffer. 
6- bso data t:-anSlilission error. 
7- bso line timeout. data is not transmitted 

received. 
8- no buffer in the channel queue when needed. 

nor 

The channel number O to 7 represents corresponding 
channel. If the error is a kind of line error, the 
channel number may be any channel associated with the 
line. When the channel number is 8, it is the Pluribus 
to Micro channel and '9' is the Micro to Pluribus 
channel. 
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(A) BUFFER LOCK T.O. 

PROC=Pnn TIHE:tttt 

A buffer lock timeout. nn is the number of the 
processor who had the look when timed out. 

(B) HISSIHG PID 

ADDR:aaaa XPCTD-LVL=ll TTI!E:tttt 

A missing PID error. 

aaaa- the pid address. 
ll- the PID level which should have been read. 

( C) NO JIFFIES 
TIME:tttt 

Uo JIFFY interrupts obtained. 

5.4 Catastrophic Hardware Troubles 

While HIT is running, or during the conversation, 
several severe troubles may occur that cause some error 
message to be printed (if possible) by EXHIT, and then 
the conversation is automatically restarted if possible 
or the master halts. If the trouble occurs while other 
processors are running HIT, they may continue and will 
probably complain about errors (i.e., will enter error 
information into their local error tables that can be 
examined later}. 

We first describe the catastrophic error messages 
associated with troubles detected by EXHIT (during the 
conversation, or while polled by HIT). 
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1 • EXHn corn~ PAGE GONE 

Each time the conversation is started, or EXHIT is 
polled, a test is made to see whether the coomon memory 
page containing a part of the EXHIT program exists. The 
message is printed if the page is not found. 

If the trouble occurs at the beginning of the 
conversation, EXHIT halts; It can be restarted after 
the page is operational. If the trouble occurs while 
HIT is running, EXHIT enters a special mode in which it 
does not recognize any command; It returns control to 
HIT immidiately after it is polled. When the missing 
page re-appears, EXHIT starts recognizing the on-line 
coilltlands ag--cJ.n. 

2. HIT COHN PAGE GWE 

HIT keeps global information on the test in some 
common memory page. This message is printed when EXHIT 
tries to access this page for printing status 
information. EXHIT continues normally after this 
message is printed; however, some catastrophic 
behaviour can be expected (or it may have already 
occurred). 

3. UNEXPECTED QUIT @aaaa 

This message is printed whenevr EXHIT gets an 
une;::pected quit (unless the quit occurs while trying to 
access the TTY). After the message is printed, the 
master halts. The user can examine the registers, and 
restart the program. If the message is consistent, 
then the program listing must be used to analyze the 
cause of the quit. 
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4. UNEXPECTED INTERRUPT 

This message is printed whenevr a level 2 or level 
3 interrupt occurs while EXHIT or HIT are running. 
After the message is printed, .the conversation is 
restarted. 

5. ILLOP @aaaa 

The message is printed whenever an illop occurs 
while EXHIT or HIT are running. An additional 
information may be printed follOliing this message, as 
explained next; after this the conversation is 
res·tar·ted. 

As oentioned earlier, some catastrophic troubles 
are detected by HIT. In such cases HIT executes special 
illegal operations which cause an ILLOP message to be 
printed by EXHIT. After printing the ILLOP message, 
EXHIT checks whether the ILLOP is one of HIT special 
ILLOP•s. If this is the case, an error messase 
identifying the severe error is printed (whenever 
possible); then the conversation is restarted. 

Note that if a slave processor detects a 
catastrophic trouble, it executes a special illegal 
instruction and then halts without printing anything 
(the master processor is the only one that accesses the 
TTY). In order to find out the source of the trouble, 
the PROC KILL co111C1and (step 17 earlier) can be used. 

The special error messages are described below. 

1. no PROC TABLE 

This error message indicates that HIT found an 
empty processor table. When activating HIT via E:xHIT, 
it cannot happen unless some trouble caused undesired 
side effects. 
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2 • COUU PWR FAIL 

This error message indicates that HIT got a 
1 interrupt indicating that some ~emery bus has a 
failure, and HIT couldn't recover from that power 
interrupt due to one of the following reasons: 

a. All memory busses have a power failure. 

level 
power 
fail 

b. The bus containing HIT common information has a 
power fail and HIT does not find a free page on 
the other memory bus {if there are 2 busses). 

c. The bus containing HIT 
power fail and HIT 
information to a page 
befor the first memory 

3. SAI-m PID TWICE 

common information has a 
didn't succeed to copy this 
on the other memory bus 
bus totally died. 

This error message indicates that HIT found two 
devices with the same PID level. 

4. TOO LOW DEVICE PID LVL 

This error message indicates that HIT found a 
device with too low PID level. 

5. QUIT UITHDI QUIT 

This error message indicates that HIT got a quit 
within a quit; additional information about this quit 
can be obtained by examining the special low core 
addresses _Ah0028-_Ah002E for an even processor number, 
or locations _Ah0038-_Ah003E for an odd processor 
number. 
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6. H'O FAIL OU m'IOT PWR FAIL nrT. 

This error message indicates that HIT got a level 
1 interrupt and didn't find any bus who could cause the 
interrupt. This can happen as a result of some hardware 
problem, or· if the following events occur: 

a. Some remote bus (memory or I/O) has a power 
failure that causes a level 1 interrupt. 

b. HIT recognizes the interrupt and carks that bus as 
having a pawer failure. 

o. The bus has its pawer restarted but HIT does not 
recognize it (probabaly due to some timing problem 
in HIT). 

d. The same bus has another pawer failure, anc 
another level 1 interrupt is caused. 

e. HIT does not check if this bus caused the level 1 
interrupt since it thinks that this bus still has 
a pawer failure from the previous time; HIT 
doesn't find any bus that could cause the level 1 
interrupt. 

f. HIT executes the illegal operation, which in turn 
causes EXHIT to print the message. 

Note that during the conversation which follows 
this message the information related to that bus (and 
to its DHA devices, if it is an I/0 bus) should be re
entered, otherwise HIT will still think that the bus 
(and the devices) does not exist. 

7. UNKNOWN nrr. @ LVL 1 

This error message indicates that an unknown levle 
1 interrupt occurred. 
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8. UNIC101-n.J IHT. Q LVL 4 

This error message indicates that an unknown levle 
4 interrupt occurred. 

9 • QUIT IN !NIT. 

This error message indicates that HIT got a quit 
during the initialization stage. The address that 
caused the quit is displayed by HIT in the address 
lights, and the instruction address is displayed by HIT 
in the data lights. Additional information can be 
obtained by examining the special low core locations 
Ah0028-Ah002E for an even processor number, or 
locations Ah0038-Ah003E for an odd processor number. 

10. NO COMll NEM 

This error message indicates that during the 
initialization stage HIT didn't find even a single page· 
for its use on the selected memory busses CHIT ignores 
the EXHIT page) • 

11. BAD PROC. Ii 

This error message indicates that during the 
initialization stage, the processor didn't find its 
number in the processor table. 

la .Qll-~ Commands Summary 

CLEAR ERRORS 

DISPLAY nl (D/A) DATA LITES: ADDR:aaaa 

DISPLAY IN (D/A) ADDRESS LITES: ADDR:aaaa 
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ERROR TABLE (GLOBAL) 

HALT ALL COUFIRH (Y/CR, lO 

I/0 BUS FOR BBC :iiii 

OPEN: aaaa P- pp rrrr wwww <terminator> - --
OPEIJ: aaaa P- pp VIA I/0 BUS-iiii rrrr wwww <terminator> --- ---
OPEN: aaaa PAGE-anmm rrrr wwww <terminator> --- ----

<terminator> is: CR I LF I .. 

RESTART COMFIRM (Y/CY,N) 

STATUS: 

PROC -pp: ADDR OF.BUFFER FIXED (Y/CR,N) 

PROC -ALL: ADDR OF BUFFER FIXED (Y/CR,N) 

PROC -pp: BACKGROUND ONLY (Y/CR,N) - -
-

PROC -ALL: BACKGROUMD otILY (Y/CR,N) 

PROC -pp: DATA FIXED (Y/CR,N) -- -
PROC -ALL: DATA FIXED (Y/CR,M) -- -
PROC -pp: ERROR TABLE 
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PROC -ALL: ERROR TABLE 

PROC -pp: GO 

PROC -ALL: GO 

PROC -pp: HALT 

PROC -ALL: HALT 

PROC -pp: IG!JORE REH IUTERRUPTS (Y/CR,N) 

PROC -ALL: IGNORE REH INTERRUPTS (Y/CR,N) 

PROC -pp: JIFFY'S TST {Y/CR,N) 

PROC -ALL: JIFFY'S TST (Y/CR,N) 

PROC -pp: KILL 

PROC -ALL: KILL 

PROC -pp: LOAD BUFFER EACH TD-1E (Y/CR,N) 

PROC -ALL: LOAD BUFFER EACH TIHE (Y/CR,N) 

PROC -PP: MEM TST (Y/CR,N) 

PROC -ALL: HEM TST (Y/CR,N) 

PROC -pp: QUITS CAUSED (Y/CR,N) 
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PROC -ALL: QUITS CAUSED (Y/CR,N) 

PROC -pp: RESTART (EIS) BOTH COMFIRH (Y/CP.,N) - -
PROC -pp: RESTART (B/S) SINGLE CONFIRN (Y/CR,.N) 

PROC -ALL: RESTART CONFIRM (Y/CR,ri) 

PROC -pp: SIZE OF BUFFER FIXED (Y/CR,N) 

PROC ... ALL: SIZE OF BUFFER FIXED (Y/CR,N) 

PROC -pp: WAIT ON PWR RESTART (Y/CR,m 

PROC -ALL: WAIT ON PWR RESTART (Y/CR,N) 
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6 INVENTORY 

6 .1 Loading and Starting the Program 

Before loading the program all busses should 
have power turned on. Power restart interrupts should 
be enabled (S71 in the console in the ciddle position 
which enables the power recovery int). Line 
frequency interrupts (JIFFY) should be enabled (S70 in 
the console in the OM position). The bus reset 
timers of all busses should be in the OFF (up) 
position. 

First PSTOP must be used to halt all processors. 
Then DDT may be loaded if the operator wants to use it 
later (the I?1VEl~TORY program does not need DDT for 
its operation). 

Then the program is loaded and starts 
automatically. To restart the program troi:i DDT or from 
the console: Il1VENTOaY starts at Ah100 and the printing 
program starts at Ah104. 

RESET-ATTE?lTION can be used to restart 
nNENTORY until the mster processor starts 

After the printing 
be restarted by pushing 
contro panel. 

activating slave processors. 
program is started, it can 
"RESET" then "A TTE1'1TION" on the 
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A. Load correct DEVTST tape or cassette according to 
system configuration. 

B. Press nReset" on control panel. 

c. Set start address in data lights on control panel 
if' loading f'roc cassette. 

D. Press "Loadn on control panel. Check the console 
to see if' all processors and common memory are 
listed as per the SRN. If not, you are not 
running the correct version. If no display on 
console, check to see if' your console is at the 
address the diagnostic expects to see it. 

E. Verify next on the screen is start of' questions. 

6 .2 Operation Of' The Program 

The program expects co-operation from the 
operator. 
The amount of action required from the operator 
depends on the amount of' information needed. For 
maximum information busses should be powered off' when 
the program suggests it. The processor in whose local 
rcemory the program was loaded is called the 
master. Normally the master is the even processor on 
the bus containing the console and the auto-load, 
in other oases RESET-ATTENTION cannot be used. The 
master's buddy is called the buddy, ·and a 
remote processor is called remote. Any processor 
which is not the master is called a slave (i.e. a 
slave can be either the master's buddy or a remote 
processor) • 

First the. master finds the configuration, 
while interacting with the operator. Then the 
program is copied to the buddy. The buddy finds the 
configuration while the master is halted. Then 
the master is reactivated by its buddy and starts 
activating remote processors one at a time. Each 
remote processor reactivates the master after 
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terminating. 

If a slave fails after it was 
the master, operation of the master 
by RESET ATTENTION. 

activated by 
can be resumed 

After all processors having at least 4 KW of 
local memory have been activated, the operator has the 
options of restarting the search program or printing 
the resul'ts. 

After printing the results, the operator can 
reprint the results or restart the search program 
(except for 4 KW multi-bus systems). 

6 .3 The Search Program Messages 

The messages printed on the TTY are preceded by 
the processor identification and have the form: 

<PRO>.XXXX: <MESSAGE> 

where <PRO> can be: MAST (master), BUDY (buddy), or RUOT 
(remote). 

For an even processor, XXXX is the adqress of the 
bcm control register that corresponds to the processor 
bus. For an odd processor, XIXX is the above address 
+ · 1. A remote processor is activated by b-bc 
using that address. The answers to the questions are: 

Y- yes, N- no, or E- exit (to the end of the program). 

Each of the above characters must be followed by 
a carriage return. If an illegal pair of characters 
is typed by the operator the program prints the 
string n? (Y/CR,N,E)" and waits for a legal 
response. 

The program interprets a single 
as the character nyn followed by a 
The messages printed on the TTY and 
are explained below. 
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1. INV-HB or nIV-SB 

The version of the program is printed only by the 
master. 

2. <PRO>.XXXX: ACTIVATED 

The message is printed by each processor 
shortly after it is activated. Several checks are 
performed by the processor before printing the message: 

a. Is it an odd or an even processor as expected 
by the master? 

b. Is it connected to the same bcm control 
register the master used? 

c. Is the program checksum correct? The message is 
not printed if the answer to any of these 
questions is negative, or in case of a 
hardware failure. 

3. <PRO>.XXXX: SDiGLE BUS? (Y/CR,N,E) 

The message is printed by a single bus version or 
by a multi-bus version that didn't find maps or had 
troubles with the maps. 

4. <PRO>.XXXX: FIX NAPS AND RESTART 

The message is printed in a multi-bus version by 
a processor that received a negative answer to question 
3. 
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5. <PRO>.XXXX: PUP. OFF ALL BUSSES? (Y/CR,N,E) 

The operator should reply positively if he wants 
a check that no devices er.1st on the processor bus 
in the address space allocated for common memory or 
co:cr:ion I/0. \ 

6. <PRO>. :XXXX: PWR OFF ALL BUSSES; PWR NE O!l ( 2 SEC) 

The message is printed by a processor that 
received a positive reply to question 5. The operator 
must power off all the busses in any order, then 
power on the processor bus containing that 
processor. After at least 2 seconds all other busses 
must be powered on. 

7. <PRO>.XXXX: ALL BUSSES ON? (Y/CR,N,E) 

After everything was chec.~ed on the processor 
bus, and the processor is ready for checking common 
memory, the message is printed. If the operator 
types the character "N", then the message is 
reprinted. 

8. <PRO> .. XIXXg PWR OFF MEHORY BUSSES? (Y/CR,N,E) 

The message is printed after common memory 
was checked by the processor. If the operator wants 
information about common memory busses, he should reply 
positively. In this case he should power off memory 
busses, one at a time in any order, as explained next. 
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9. <PTIO>.XXXX: PWR ON PREVIOUS;BUS, Ai:IOTHER OHE'? 
(Y/CR,M,E) 

The operator should power on the previous filemory 
bus which was powered off, and then reply whether 
there is another memory bus to power off, or not. 

1 0 • <PRO>. XXXX: PWR OFF NEXT ; TYPE ANY CHAR ; 
WAIT 2 SEC AND PWR ON 

The message is printed after a positive reply 
to question 8 or to question 9. The operator has to 
power off the next memory bus, to type any character, 
and to wait for message 9. The memory bus must be 
powered on after message 9 is printed or after at least 
2 seconds (if the TTY is on the powered off bus). 

11. <PRO>.XXXX: PWR OFF I/0 BUSSES? (Y/CR,U,E) 

The message is printed after common ~emory 
busses were powered off and after I/O devices and 
busses were found. If the operator wants information 
whether devices and bcms are plugged in the 
correct bus, he should reply positively. In this case 
he should power off I/0 busses, one at a time in 
the order dictated by the program. Combined H/I 
busses are discovered at this stage. 

12. <PRO>.XXXX: PWR ON PREVIOUS; PWR OFF BUS: YYY"l; 
TYPE A.UY 

CHAR ; WAIT 2 SEC AND PWR Ol'l 

The operator must power on the previous I/0 
bus, then power off the indicated I/O bus, then 
type any character (if TTY is not on the powered off 
bus). The operator has to power on the I/0 bus 
after message 12 or 13 is printed or after at least 2 
seconds {if TTY is on the powered off I/0 bus). 
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13. <PRO>.XXXX: ALL BOSSES 0?1? (Y/CR,N,E) 

The message is printed after I/O busses were 
powered off, and the processor is ready to check 
connections between memory and I/O busses. The period 
of this stage depends on the number of bad devices 
found Gn each I/0 bus. 

14 • AST. In:X: ACT IV ATD1G PROCESSOR: YYYY; IF SLAVE 
STUCK, PUSH 

ATTH 

The message is printed by the master 
before activating a slave processor. If the 
slave does not immedia~ely print message 2, or is 
stuck some time later, the master operation can 

'--be resumed by pushing RESET and ATTEMTION. 

15. <PRO>.XXXX: REACTIVATING MA.STER 

The message is printed by a slave 
before reactivating the master. 

16. <PRO>.XXXX: CAN'T REACTIVATE ~!ASTER The message is 
printed by a slave if it does not succeed in 
reactivating the master. 

17. 1-lAST.XXXX: REACTIVATED BY SLAVE 

The message is printed by the master after it 
is reactivated by a slave processor. 
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18. HAST.XXXX: UHAT NEXT? {Y:PRIHT, N:RESTART, E=DDT) 

The message is printed when the end of the 
search program is reached. The operator can restart 
the search program (N), print the results (Y), or 
exit to DDT (E). In the case of 4 KW multi-bus 
version, replying with Y causes automatic loading 
of the printing program. 8 KU version does not 
allow transfer to DDT. 

19. <PRO>.x.x:;rn: UNEXPECTED QUIT AT: yyyy 

The mssage is printed in the implied case. 
The program should be restarted and if the message is 
consistent the program listin~ must be used to analyze 
the cause. 

20. HAST.XXXX: BAD RESULTS-PAGE: YYYY OR ZZZZ 

The messa~ is printed by the master if one of the 
2 pages of coiiJiilon memory selected for storing the 
tables causes a quit. 

21. MAST.XXXX: NO RESULTS 

The message is printed by the master when the end 
of the search program was reached before results 
of all processors were transferred to the tables area. 

6.4 Printing the Results 

The printing program expects some 
froa the user, and prints the tables 
the search program. 
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1. HARD COPY? (Y/CR,N,E) 

The message is printed when the program is 
started. 
If the operator replies negatively, implying a CRT 
device, then he should type any character to cause the 
printing of each table. If the typed character is E 
(exit), Llessage 4 is printed. 

If the operator replies positively, all tables 
are printed without pauses between tables. RESET
ATTEHTIOH can be used to abort printing in this case 
and to restart the printing program. If the 
operator replies with E, then ~essage 4 is printed. 

2. BEGIN UITH TABLE 01? (Y/CR,U,E) 

If a positive reply is given, 
printed starting with table 1. 
reply is given, message 3 is printed. 

3. TABLE (XX): 

the tables are 
If a negative 

The user has to type a 2 digit decimal 
nUL'.!ber specifying the first table to be printed. 

4. WHAT NEXT? {Y:PRINT, H:RESTART, E:DDT) 

This message is printed at the end of the 
tables' printing. 

Y- causes reprinting the results. 
N- causes restarting of the search program (if 

loaded). 
E- causes transfer of control to DDT (if not 8 KW 

multi-bus version). 
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5. UUE!PECTED QUIT AT: XX1G{ 

The message is printed in the implied case. 
The program should be restarted and if the cessage is 
consistent the program listing must be used to analyze 
the cause. 

6. NO RESULTS 

The message is printed if the printing program 
does not find results in the expected tables area. 

6.5 The Printed Tables 

Each table is preceded by the table nutlber and 
an ordinal number associated with each table type. 
The table name is printed followed by a header which 
contains the processors' numbers (e.g. P10 P11 P32 
P33). 

Two fields are allocated for every processor 
bus even if there are not 2 processors on that bus. 
The width of each processor field is 4 characters. 
Every information line starts with a prefix of 0-15 
characters, followed by 16 processor fields. 

The last character may be the character "#", in 
this case the operator should pay attention to this 
line which usually contains some error. The character 
"I" is printed in tables associated with common 
resources if · not all existing processors have seen 
the same objects. For local-view tables, the 
character "11" is printed if both processors on the 
local bus have not seen the same objects. 

!n most of the tables the information printed 
in each processor field is the character 11 111 if the 
object was found and nothing otherwise. Additional 
characters may be printed in a field and usually this 
indicates some trouble. The dif£erent tables are 
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described now as printed for 
system. In a single bus system, only 
and 19-21 are printed. 

a 2 processor bus 
tables 1, 3-5, 

TABLE 1 

PROCESSOR ACTIVATION 

P10 P11 P32 P33 
H AS AS AU 

The meaning of the characters is: 

H- this is the master processor, all others are 
slaves. 

A- this slave processor was activated by the 
master. 

S- this slave processor successfully reactivated 
the master. 

N- this slave processor did not reactivate the 
master by itself, and ATTENTION was pushed. 

R- master got quit from processor registers. 

H- master did not succeed in halting the slave. 

F- master got a quit from the bbc window while 
transferring data from a remote slave. 

T- waster got a quit from 
transferring program 
quit in transferring 
buddy. 

the bbc window while 
to a remote slave, or 
to/from the master's 

C- master got a quit from the bcm 
control register associated with this 
processor bus. 

B- master got a quit from the bbc map register. 
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TABLE 2 -------.. 
PROCESSOR BUS: XXXX 

--------------------P10 P11 P32 P33 
EVEN PROC. 1 1 1 1 
ODD PROC. 1 1 1 1 
PAGE-0000 KY-0 1 1 1 1 
PAGE-2000 KY-0 1 1 1 1 
PAGE-0000 KY-1 1 1 1 1 
PAGE-2000 KY-1 1 1 1 1 

The table contains the main objects on processor 
bus XXXX as seen by each proc.easor in·the system. 
Additional characters may be printed in the first 2 
lines: 

Q- quit from the processor registers. 

H- the processor couldn't be halted. 

B- bad processor, its buddy got quits from its 
registers or couldn't halt it. 

TABLE 3 
--------PROCESSORS, RC»-! AUD CONSOLE (LOCAL VIEW) 

--------------------------------------...-..--
EVEN PROC. 
ODD PROC. 
ROM 
CONSOLE 
QUrr TIME 

P10 
1 
1 
1 
1 
TTT 

P11 
1 
1 
1 
1 
TTT 

P32 P33 
1 1 
1 1 

The table reflects what each processor saw on 
its bus. TTT is the (decimal) quit time, in micro
seconds, on the processor bus, as measured by the even 
processor on that bus. Ir TTT is out of the 
range 300 •• 700, then the character n1n is printed at 
the end of the line. 
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An additional character may be printed in the 
first 2 lines: 

B- bad processor, its buddy got quits from its 
registers or couldn't halt it. 

TABLE 4 

LOCAL UEHORIES (LOCAL VIEW) ______ .... __________________ _ 

ADDR KEY 
xxxx 0 
yyyy 1 
PWRED OFF? 

P10 
1 
1 
T 

P11 
1 
1 
T 

P32 
1 
1 
T 

The table contains the memory pages 
processor on its processor bus. If all 
off then 6 pages were searched (4 of them 
oemory), else only 2 pages were searched. 

P33 
1 
1 
T 

found by each 
busses were powered 
overlapping oocmon 

of time 
local pages 

Therefore 
trying to 
of times 

If all busses were powered off for a period 
which is too short (i.e. less than 2 seconds), 
overlapping common memory pages may be printed. 
it is recommended to restart the program before 
debug the hardware, while waiting longer period 
when all busses are off. 

Additional characters may be printed: 

H- multiply addressed page. 

B- bad page, quits or write-read do not match. 

K- key problem, page recognizes both keys. The last 
line in the printed table indicates if all busses 
were powered off (T:Y), or not (T:N). If at least 
one of the printed entries is the character "N 11 then 
the line is marked by the character 11# 11 at its end. 
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TABLE 5 -------
LOCAL I/O DEVICES (LOCAL VIEW) 

-----~---------------------------ADDR TYPE MAME ·P10 P11 P32 P33 
lWM TPID RPID 

xxxx yy Nlnl 1 1 1 1 
zz OU vv 
PWRED OFF? T T T T 

The table contains the I/O devices found by each 
processor on its bus. Two lines are printed for each 
device. ADDR is the device address. TYPE is the device 
type. If the master can't read the device type during the 
printing stage the character "?" is printed. NAHE is a 3 
characters mnemonic name. 

If the device name is not known to the printing 
program the word UEW is printed in the NAHE field. Ir the 
type is O, the character "-" is printed in the NAME f'ield. 
The second line printed for each device contains 
infOI'Iilation for DHA devices (and for devices of type SLI), 
or the character strings n __ n for other devices. 
NUM denotes the contents of byte 2 in the device 
registers block which is normally the device number, or the 
code in case of a device of type SLI. 

For a Dl-lA device, TPID and RPID denote the transmit 
PID and the receive PID respectively. For a device of type 
SLI, TPID denotes the type of the second device and RPID 
denotes its code (there are two devices per each 16 bytes 
block in case of type SLI). 
The last line in the printed table indicates if all 
busses llere pcwered off (T=Y), or not (T=U). If' at least 
one or the printed entries is the character "Nn then the 
line is r;arked by the character non at its end. 
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TABLE 6 

HOT CLEAR 100 BYTES REGIOUS (LOCAL VIEH) 

ADDR P10 P11 

xxxx 1 1 
rm 
PWRED OFF? T T 

P32 

1 
T 

P33 

1 
T 

The table contains a list cf regions containing 
devices or meccries in illegal addresses as seen by each 
processor on its bus. 

Each region is "'h100 bytes long and the search is 
done in increoents of Ah10 bytes. The information is 
available only if all busses were powered off. 

If all busses were powered off for a period or tine 
which is too short (i.e. less than 2 seconds), clear 
rei;ions may be indicated as "not clear" ones. Therefore it 
is recommended to restart the program before trying to debug 
the hardware, while waiting longer period of times when all 
busses are off. 

The last line in the printed table indicates if all 
busses were powered off (T=Y)_, or not (T=N). If at least 
one of the printed entries is the character "H" then the 
line is marked by the character "C" at its end. 

TABLE 7 

PROCESSOR I/O BUS BCMS (LOCAL VIEW) 

---------------------~---~----------I/0 BUS 

IXll 
yyyy 

P10 P11 P32 P33 

10 10 32 32 
10 16 32 32 

BAD ADDRESSES I 

The table contains the bcms' addresses associated 
with each processor bus as found by each processor on that 
bus. The address printed is relative to the starting 
address or the I/0 bus. Only the 2 least significant hex 
digits are printed (the others are O). 
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The last line is printed if the information in a 
processor field is not identical on all I/0 busses. 

TABLE 8 

COUNON MEUOP.Y PAGES ----------.. ------------
MAP P10 P11 P32 P33 

xn:x 1 1 1 1 
YYYY 1 1 1 1 

The table lists the common memory pages as found 
by each processor. Additional characters ma,y be 
printed: 

B- bad page. Quit or write-read do not match. 

H- Llul tiply addressed page. 

r- read-only page. 

TABLE 9 

CONMO?l HEHORI PAGES ----.... -----------... -
WITH OVERLAPPIUG BCHS 

-------------..... ------!-!AP P10 P11 P32 P33 

xnx 1 1 1 1 
YYYY 1 1 1 1 

The table- lists the comon memory pages with 
at least one overlapping bcm as found by each 
processor. These pages are called bcm pages. An 
additional character may be printed: 

B- bad bcm addresses. A bcm With address bits 
11/12 not both O was found. 
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TABLE 10 

BCNS OVERLAPPIN'G PAGE: Xi~XX 

ADDR 

yyyy 
zzzz 

P10 

1 
1 

P11 

1 
1 

P32 

1 
1 

P33 

1 
1 

Relative addresses of bcns overlapping a memory 
page (relative to the page starting address) as 
found by each processor are printed. 

1-lEHORY BUS: X7.XX . 

QUIT TTI1E TTT 

This ~essage precedes several tables associated 
with memory bus XXXX. TTT is the (decimal) quit 
time, in micro-seconds, on the memory bus, as measured 
by the master. If TTT is out of the range 3 •• 7, then 
the character "C" is printed at the end of the line. 

TABLE 11 

HENORY BUS: vvvv 
A.A.6!i..A 

---~------~-----
PAGE TABLE 
,_ ____ ._ .. _CIDlllD 

AP P10 P11 P32 P33 

yyyy 1 1 1 1 
zzzz 1 1 1 1 
PHRED OFF? T T T T 

The table contains the common mecory pages 
belonging to memory bus "rVVV 

.:\.i,.,AAt as found by each 
processor. The information is available only if 
memory busses were pcwered off or I/0 buss es were 
powered off in case of a combined M/I bus. 

The last line in the printed table indicates 
if memory buss es were powered off ( T= Y) , or not 
(T:i:!).. If at least one of the printed entries is the 
character 1111'' then the line is marked by the 
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character "#" at its end. 

TABLE 12 
----~-

MEMORY BUS: xx xx 
~---..... -----------HU?·mER OF BCH PAGF.S 

-------------------P10 P11 P32 P33 

y y y y 
PURED OFF? T T T T 

The table contains the number of 
with overlapping bcras, on memory 
seen by each processor. Y can be: 

0- no bcm pages. 

1- one bcm page. 

more than one bco pages were found. 

Additional characters may be printed: 

mecory pages 
bus XXXX, as 

A- bcms are not on correct bus, 
with the bcms' addresses. 

something wrong 

B- bad bcms' addresses. When the memory bus 
has been powered off no bcm page disappeared 
but chan6es in bcms were detected. In this case 
the changed bcms are printed in table 13. 

s- strange behavior, probably memory busses overflow 
(more than 4 memory busses). 

The information in this table is available only 
if memory busses were powered off, or I/O busses were 
powered off in case of a combined H/I bus. 

The last line in the printed table indicates 
if c.emory busses were powered off (T=Y), or not 
{T=~!). If at least one of the printed entries is the 
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character "H" then the line is marked by the 
character n~n at its end. 

TABLE 13 -------
HEMORY BUS: XXXX 

----------------BCN ADDRESSES 
-------------

ADDR P10 P11 P32 P33 

yyyy 1 1 1 1 
zzzz , 1 1 1 
PWRED OFF? T T T T 

The table contains relative addresses of 
bo~s overlapping one of the bcm pages of me~ory 
bus XXXX, as found by each processor. The addresses 
are relative to the page starting address. 

information is available only if memory busses 
were powered off, or I/O busses were powered off in 
case of a combined H/I bus. 

last line in the printed table indicates if 
memory busses were powered off (T=Y), or not {T:N). 
If at least one of the printed entries is the character 
nun then the line is marked by the character ncn at 
its end. 

TABLE 14 

MEMORY BUS: XXXX 

-----------------COMBINED WITH I/O BOSSES 

------------------------I/O BUS P10 P11 P32 P33 

yyyy 1 1 1 1 
PWRED OFF? T T T T 

The table contains the list of I/0 busses co~bined 
with memory bus XXXX, as found by each processor. 
The information is available only if memory busses 
and I/0 busses were powered off, or only I/0 busses were 
powered off in case of combined H/I bus. 
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The last line in the printed table indicates if 
busses were powered off (T=Y), or not (T=H). 
one of the printed entries is the character "N" 
line is oa.rked by the character "#" at its end. 

TABLE 15 

MEHORY BUS: XXXX 

BBNCC 

I/0 
If at least 

then the 

CONNECTED TO I/0 BUSSES ( I/O TO HEH TilANSFER) 

:SUS G/P/B 

YYYY GOOD 
YYYY POOR 
YYYY BAD 
Pt-IRED OFF? 

P10 P11 P32 P33 

ADD ADD ADD ADD 
ADD ADD ADD ADD 
z z z z 
T T T T 

The table contains a list of I/O buses connected 
to memory bus XAXX as seen by each processor. Up 
to three lines may be printed for each I/0 bus, as 
printed above. The information is obtained by trying 
to transfer data from the memory bus to itself by 
using devices on each I/O bus. For each of the 
used I/0 devices, data is transferred from each 
found page on the memory bus to itself, and the 
results obtained for each page are compared (for each 
device separately). 

For each possible connection the process 
is terminated if a good connection is found (the 
device finished the transfer, all its error bits were 
off, and the correct data was found in memory), 
or there are no more devices to try. 

Poor connection describes the case in which 
the device finished the transfer, all its error bits 
were off but the expected data was not found in memory. 
The address of the first good device, and the last 
poor device found in this process are printed 
in the processors fields. Only the 3 least significant 
hex digits are printed. The most significant 
digit is identical to that of the I/O bus (YYYY). 
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In the BAD entry, Z can be either "W', or "D": 

~eans that the processor (and not the device) 
a quit from memory (from the destination 
in the transfer), while trying to refer to 
destination area. 

got 
area 

the 

D- means that while transferring data by one of the 
devices on the indicated I/O bus, not the same results 
were obtained for all pages on this memory bus (e.g. 
for one pa~~ the transfer was GOOD, and for 
another page the transfer was POOR, or didn't terminate 
at all, etc.) • 

The last line in the printed table indicates 
if memory busses were pcwered off (T=Y), or not 
(T=i!). If at least one of the printed entries is the 
character "N" then the line is marked by the 
character 11# 11 at its end. 

TABLE 16 -------
I/O BOSSES _ _. _______ 

ADDR P10 P11 P32 P33 

VV"'-.?"V 
AAA.ii. 1 1 1 1 
QUIT TD,1E TTT 
yyyy 1 1 1 1 
QUIT TIME TTT 

The table contains a list or the I/0 busses found 
by each processor. TTT is the (decimal) quit 
time, in micro-seconds, on the above I/0 bus, as 
measured by the master. If TTT is out of the 
range 30 •• 70, then the character 11# 11 is printed at the 
end of the line. 

Additional characters may be printed: 

L- devices in low addresses (bcms' area). 

r~ .. devices were found in some quarter of the 
primary I/O space, but no bcm was found in 
the bcms' area of that quarter. 
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TABLE 17 
---------

I/0 BUSSES BCHS 

.. ...-.-...----------ADDR P10 P11 P32 P33 

xxxx 1 1 1 1 
IYYY 1 1 1 1 
pt.IRED OFF? T T T T 

The table contains a list of I/0 busses bcms 
as found by each processor. An additional 
character may be printed: 

A- bad address. Uhen I/O bus in which the bcm 
should have been plugged according to the 
bcm address was powered off, the bcm didn't 
disappear, or the bcm disappeared when another 
I/O bus was powered off. The last line in the 
printed table indicates if I/0 busses were 
powered off (T=Y), or not (T=N). If at least one 
of the printed entries is the character nNn 
then the line is marked by the character "#n at 
its end. 

TABLE 18 -------
I/O DEVICES ______ ... ______ 

ADDR TYPE NAME P10 P11 P32 P33 
HUM TPID RPID 

xxxx IY NUN 1 1 1 1 
zz uu vv 

Pt-IRED OFF? T T T T 
SECONDARY DEV. s s s s 

The table contains the coCltlon I/0 devices found 
by each processor. Two lines are printed for each 
device. ADDR is the device address. TYPE is the 
device type. If the master can't read the device 
type during the printing stage the character "?n is 
printed. NAHE is a 3 characters mnemonic name. 
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If the device name is not known to the 
printing program the word mm is printed in the NA!!E 
field. If the type is O, the character "-" is printed 
in the 1!.Af!E field. The second line printed for each 
device contains information for DHA devices (and for 
devices of type SLI), or the character strings "--" for 
other devices. mJH denotes the contents of byte 2 in 
the device registers block which is normally the 
device number, or the code in case of a device of type 
SLI. 

For a DNA device, TPID and RPID denote the 
transmit PID and the receive PID respectively. For a 
device of type SLI, TPID denotes the type of the 
second device and RPID denotes its code (there 
are two devices per each 16 bytes block in case of type 
SLI). 

The last (or one before the last) line in 
the printed table indicates if' I/O busses were 
powered off (T=Y), or not (T=N). If at least one of 
the printed entries is the character "N" then the 
line is marked by the character "U" at its end. 

The last line in the table (SECONDARY DEV. • •• ) 
is printed only if devices were found on secondary 
I/O busses (AhcOOO--hdfff). 

Additional characters may be printed: 

A- bad address. when I/0 busses were powered off the 
device didn't behave properly 
(concerning its disappearance). 

H- one of the PID levels appears in the status word 
of more than one device on the same I/O bus. 

Q- the processor got a quit from one of the device 
registers while tryint; to transfer data using this 
device. 

S- the processor found devices on secondary I/O 
busses. 
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TABLE 19 --------
PIDS 

ADDR P10 P11 P32 P33 

xxxx 1 1 1 1 
yyyy 1 1 1 1 
PWRED OFF? T T T T 

The table contains the list of PIDS found by 
each processor. An additional character may be 
printed: · 

A- bad address. 
the PID 
(concerning 

When I/0 busses were powered off 
didn't behave properly 
its disappearance). 

The last line in the printed table indicates if 
I/O busses were powered off (T:Y), or not (T=N). If 
at least one of the printed entries is the character 
"M" then the line is marked by the character ncn at 
its end. 

TABLE 20 ----.... ---
RTCS 
----

ADDR P10 P11 P32 P33 

xxxx 1 1 1 1 
yyyy 1 1 1 1 
PWRED OFF? T T T T 

The table contains the list of RTCS found by 
each processor. An additional character may be 
printed: 

bad address. 
the RTC 
(concerning 

DNENTORY 

when I/0 busses were 
didn't behave 
its disappearance). 

6~138 

powered off 
properly 
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The last line in the printed table indicates if 
I/O busses were powered off (T:Y), or not (T:N). If 
at least one of the printed entries is the character 
"H" then the line is mrked by the character "Ii" at 
its end. 

TABLE 21 

ADDR SPID 
XXXI SS 

RTCS' REGISTERS 

--------------FPID 
FF 

REGA 
AAAA 

REGC 
cc cc 

• 
REGE 
EE:S:E 

The table contains the contents of RTCS' 
registers as found by the master while printing the 
table. ADDR- is the RTC's address (the ristit~ost digit 
is 6) SPID and FPID- are the slow PID level and the 
fast PID level respectively. 

REGA, REGC, 
registers whose 
relative to the 
associated with 
The character n?n 
the master cannot 
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and REGE- are the switch 
addresses are Aha, Ahc, and Ahe 
beginning of the 16 bytes block 
the RTC and the corresponding PID. 

is printed in columns for which 
read the information while printing. 
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7 KGBTST 

7.1 Loadinz and Starting the Program 

A. Load a DDT starting at 2000 {hex) (e.g., DDT-12). 

B. 

Make the following patches if you are using DDT-
12 .328 {all patches are in hex): change the 
contents of location 209A to FAOO, 209C to FA06, 
and 209E to FA08. 

Press RUU to start DDT. DDT should print a 
message on the terminal. If you get an ILOPR, 
press RESET, then ATTN. DDT will print the 
message again, this time without the ILOPR • It is 
helpful to type .. H so DDT Will print the 
locations in hex. 

C. Load KGBTST and make the following patches: 
change the contents of location 0172 to FAOO, 0174 
to FA06, and 0176 to FA08. 

D. Use DDT to start the program at 100 hex. 

Pressing RESET, then ATTN restarts DDT, which may 
be used to change program parameters and start 
the various subprograms. Data errors cause the 
printout of the error history table. Other errors 
result in ILOPRs which are fielded by DDT, and the 
~GBTST listing should be consulted for comments 
explaining the errors. 

If in the course of checkout you change a 
location in the "pure code" portion of the program, the 
program, upon restarting, reminds you of that fact 
by halting with all "ones" in both the ADDR and 
DATA lights. Press RUN to continue. 

7 .2 Parameters 

Several operating mode parameters are available. 
To prevent the prosram from using the console 
ADDR lights (so you may use them for Address-Halt or 
other· manual functions) change NOLITE to non-zero. 
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To tally errors but continue rather than haltinc, make 
COHTIH non-zero. To change the length of the data 
table, change TABSIZ ( 800 hex) to the number of bytes 
to be used. Hence the table may be extended to the 
top of cemory, to include the DDT code and any 
random data lying about. Several tapes (<PLUDIAG>P63B 
and P511B) are available to provide the repeatins 
pseudo-random patterns used by the modem industry • 

• 

7.3 Indications and Errors 

The word read from the DATA register is 
displayed in the DATA lights. Bits 0-7 contain the 
data byte, and will normally flash rapidly. Bits 
14 and 15 will glow dimly, as explained in the 
Functional Spec. 

The rightmost byte of ADDR counts the number 
of times the data table has been transmitted. The 
leftmost byte contains the error tally. 

7 .4 Algorithm 

Initialization sumchecks the code, finds the card 
address, zeros the error history table, and sets 
up the various interrupt vectors. Status/control bits 
are tested, and the durations of several oneshots 
are checked. The table-driven loopback test begins 
by transmitting a header that tests the character-sync 
logic and then repeatedly transmits the data table, 
checking each received character against the same 
table. Errors cause a table starting at 140 hex to 
be filled, ordinarily providing enough pre- and 
post-error information to allow reconstruction of 
events. 

Independent subprograos test the address decoding 
logic thoroughly, provide a crude test of the Red
to-Dlack path (PLIOPT is ~uch better), exercise the 
status bits, and provide a brute force loop test 
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that should allow some transfer of data even if the 
card is very sick. 

7.5 Checkout of an Untested KGB 

7.5.1 Pre Power 

A. Visual Inspection 
( 1) Where sockets are used, check that bus 

fingers are properly inserted. 
(2) Check that correct bugs are inserted by 

using KGBPX printout or KGB-00. 
(3) Check wiring of the .1 uf redcaps to the left 

of the 40 pin USRT. USRT pin 1 gets its +SV 
from one of them, but the cap frequently 
fails to be wired to the +SV bus. 

(4) Check for crud on the infibus connector and· 
scrub with a pink-pearl eraser when in doubt. 
Use compressed air to remove the crumbs -
they are as bad as the crud. 

(5) Check values of all discrete components against 
KGB-10, particularly zener polarities. 

(6) Typical places for extra wires are or.eshot 
capacitors that have been wired as if they were 
bypass caps, and screwed up ground wires on the 
switch bugs. 

7.5.2 Power Shorts 

(1) Ohmeter power leads (+5, +15, -15) to ground and 
to each other. High resistance should be 
observed with one meter polarity, and no less 
than about 25 ohms with the other polarity. 6-
ohms and 30-ohms are typical from +5_ to ground. 
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7 .5 .3 Power Test 

Use a bus with an F-stuck PID whose bottom 
switch is in the left (off) position, {or substitute 
the prescribed 1K jumper bug in A2 (see KGB-10). 

A. Power on and check USRT Pin 1 = +5V, pin 6 = 
-12V, and pin 4 = gnd • 

• 

7.5.4 Standalone Program Tests 

All addresses below are in Hex. Read in a DDT 
that starts at 2000 (e.g., DDT-12::c~x or -15.,:xx,) 
and KGBTST .Bill. Get listing for the latter. Jumps 
to starting points, and locations to be changed 
during testing, are found on the first page of the 
listing. Host errors found result in an ILOPR, with 
DDT fielding them and pointing to a comment in the 
listing that suggests what is wrong. Uhen 
required, DDT may be restarted with RESET + ATTEH. 

When the program is first read in it calculates a 
suncheck for the "pure code" portion of the program. 
Thereafter each time it is run it checks the code 
against this checksum and, if something has been 
changed, HALTs with all console lights on as a reminder 
to the operator. Push RUN to continue. In this way 
you will probably be prevented from testing a new card 
with a program you may have modified to diagnose 
troubles found with a previous card. Read in the tape 
again or unmodify whatever you changed. 

REV B 

A. Address Decoding 

Start subprogram TFIIJD ( 104 presently). 
Change each of the address switches while 
watching the ADDR lights for confirmation that 
the switches work. Avoid EOOO, FAOO, FC30, and 
other addresses of cards already present on the 
bus. 
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Change the leftL1ost four switches on A4. 
DATA lights 0-3 should follow, but be inverted in 
sense. 

B. Status.and Control Bits 

(1) ·Start subprogram T3A (presently 110). 
The program allows you to change bi ts in the 
console ADDR register and stores them in the 
KGB status/control register. The KGB s/c 
register is read' every 1/3 sec and its contents 
stored in the DATA lizhts. Every other pass, 
just before reading s/c, the ADDR register is 
read and stored in s/c. This allows you to 
observe the effect of those bits that time out 
and reset themselves. The Black-to-Red word is 
also written to test its Busy bit (ST-5). 

In general, the DATA lights will follmr the 
ADDR buttons, except as follows: Bits 4 and 15 
should remain ON. Bits O, 3, 9, and 11-13 should 
remain OFF. Bits 6 and 7 will be OFF until you 
force hiclh pins 8 or 1 respectively of the bottom 
(26-pin) edge-card connector with a cliplead. 
"VOLT3+" is a suggested source of "high" for the 
oliplead. Bit 1 will nash at about once per 
second if ADDR-1 is on, and ADDR-5 affects Bit-5 
similarly. Bit 14 may be on or off. Bit 8 
should be turned ON by ADDR-8 and off by ADDR-9 
except that if both are ON it is complemented 
"at half rate". ADDR-10 and -11 affect DATA-10 
the same way. See the Functional Specs and/or 
logic drawings. ' 

c. Red to Black Path (Optical Isolators), quick test 

PLIOPT should be used to test the optical 
isolator log::l.c. Only if trouble develops, 
revert to this part of KGBTST. Start 
subprogram T38 (presently 108). At 1/4 sec 
intervals it alternately writes ones and zeros 
into all B-R bits but allows you to mask off 
bits individually with the console DATA lights. 
The outputs of the optical isolator drivers may 
be observed with a scope. Alternately, a second 
bus containing a KGR, and running the T3B portion 
of KGRTST may be used (with a set of optical 
isolators to connect KGB to KGR) to display the 

t 
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data in the Red Data lig.lits. This also allows 
you to observe signals through the whole path, 
using controlled data patterns. Turn ~lack DATA 
bit 10 OFF so the program will stop reseting 
Red's bus. Restart T3B in Red. Turning off bits 
0-9 of Black's DATA lights should then have an 
identical effect on Red. 

Black Data bit 11 is ignored the 
corresponding optical isolator signal is 
complemented (this is Status/Control word bit 
TGCK) each pass through. The program will 
ILOPR if the 3 ms nbuffer busyn oneshot is out of 
tolerance by more than 25%. 

Simple Data Check, looped. 

T3C, T3C7, and T3C7B are three startpoints 
for a simple test that transmits data 
ej~tracted from the console ADDR lights, loops it, 
and displays the word received in the 
DATA lights. Various malfunctions can 
prevent A?JY data from being received, and the 
three startpoints provide .ways of .:iaking 
successively fewer demands on working logic. The 
test need not be run at all if the 
continuous go/nogo 100 hex) test works. 

(1) Read the comments that precede the three 
startpoints in the listing. Try each until one 
is found which gets through to T3D. This is 
signaled by the right byte of the DATA lights 
going on. 

(2) Change bits 0-7 of the ADDR lights. The DATA 
lights should follow, with bit 15 also set. The 
program is continually reading the ADDR lights, 
transmitting the low order byte while 
looped, and storing the character read back 
into the DATA lights. It is useful for tracking 
down gross failures in the data paths. 

E. Complete Data Check, looped. 

REV B 

(1) Start KGBTST at 100, which is also the 
power-on and paper tape jump startpoint. This 
part of the program is described in detail on 
pages 1 and 2. If the flashing of the lizhts 
doesn't look random enough, read in P511B.BIN 
which is a pseudo random nodem-industry test 
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pattern. Failures save the evidence before 
halting at an ILOPR. The listing tells what to 
print out and how to interpret it. 

F. External Loop Test. 

See comments that precede T3E in the 
listing. Phasing of input and output clocks 
is unrelated but has a very low probability of 
being so far out that this test will not 
work. Input and output waveforms, however, 
will not be realistic because the load 
terminations provided in a KG installation will 
not be present. 

7.5.5 Tests with KGR card 

A full check can only be made with a second 
independent bus containing a KOR, and a third 
independent bus containing a KG-Simmulator ( SLI f19, 
modified). The tests used are only listed here but are 
written up in detail in their own -.DOC files. 

A. Black-to-Red Path Test with PLIOPT. 

B. Half-Duplex with KG Simulator Test with PLITST. 
Run KGB clock at 50 and 80 KB. 

c. Operational PLI program with simulator Test 
with <PLI>RPLI. Run KGB clock at 50 and 80 
KB. See details in PLI lfaintenance Guide. 

D. Half-Duplex with Real KG ••• as in B. Run 
KGB clock at 50 and at least 133 KB, 
depending on the individual site. 

E. Operational PLI program with Real KG... as in 
c. Run KGB clock at 50 and at least 133 
KB, depending on the individual site. Check 
waveforms listed in part 4.10 of PLI 
Maintenance Guide. 
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rn rTITIAL 
.KO.l2. ~. llQ.. __ _ 

F 

hotrm 

and if Para. Test 
Duratn used Date Done 

I,A 

,B 

x 

Visual 
x 
ObLleter 
x II,A Voltage 

III,A Address Decoding 

,B Stat/Cntrl word bits 
x 

,c Simple B/R Functions 
x 

,D Simple SYN Test 

,E Final Standalone Test 

IV,A Bl/Rd Path (PLIOPT) 

CHEc;rLTS'T' 

Sgstd Test KGR 

x 

x 

twice 

3 rains 

twice 

3 mins 

8 hrs 

x 

x 
x 

x 

8 hrs 

Duratn 

x 

x 
x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

,B HalfDup w/ KG Sim (PLITST) * 1 hr 

,c Operational Pgm w/ Sim. * ovrnite 

,D HalfDup w/ KG (PLITST) ~ 1 hr 

,E Operational Pgm w/ KG u ovrnite 

e ,MOTE: Test at both high and low extremes of the KG 
clock rate for the system being used. 

Coi.Jtlents, Troubles found: 
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8 KGRTST 

8.1 Loading and Starting The Program 

A. Load a DDT starting at 2000 (hex) (e.g., DDT-12). 
Make the following patches if you are using DDT-
12 .328 (all patches are in hex): change the 
contents of location 209A to FAOO, 209C to FA06, 
and 209E to FA08. 

B. Press RUN to start DDT. DDT should print a 
message on the terminal. If you set an ILOPR, 
press RESET, then ATTM. DDT will print the 
messai;e again, this time without the ILOPR. It is 
helpful to type AH so DDT will print the 
locations in hex. 

c. Load KGDTST and make the following patches: 
change the contents of location 0170 to FAOO, 0172 
to FA06, and 0174 to FA08. 

D. Use DDT to start the progral'.l at 100 hex. 

Pressing RESET, then ATTM restarts DDT, which may 
be used to change prosram parameters and start 
the various subprob?'ams. Data errors cause the 
printout of the error history table. Other errors 
result in ILOPRs which are fielded by DDT, and the 
KGBTST listing should be consulted for comments 
explaining the errors. 

If in the course of checkout you change a 
location in the "pure code" portion of the prosram, the 
program, upon restarting, reminds you of that fact 
by halting with all "ones" in both the ADDR and 
DATA lights. Press RUU to continue. 

8 .2 Parameters 

Several operating mode paraoeters are available. 
To prevent the program from using the console 
ADDR lights (so you cay use them for Address-Halt or 
other manual functions) change UOLITE to non-zero. 
To tally errors but continue rather than halting, raa.ke 
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COUTIN non-zero. To change the length of the data 
table, change TABSIZ { 800 llex) to the number of bytes 
to be used. Hence the table may be extended to the 
top of memory, to include the DDT code and any 
random data lying about. Several tapes ( <PLUDIAG>P63B 
and P511B) are available to provide the repeating 
pseudo-random patterns used by the modem industry. 

8.3 Indications and Errors 

The word read from the 
displayed in the DATA lights. 
data byte, and will norrJally 
14 and 15 will glow dimly, 
Functional Spec. 

DATA register 
Bits 0-7 contain 
flash rapidly. 

as explained in 

is 
the 

Bits 
the 

The rightmost byte of ADDR counts the number 
of times the data table has been transmitted. The 
leftmost byte contains the error tally. 

8.4 Algorithm 

Initialization sumchecks the code, finds the card 
address, zeros the error history table, and sets 
up the various interrupt vectors. Status/control bits 
are tested, and the durations of several oneshots 
are checl,ed. The table-driven loopback test begins 
by transmitting a header that tests the character-sync 
logic and then repeatedly transmits the data table, 
checking each received character against the same 
table. Errors cause a table starting at 140 hex to 
be filled, ordinarily providing enough pre- and 
post-error information to allow reconstruction of 
events. 

Independent subprograms test the address decoding 
logic thoroughly, provide a crude test of the Red
to-Black path (PLIOPT is much better), exercise the 
status bits, and provide a brute force loop test 
that should allow some transfer of data even if the 
card is very sick. 
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8.5 Checkout Of An Untested KGR 

8 .5 .1 Pre Power 

A. Visual Inspection 
(1) Where sockets are used, check that bug 

fingers are properly inserted. 
(2) Check that correct buss are inserted by 

using KGRPX printout or KGR-00. 
(3) Check wiring of the .1 uf redcaps to the 

left of the 40 pin USRT. USRT pin 1 gets its 
+SV from one of them, but the cap 
frequently fails to be wired to the +5V bus. 

(4) Checlc for crud on the infibus connector and 
scrub with a pink~pearl eraser when in doubt. 
Use compressed air to remove the crumbs 
- they are as bad as the crud. 

(5) Check values of all discrete components 
against KGR-10, particularly zener 
polarities. 

(6) Typical places for extra wires are oneshot 
capacitors that have been wired as if they 
were bypass caps, and screwed up ground wires 
on the switch bugs. 

B. Power Shorts 

Ohoeter power leads (+5, +15, -15) to ground and 
to each other. High resistance should be observed 
with one meter polarity, and no less than about 25 ohms 
with the other polarity. 6-ohms and 30-ohms are 
typical from +S to ground. 

8.5.2 Power Test 

Use a· bus with an F-stuck PID whose bottom 
switch is in the left (off) position, (or substitute 
the prescribed 1K jumper bus in A2 (see KGR-10). 

A. Power on and check USRT Pin 1 = +SV, pin 6 = 
-12v, and pin 4 = gnd. 
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8.5.3 Standalone Program Tests 

All addresses below are in Hex. Read in a DDT 
that starts at 2000 (e.g., DDT-12xxx or -15:cx:x,) 
and KGRTST .BIH. Get listing for the latter. Jux::.ps 
to starting points, and locations to be changed 
during testing, are found on the first page of the 
listing. Bost errors found result in an ILOPR, with 
DDT fielding theo and pointing to a coriment in the 
listing that suggests what is wrong. Uhen 
required, DDT nay be res tar tee with RESET + ATTE!I. 

~lhen the program is first read in it calculates a 
sumcheck for the "pure code" portion of the program. 
Thereafter each time it is run it checks the cede 
against this checkstu:J. and, if sonethins has been 
changed, HAI.Ts with all console lights on as a retlinder 
to the operator. Push RUN to continue. In this uay 
you will probably be prevented froz:i testing a new card 
with a prosram you may have t:iodified to diagnose 
troubles found Yith a previous card. Read in the tape 
again or unmodify whatever you changed. 

A. Address Decoding 

Start subprogram TFDID ( 10C presently). Change 
each of' the address switches while t-latchins the ADDR 
lights for confire.ation that the switches work:. 
Avoid EOOO, FAOO, FC30, and other addresses of cards 
already present on the bus. 

Change the leftmost four switches on A4. DATA 
lights 0-3 should follow, but be inverted in sense. 

B. Status and Control Bits 
(1) Start subprogram T3A (presently 104). The 

prograt:t periodically changes the state of bits 
2 and 3 and reads them back to the ADDR lights. 
Bit 2 should wink at half the rate of Bit 3. 
Bits 4-11 should be off, bits 12 and 13 should be 
on, and bits O, 1, 4, and 15 may be on or off. 
Disregard the data lights. 

(2) Uith DDT change DLY1 to 500 decimal ("500."). 

c. 

REV B 

-Observe TPREP- with a scope (KGR-23, pin 24 of 
upper edge connector): it should have a 6os 
pulse falling from +3V to -1V. Change DLY1 back. 

Static Test, Black-to-Red Path (Optical 
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Isolators) 

Run subprograti t3B (presently 104), 
starting at 104, and use a t:;roundlead to touch 
the specified pins of the upper edge connectors, 
watching which ADDR lights are turned off. 
Grounding pin 14 should turn off DATA light 13. 
Grounding pin 13 should turn off light 12. The 
remaining bits are better tested with PLIOPT (see 
section IV,A). (KGRTST oan also be useful when PLIOPT 
won't run in the Red side. It doesn't check the 
data; it only displays it, so stuck bits or a 
failure to read the BK2RD word will be fairly 
obvious). 

D. Simple Data Check, looped. 
(1) Start subprogram T3C (at 108). The first part of 

the test checks the character-sync lo~c of 
the card. Completion of this is signalled by 
the right byte of the DATA lights going on. 

' (2) Change bits 0·7 of the ADDR lights. The DATA 
lights should follow, with bit 15 also set. The 
program is continually readins the ADDR lights, 
transmitting the low order byte . while 
looped, and storing the character read back 
into the DATA lights. It is useful for tracking 
down gross failures in the data paths• 

E. Complete Data Check, looped. 

Start KGBTST at 100, which is also the power-on 
and paper tape jUiilp startpoint. This part of the 
program is described in detail on pages 1 and 2. 
If the flashing of the lights doesn't look random 
enoush, read in P511B.BL1 which is a pseudo random 
modem-industry test pattern. Failures save the 
evidence before halting at an ILOPR. The listing tells 
what to print out and how to interpret it. 
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8.5.4 Tests with XGB card 

A full check can only be made with a second 
independent bus containing a KGB, and a third 
independent bus containing a KG-Simmulator ( SLI #9, 
modified). The tests used are only listed here but are 
written up in detail in their own -.DOC files. 

A. Black-to-Red Path. Test with PLIOPT. 

B. Half-Duplex with KG Sitlulator. Test with PLITST. 
Run KGB clock at 50 and 80 ICB. 

c. Operational PLI program with si~ulator. Test 
with <PLI>RPLI. Run KGB clock at 50 and 80 
KB. See details in PLI Haintenance Guide. 

D. Half-Duplex with Real KG As in B. Run KGB clock 
at 50 and at least 133 KB, depending on the 
individual site. 

E. Operational PLI program with Real KG As in c. 
Run KGB clock at 50 and at least 133 KB, 
depending on the individual site. Check waveforms 
listed in part 4.10 of PLI Maintenance Guide. 
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_a.,g_ .Kmi Initial ~ Checklist 

KGB 
Ser. No. __ _ 

80 
F 

Init's 
hotrr:l 

Sgstd Test 
KGB and if Para. Test 
Duratn Duratn used Date Done 

I,A Visual .. ., .. ..... 
..,. x .. 

,B Ohr.let er =~ x 
x x 

II,A Voltage :z x 
x x 

III,A Address Decoding twice x 
x ., ... 

,B Stat/Cntrl word bits 3 rains 
x x 

,c Sii:;;.ple BIR Functions twice x 
x :c 

,D Sir:iple SnI Test 3 mns 
x x 

,E Final Standalone Test 8 hrs 
x 

IV,A Bl/Rd Path (PLIOPT) 8 r.rs 

,B HalfDup w/ rm Silil (PLITST) ~ 1 hr 

,c Operational Pgm w/ Sio. * ovrnite 

,D HalfDup w/ KG (PLITST) * 1 hr 

,.., Operational Pgc w/ KG * ovrnite , .i::. 

i: !JOTE: Test at both high and 10\·1 extrenes of the 
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KG clock rate for the systeo bei~g used. 

Cor.l1llents, Troubles found: 
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9 1-!EHCHI{ 

Before loading the program all busses should have 
power turned on. Power restart interrupts should be 
enabled (S71 in the console in the middle position 
which enables the power recovery int). The bus reset 
timers of all busses should be in the OFF (up) 
position. 

£. • .1 Paraneters 

Default 
Location{Hex) Value(Hex) 

-------------- ----------104 FAOO 
100 

Function 
--------
TTY 
RESTART PROGRAH 

First PSTOP must be used to halt all processors. 
Then DDT may be loaded to coccon oemory if the 
operator wants to use it later (the UENCHK progam 
doesn't need DDT for its operation). 

Then the program is loaded and starts 
automatically. To restart the program from DDT or from 
the console, the address •h100 should be used as per 
the the Parameters. RESET-ATTEMT!ON can be used to 
restart the program only during the initial interaction 
phase, later it has another meaning. One can also 
restart the conversation by replying 8 E8 to one of the 
program questions during the conversation. The special 
character "R" can be used for achieving the same effect 
during the test itself. 
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A. Load correct DEVTST tape or cassette according to 
system configuration. 

B. Press nneset" on control panel. 

c. Set start address in data lights on control panel 
if loading from cassette. 

D. Press ntoad" on control panel. Check the console 
to see if all processors and cornz:ion memory are 
listed as per the SRU. If not, you are not 
running the correct version. If no display on 
console, check to see if your console is at the 
address the diagnostic expects to see it (Refer to 
Parameters section). 

E. Verify next on the screen is start of questions. 

9.2 The Initial Interaction With the User 

The prograo starts by interacting with the user, 
which has to define the program's mode of operation. 
The answers to the questions are: 

Y- yes, N- no, or E- exit. 

"E" means exit and restart the program at the 
beginning of the conversation. 

Each of the above characters must be followed by a 
carriage-return. If an illegal pair of characters is 
typed by the user, the program prints the string "? 
(Y/CR,n,E)" and waits for a legal response. 

The prograt:1 interprets a single carriage-return as 
the character nyn followed by a carriage-return. 
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The messages and questions printed by the pro£!'ati are 
described next. 

1. 1-.lEHCP.K-HB or HEHCHK-SB 

The program name is the first message printed by 
the program. 

2. THE FOLLOWIHG QUESTION unL BE ASKED mrLY OHCE. BE 
CAREFUL !!!! 

This oessage is printed before question 3 is 
printed. 

3. DO BATTERY TESTS? (Y/CR,rT,E) 

Answer yes to detour through the battery check 
code, which is documented starting with step nunber 27 
below, say no to continue from here with meacheck. 

~. ALL I/0 BOSSES? (Y/CR,N,E) 

The user has to specify whether he wants remote 
mecories to be tested using BBC through all ey.isting 
I/O busses or through some partial list of the e::istinc 
I/O busses. 

If the answer is nyn then all I/0 busses are found 
by the program. I/0 busses are found by looking for 
devices at the following locations: EOOO, E800, FOOO, 
F800. The program then continues in step 6. 

If the answer is "N", then the user has to specify 
up to four I/O busses for use in testing remote pages 
in the following step. 

5. ADDRESS: 

The user has to specify an I/O bus starting 
address (~ hex dibits e.g., EOOO, ESOO, etc.). Up to 
four I/0 busses can be specified. 
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As in all the cases in which the user has to 
specify some nuzabers to the proGr21:1, the above cessage 
is preceded by the question: 

MORE? (Y/CR,N,E) 

to which the user should answer positively if more 
entries should be entered to the currently discussed 
table, or negatively if no more entries are needed. 

Each number specified by the user is followed by 
the message: 

COllFIRH? (Y/CR,N,E) 

to which the user has to respond in the implied 
way. 

6. I/O BOSSES: 

At this step the existing selected I/O busses for 
use in testing remote pages are printed by the program. 

7. RUN ALL PROC? (Y/CR,11,E} 

The user has to answer whether he wants all 
processors to run the tests, or only selected ones. 

If the answer is nyn, then all existing processors 
are found by the program, and the program continues in 
step 9. 

If the answer is "N", then the user has to specify 
up to 16 processors to run the tests in the following 
step. 

8. PROC: 

Following this message the user has to type a 2 
digit processor number (e.g. 12 or 13). This number is 
the hexadecimal offset of the processor BCU address on 
one of the I/0 busses. Up to 16 processors can be 
specified. 
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For a sinGle bus syste=, the nUffibers 
are associated with the nain processor 
and its buddy (the BUDDY), respectively. 
up to two processors can be specified in 

00, and 01 
( the EASTER ) , 
In this case 

this step. 

As in all the cases in which the user has to 
specify some numbers to the program, the above message 
is preceded by the question: 

HORE? (Y/CR,U,E) 

to which the user should answer positively if more 
entries should be entered to the currently discussed 
table, or negatively if no more entries are needed. 
Each nu~ber specified by the user is followed by the 
message: 

COUFIRH? (Y/CR,U,E) 

to which the user has to respond in the implied 
way. 

9. PROCESSORS: 

At this step the program prints a list of all 
selected processors that will participate in the tests. 
A processor that the prograz:i can't halt at this step is 
removed from the list, and the word BAD is printed 
after its 2 digit number. 

10. CHK ALL PROC NEH? {Y/CR,N,E) 

The user has to specify whether he wants all 
processor memories to be tested, or only some of them. 

If the answer is nyn, then all processor memories 
are tested, and the program continues in step 12. 

If the answer is 
the numbers of all 
should be tested. Up 
Hote, that this list 
of processors running 
processor memories is 

REV B 

"N", then the user has to specify 
processors whose local memories 

to 16 processors can be selected. 
need not be identical to the list 
the tests. The selection of the 
done in the next step. 
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11. PROC= 

The user has to react exactly as in step 8 above. 
Note that all pages of' a selected processor are tested. 
For a multi-bus system the program searches up to two 
pages, and f'or a single-bus system up tp 6 pages per 
processor. 

12. PROC MEI-I'S: 

At this step, the list of processor memories is 
printed. The program tries to halt each processor 
whose local memory should be tested. If this fails, the 
word BAD is printed after the processor number, 
otherwise, all found pages of this processor are 
printed after the processor number. 

13. USE ALL MAPS? (Y/CR,U,E) 

The user has to specify whether he wants common 
memory pages to be tested using all ~.a.p resi.sters, or 
only some of them. 

If the answer is nyn, then all maps are used and 
the program skips the following step. 

If the answer is 11}1", then the user has to specify 
up tp four map registers in the next step. 

14. HAPR: (0-3) 

Following this messase the user has to specify a 
map re.;ister by typing a single digit (0-3). 0- stands 
tor map 0 (FCOO), 1- for map 1 (FC02), etc. 

As in all the cases in which the user has to specify 
some nur:bers to the program, the above messase is 
preceded by the question: 

MORE? (Y/CR,N,E) 

to wllich the user should answer positively if' more 
entries should be entered to the currently discussed 
table, or negatively if no more entries are needed. 
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Each number specified by the user is followed by 
the messaE;e: 

COlIFIRH? {Y/CR,N,E) to which the user has to 
respond in the implied way. 

15. HAPS: 

At this step, the program prints the addresses, of 
the selected ~ap registers. 

16. CHK ALL COllN NEH? (Y/CR,N,E) 

The user has to specify whether he wants all pages 
of col!lilon memory to be tested, or only some of them. 

If the answer is nyn, then all common oemory pages 
except those specified in step 19, are tested, and the 
program continues in step 18. 

If the answer is nl'ln, then the user has to specify 
the pages to be tested in the following step. 

17. HAP= 

Following this message the user has to type a four 
hexadecical digits nw::ber, specifying the map address 
of a page in coliJDon memory {e.g. 0000, 0200, 4000, 
etc.) 

For convenience to the user, the escape character 
can be used in this step for generating successive pase 
map addresses. The escape character should be typed 
once, instead of a four digits number, and it 
increments a built-in program counter. This counter is 
initialized to 0000, and is set to a new value whenever 
the user types an explicit four digits number. 

As in all the cases in which the user has to 
specify soz;ie nw::bers to the program, the above message 
is preceded by the question: 
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HORE? (Y/CR, I.Z, E) 

to which the user should answer positively if more 
entries should be entered to the currently discussed 
table, or negatively if' no more entries are needed. 

Each number specified by the user is followed by 
the message: 

COUFIRH? (Y/CR,U,E) 

to which the user has to respond in the iQplied 
way. Uhen the escape character is used, it is not 
followed by the "confirm" message. 

18. IG:UORE COHz.I HEI-1 PAGES? (Y/CP.,N,E) 

The user has to specify whether he wants sorae of' 
the common memory pages specified in the previous steps 
to be ignored (i.e., not to be tested), or not. 

If' the answer is "fl", then all selected pages will 
be tested, and the prograa continues in step 20. 

If the answer is "Y", the user has to specify 
which coI:10on memory pazes are to be ignored, in the 
following step. 

19. HAP= 

The user has to react to this message exactly as 
described in step 17. The escape character can be used 
in this step also. 

20. CON?l UEU PAGES: 

In this step the program prints all •&eXisting 
selected col!liilon memory pages which are not included in 
the list of pages to be ignored. Selected pases which 
are not found at this step are ignored for the rest of 
the test. 
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21. RUiI ALL TESTS? (Y/CR,H,E) 

The user has to answer whether he wants to run all 
tests, or only some of them. 

If the answer is nyn, then all tests are selected 
and the program continues in step 23. 

If the answer is "H", then the user has to select 
tests from the available list of 11 tests in the 
following step. 

22. SELECT- (Y/CR,N,E) 

At this step the user has to select tests by 
typing nyn (or equivalently carriage-return), or "~i" 
after each test name (printed by the prograi.u). The 
tests names and meanings are described in a later 
section. 

23. SELECTED TESTS: 

At this step, the list of selected tests is 
printed. 

24. FI?ID !lULTIPLY ADDRESSED PAGF.s? (Y/CR,N,E) 

The question is asked only in case of a multi-bus 
version. If a positive reply is given, then the first 
test each processor performs is to find out whether 
multiply addressed pases exist. Information about such 
pages is accumulated in the TEST LOG. 

Due to meraory limitations, if a positive reply is 
given, the master pages are not tested; the-user is 
notified about this by a short raessase. In order to 
also test the master pages, the user has to Give a 
negative reply in this step (however, see next step). 
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25. ABOVE QUESTION \JILL ~mvER BE ASKED AGAIN 
IF CONFIPJ·lED! ! CO?IFIRE? (Y/CR,U,E) 

. mmcc 

This question is asked only if a negative reply is 
given to the question in the previous step. The program 
requires a confirmation since if a test for finding 
multiply addressed common memory pages is not needed, 
the program modifies itself in a special way and the 
user will never be asked again the question in step 24 
(unless the program is reloaded). It is recommended 
that after HEHCHK tested all pages except those of the 
~aster, the master pages will also be tested (by 
replying positively to this question). 

26. OVER-NIGHT? (Y/CR,U,E) 

The user has to reply whether the tests are to be 
perforced over a long period of time or not. The answer 
has an effect only if there is no hard copy device in 
the systec. 

If there is no hard copy device, and the anst-rer to 
the above question is "N", then during the tests, 
whenever the screen has beened (with error messages), 
the prograI:l waits for a character to be typed by the 
user (which implies that he oust check the display from 
tiIJe to time ) • 

If there is no hard copy device and the answer to 
the above question is nyn, then the prograiil continues 
printi~ even when the screen . has been filled, thus 
error messages may disappear. In this case however, 
when the TEST LOG is printed as a request of the user, 
the program will wait for user characters whenever the 
screen has beened. 

After the l~t step, the tests are started. T'ne 
~!ASTER activates the selected processors one at a time, 
each of them tests all selected pages except those of 
his buddy, and then reactivates the MASTER. 

27. CHK ALL COH HEM? (Y/CR,?I,E) 

The folowing steps are the battery check 
interactions. Control arrives here after a yes answer 
at step 3. 
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The battery check code follows accordinG to 
16 thru 20 in order to establish which pages of 
oeoory contain battery backed up memory to test. 
step 20 return to the neAt step (28). 

USE DEFAULT PATTERN (AAAA)? (Y/CR,N,E) 

steps 
COtlLlOn 

After 

All selected memory pages of common memory are 
filled with the selected pattern for later comparison. 

COMPARE CYCLE ONLY? (Y/CP.,11,E) 

This question allows the user to do only the 
compare of previously initialized memory. A no answer 
here will continue with a normal load, wait and compare 
cylce for the battery check. A yes will skip the load 
and jump to the "COl!PARE CYCLE" of this step. 

WRITE CYCLE DONE- POUEP. DOH11 110W ! 

The memory is initialized and power may now be 
turned off. Power up interrupts and reset-attention 
both will begin the program at the compare cycle to 
complete the test. 

COHPARE CYCLE 

A word by work comparison of memory with "pattern" 
will be done with all of memcheck's error detection 
code enabled. If no errors are reported the test is 
complete and the board(s) are good. 

BATTERY TEST DOUE 

This messace signals the end of the battery check 
code. Control returns to step 3 to allow repeating the 
test or continuing on with memcheck. 
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9.3 The Tests 

In this section we describe the available tests. 
Each test will be characterized by several parameters: 

I~AUE 
I!1FO 
HODE-w_c W/B) 

HODE-L(tr/B) 

DELAY-w_c Y/N) 

DELAY-IL( Y/W) 

The test name. 
The written information. 
The information is Aawritten word by 
word (U), or byte by byte (B). 
The page is read word by word (W), or 
byte by byte (B). 
Y if delays are introduced between 
write operations, else ll. 
Y if delays are introduced betueen read 
operations, else N. 

The meaning of each test is defined in the 
following table: 

NAHE mFO HODE-W HODE-R DELAY·U DELAY-R 

WORST note 1 w w y N 
iIORST COH. note 2 i'1 w N y 
ADDRESS note 3 B w N N 
ADDRESS COU. note 4 w u y y 
RAU DOH note 5 B B N N 
ALTER AAAA AAAA l1 B t{ M 
ALTER 5555 5555 B w y y 
COUST 0000 0000 B w N y 
CONST FFFF FFFF w w N N 
LOCKS WORDS -1 FFFF w w u N 
LOCKS UORDS •2 note 6 w y 
LOCI{S BYTES ·1 FFFF u B N N 
LOCKS BYTES -2 note 7 w y 
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Notes: 
( 1) The5pattern in this test consists of 8 words 0000, 

8 words FFFF, etc. In the middle of the pat;;e the 
order is reversed. 

(2) The5oomplement of the pattern in (1). 
(3) Tbe5pattern is the rightmost 13 bits of the word 

address (0000, 0002, ••• ,1FFE). 
(4) The5complement of the pattern in (3). 
{5) A 5pseudo-random pattern (see listing for 

additional information). 
( 6) Thi5 is the se oond part of the LOCKS HORDS test. 

Nothing is written at this test, and zeroes (0000) 
are expected at each location. This test is 
automatically selected when LOCKS WORDS -1 is 
selected. 

(7) Thi5 is the second part of the LOCKS BYTES test. 
Nothing is written at this test, and zeroes (0000) 
are expected at each location. This test is 
automatically selected when LOCKS BYTES -1 is 
selected. 

9 .4 The Test Hessages 

During the testing period, the program prints 
messazes on the TTY. Sooe of the messages are "life 
signs", and sofile are errors. The life signs are 
printed one over the other (in the saIJe line) so as not 
to causing of the screen. The error messages are 
printed in separate lines. Error messases are ended by 
a long sequence of bell characters, to catch the 
attention of the user. 

Each message is preceded by the 
identification as in the following line: 

Pnn.<proc>: 

processor 

nn- is the processor number. <proc> is the 
processor type, it can be one of the following: HAST 
(master), BUDY (the master's buddy), or RUOT (remote). 
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The messages at this stase are: 

1. :Pnn.<proc>: ACTIVATD1G PI:JD 

This message is printed by the master before 
activating another processor, or by a slave processor 
before reactivating the master processor. The number of 
the activated processor is mm. The message is over
printed by other messages. 

2. Pnn.<proc>: CA~PT ACTIVATE Pmo 

The message is printed by processor nn who can't 
activate processor Cia. The message is not over-printed 
by other messages. 

3. Pnn.<proc>: ACTIVATED 

The message is printed by processor nn upon 
activation by the master, and before starting the 
tests. The message is followed by a short sequence of 
bell characters on the TTY to indicate a processor 
switchinz. 

This is an over-printed message in case of a non 
hard copy device. In case of a hard copy device, the 
uessa~e is not over-printed. 

4. Pnn.<proc>: T=tttt <test name> aaaa/bbbb 
LOOPS=llll 

The message is printed by processor nn before each 
test (approximately every 1-2 seconds). T'llis oessase is 
overprinted by other messages, and is intended to serve 
as a detailed "life sign". In case of a hard copy 
device it is replaced by a simple carriage-return. 
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The meanings of the fields are: 

tttt- The 
1111- The 

has 
aaaa- The 

A-

B-

current test (hexadeci~al) nULlber. 
(hexadecimal) nULlber of times the program 
looped through the whole system. 
meaning depends on the mode as follows: 

If processor nn checY..s one of its pages, 
then aaaa:OOnn (e.g., 0012). 
If processor nn checl:s a remote processor, 
then aaaa:ddmm, where dd are the most 
significant digits of the I/O bus starting 
address through its BBC the test is done, 
and mm is the remote processor number (here 
remote is relative to the testing 
processor- nn) (e.g. E032). 

If processor nn checks a col'Jlilon memory 
pat;e, then aaaa equals to tlle pa;;e map 
address (e.g. 0200). 

bbbb- This is the address of the first word to be 
tested on the current page. For processor bus 
memories it is: 0000, or 2000 (for a single-bus 
system it continues up to AOOO), and for a 
common memory page it is one of: 4000, 6000, 
8000, AOOO depending on the map resister used 
in this test. 

5. Pnn.<proc>: T=tttt <test name> aaaa/bbbb W:wwww 
R=rrrr Q:q 

FIRST or LAST 
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This is an error cessage printed while reading the 
information frora the tested page. The meaning of nn, 
tttt, and aaaa is as in messase 4. 

bbbb- The address in which an error was found (same 
method as in message 4). 

wwww- The written information. 
rrrr- The· read information. If 2 quits had occurred 

while trying to read from the above address, 
then rrrr=DEAD. 

q- The nw:iber of quits during this read operation. 
It can be 0/1/2, or "B". The program does not 
retry reading the information after getting two 
quits. The character "B" stands for BBC and 
means that some trouble has occurred while 
referring to one of the BBC registers. 

The line ends with one of the words: FIRST or 
LAST. Only the first error in a sequence of errors, 
and the last one (if different from the first error) 
are printed, and the additional word indicates if the 
error is the first or last in a sequence. 

6. Pnn.<proc>: T:tttt <test name> aaaa/bbbb W=wwww 
DISAPPEARED 

This error message is printed by processor nn when 
2 quits had occurred while trying to A&write 
information to the tested page at address bbbb. The 
program marks this page as if it has disappeared. It 
continues with the next pase, but it retries testing 
this paa;e when its turn comes again. However, it prints 
the message about its disappearance only once. 

A list of pages that have disappeared is kept in 
the TEST LOG. 
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7. Pnn.<proc>: T:tttt MULTIPLY ADDRESSED PAG&S FOUHD 

This error message is printed by processor nn when 
it found multiply addressed coI!lI:lon memory pages. A 
list of multiply addressed common memory pages is kept 
in the TEST LOG. 

8. Pnn.<proc>: T:tttt <test name> aaaa/bbbb W=wwww 
QUITS:qqqq 

This error message is printed if in qqqq (where 
qqqq>O) words of the tested page one quit has occurred 
while trying to write information to the page. 

9. Pnn. <proc>: BAD BBC: xx:cx 

This error message is printed by processor nn who 
failed to activate the BBC for testing a remote page. 
xxxx is the bad BCM address ( e .. g. E032) • This error 
is .. &not carked in the TEST LOG. 

10. UlJEIPECTED QUIT @xxxx 

The message is printed for the obvious reason. The 
program should be restarted and if the message is 
consistent then the prozrao listing must be used to 
analyze the cause of the quit. 

9.5 The Interaction During The Tests 

During the testing period, the user may interact 
with the program by typing .. &special characters on the 
TTY. 
The characters are: H, N, R, S (other characters are 
iznored) and their meanings are explained below. 

H- lialt- The program stops the tests and waits for 
additional character to be typed on the TTY. If 
the additional character is a special character, 
it is~ interpreted appropriately, otherwise it 
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causes resumption of the tests. A possible use of 
the "H" character is: first type "H", then power 
OFF a memory bus, exchange a memory card, power 01-1 
the me~ory bus, and let the program proceed (e.g., 
by typing a space character). 

N- Next- This character instructs the program to 
abort the current group of tests being performed 
on the current page, and to start the next zroup 
of tests. This may cause skipping several tests 
on the current page and starting testins it 
through another path (the next tiap resister or the 
next I/O bus), or starting with the next page. 

R- Restart- The 
processor to 
interaction. 

program returns from the current 
the master, and restart the initial 

The TEST LOG is cleared. 

S- Sumtlary (or Status)- This character causes 
printing of the TEST LOG (as described in a later 
section). After the printins, the proeram waits 
for a character to be typed on the TTY. If this 
character is a special character, it is 
interpreted appropriately, otherwise it causes 
resumption of the tests. 

If an activated processor does not respond within 
5 seconds froo the moment it was activated by the 
:·!ASTER (as can be seen on the display in case when a 
non hard copy device is used), or if a processor "dies" 
in the middle of its operation (no output on the TTY), 
then the user has to perform the following steps: 

1. First the user has to type some character (i:::aybe 
the screen has beened). 

2. If it does not help, the special characters 
should be tl'ied. 

3. If all these fails, there is a chance that the 
prograi:i still exists at the master processor and 
RESET-ATTEHTION can be used at this stage for 
resumming the tests. The processor which caused 
the tl'oubles in this case is ca.rked as ~&"bad" in 
the TEST LOG. 

4. If RESET-ATTEMTION does not help, then probably 
the program is soz;iewhere in the system. Powering 
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OFF/ON a processor bus, in one of whose processors 
the prograliJ. resides, may cause the processor to 
reactivate the oa.ster. The user can try this as 
the last resort. If this does not help the progra.o 
should be reloaded and restarted. 

9.6 The Test Log 

The TEST LOG consists of several tables. The 
first table is printed in any case, while the other 
ones are printed only if they are not empty (i.e., if 
there are errors). 

The tables are printed below. The ordinal numbers 
are not printed on the TTY. 

1. LOOPS:llll TESTS:tttt 
LOCAL ERRORS:iiii REMOTE ERRORS:jjjj CONN 

ERRORS:kkkk 

The table 
counters. The 
LOOPS-

TESTS-

LOCAL_ERRORS

REUOTE_ERRORS-

COlI?LERRORS-

2. BAD PROC'S: 

consists of the contents of several 
numbers are printed in hex. 
The total ntlrlber of times the program 
has cycled through the whole system. 
The total number of tests perf or~ed so 
far. 
The total number of errors found by 
processors in one of their pages. 
The total number of errors found on 
processor bus memories when using BBC 
(i.e. from remote processors). 
The total nw:iber of errors found in 
common memory pases. 

Pn1 Pn2 This table lists all bad processors, i.e., 
processors the r:iaster processor couldn't activate, or 
processors that didn't reactivate the master after 
their activation by the master. n1, n2 are the 
processor numbers. 
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3. DISAPPEARED PROC NEU' S: 
· Pn1 ::om:c yyyy 

Pn2 x:rxx yyyy 

This table lists the processor busses's memories 
that have disappeared during the test (i.e., at least 
one word of each such page couldn.' t be writ ten- caused 
two quits). 

Pn1, Pn2, etc. are the processor's numbers. ;acx:: 
yyyy are the page nUI:lbers. For a multi-bus system they 
can be 0000 or 2000. For a single-bus system, they 
range over: 0000-AOOO. 

4. DISAPPEARED COHU PAGES: 
xx:a yyyy 

This table lists all common memory pages that have 
disappeared (in the sense of table 3 above). x:i:xx, 
yyyy, etc. are the pages cap addresses. 

5. BAD COHN PAGES: 
XXJ.."X yyyy 

This table lists all bad colillllon mecory pages, i.e. 
all pages that caused at list one error at some stage 
of the tests. xxxx, yyyy, etc. are the pages !:lap 
addresses. 

6 • MULTIPLY ADDR. coi-m PAGES: 
xxxx yyyy 

This table lists 
memory pages. 
addresses. 

HEHCHK 

xxr..c, 
all multiply 

yyyy, etc. 

9-176 

addressed coomon 
are the pages map 
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7. BAD PROC HEN'S: 
TEST Pn1 Pn2 Pn3 Pn4 

<test 1> 

<test n> 
DISAPPEARED 

lr lr lr lr 

lr lr lr lr 
lr lr lr lr 

This table lists all processors one of whose pages 
caused at least one error. The processor numbers are: 
n1, n2, etc. The table also indicates in which tests 
the errors have been detected. The tests names are 
printed at the left side of the table. Ifote that only 
the selected tests are printed. The last line 
indicates whether pages of these processors have 
disappeared. 

T"ne character "l" can be either "L" indicating 
that the error has been detected locally, i.e., by the 
indicated processor, or "-" indicatinG that the error 
has not been detected locally. 

The character "r" can be either "R" ind1catin6 
that the error has been detected by some remote 
processor (i.e., via BBC), or n_n indicating that the 
error has not been detected by any remote processor. 

n COHPLAINTS OU C01·lN: o. 
TEST Pn1 Pn2 Pn3 Pn4 

<test 1> c c c c 

<test n> c c c c 
DISAPPEARED c c c c 
£.1tJLTIPLY ADDR. c c c c 

This table lists all processors that have detected 
at least one error in one of the common memory pages. 
The processor nw:ibers are: n1, n2, etc. The table also 
indicates in which tests the errors have been detected. 
The tests nan.es are printed at the left side of the 
table. note that only the selected tests are printed. 
The line before the last indicates whether the 
processors are complaining about disappearance of 
comr.lon meoory pages. The last line indicates whether 
tpe processors are complaining about Qultiply addressed 
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comr.lon oe~ory pages. 

The character 11 0 11 can be either "C" indicating 
that the processor is complaining on colill1lon ~emery, or 
11-" indicating that the processor has no cocplaints. 

Note that this table lists cocplaining processors, 
while the previous table indicates processors whose 
pages have caused errors to some processors •. 
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10 HLCTST 

NLCTST requires changing parameters such as lines 
to be tested, baud rate, etc. The parameters may be 
set either by the control panel or by using DDT. Refer 
to the section on DDT for explanation of the ooim::iands 
and/or the section on how to run the control panel. 
DDT is the best way to control/monitor processes 
(prograt:1s) by inspecting/changing registers of the 
machine in running MLCTST. 

I-lLCTST is actually a collection of several 
separate programs which use a coI!IIllon collection of 
subroutines. The choice of a particular test depends 
on how dead the machine is and what you wish to debug. 
Below is a list of the diagnostics and a brief 
explanation of what they do: 

As a rule of thumb, running Start 3 first sets up 
a table(starting at 1AOO) that reflects the active 
lines on the MLC under test. 'After that, running Start 
2 will use the entries(lines) in the table to test. It 
is much easier to let the software find out who is out 
there and build the table for you. If you want to go 
from there in which tests to run you can. Zeroing out 
lines effectively takes that line off the list to be 
tested. 

If errors do occur they are entered in the Error 
table(1COO) to be analysed. Refer to the Error Type 
Section for the error type breakdown found in the Error 
table. 

10.1 ·operating Instructions 
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1- Load DDT fellowed by HLCTST from the operator 
console. 
2- Enter '"H which changes the values to hex 
representation. 
3- Enter '"K display value as constant and not as 
symbolic. 
4- Enter: 100/ (read version no., should 
be 10.) 

Results: 100/Pxx yy 

5- If the HLC under test is not an i·!BB, change 
location 11C to o. 

6- Proceed to desired test procedure. 

The follOlving locations are the important 
locations that will be or interest to you: 

Location 
---------
011C 
0102 
0104 
0106 
010C 
0146 
0148 
014E 
0150 
0152 
OB72-0B84 
1AOO 
1COO 

MLCTST 

Default 
--------

78 
F210 
600 
30 
02 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

HLC TEST 

Character Size __ ..... ___________ 
0 5 bits 
1 6 bits 
2 7 bits 
3 8 bits 

' 

Description 

?.iBEFLG - nz:1n3B attached, z=lillc 
DEVADR - AHL Address under test 
Lnnm - Ln. no. for single line tests 
SIZE - Char. Size (see belou chart) 
RATE - Baud Rate (see below chart) 
HITD·IE 
LOTIHE 
SEC. 
HIM. 
HRS. 
NESAGE - Test message 
RUMTAB - Start addr. of' device table 
EHRTAB - Start addr. of Error Table 

Baud Rates 

----------0 illegal 
1 75 
2 110 
3 134 
4 150 
5 300 
6 600 
7 1200 
·8 1800 
9 2400 
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Following is a list of tests dependinG on what is 
needed to be tested. ·The start location is given in 
the heading. 

10.2 START1 (200) 

Its purpose is to find gross 
control paths of the A£1L and 11LC. 
data checking, but is mostly used as 
for cettinb hardware off the ground. 

failures in the 
It does not do any 
simple scope loop 

Uhen the program is started it sets up line 
paratleters for a single line to run cross-patched. 
Thus tbe operator must set the correct values for 
DEV ADR, Lnmo, and RATE. The rest of the parameters 
default to sensible values. After the line is set up 
the program forces characters over that line as fast as 
it can. No error checking is done. note that the 
prograr:i. can send data much faster than the ?·1LC can 
shift it out, for low baud rates, so the HLC will nush 
many of the output characters. The actual data for 
output is held in OUTDAT which is incre~ented after 
each use. 

In normal correct operation, the program should 
cause a characteristic behavior of the hardware. In 
the console address display (LOC FF80) the selected 
line number should be in the left byte and the received 
data character in the right byte. This is a display of 
the contents of I!1DAT, the input data buffer, and gives 
an early indication of trouble. For exaople, the sign 
bit represents the BREA."'{ bit, which should be zero. An 
all zero display usually means a gross failure in the 
data path, such as missing or dead LIU or LD!. 

The lights on the ~1LC display panel will normally 
be as follows: XPCH on, IliRATE and OUTRATE as set, SIZE 
8bits (3). OUTDAT and IHDAT shifting, BIITDAT and 
BOUTDAT flickering. OUTBUF should have bits 1 and 2 on 
, the correct line nUI:J.ber in the LDJE !JU!!BER field, and 
the data field flickering. DJBUF should have bit 1 
(BREAK bit) off, the next bit (which is used as the HLC 
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power indicator)on, the correct line number in bits 3 
to 8 , and the flickering input character in bi ts 9 to 
16. OIBUF should contain the correct line nur.:ber. 
OTABUF should contain a 1 in bit 2, the correct line 
number, and a 1 in bit 16. I?JABUF is irrelevant, but 
may contain the correct line number, among other 
things. 

10.3 STAHT2 (204) 

This program allows for much raore thorough testing 
than the preceeding. J:t' s purpose is to test cul tiple 
lines at user selectable rates. A fixed data messaze 
is sent out each port under test, at the specified 
rate, to an attached terminal, if any. The input 
strearJ is crosspatched to the output for each port, so 
the return data can be checked for errors. This 
program is useful in finding a wide range of problecs, 
once START1 demonstrates that the basic data paths are 
intact. This program helps find: bit errors (pick and 
drops) in the data and line number field, interaction 
araong oultiple lines, particular data rate sensitivity 
and a variety of problems between the HLC and a 
terminal. 

Before the pro¢ram is started, the operator must 
set the correct AHL device address at DEVADR and 
initialize RUNTAB. RUHTAB is a table with one entry 
per NI..C port, which determines which HLC ports should 
be run and at what rate. The format of an entry in 
RUHTAB is: 8000 bit on, and the desired data rate in 
the low 4 bits. For example, to cause line 6 to be 
tested at 2400 baud, set 8009 into RUHTAB+C. It is 
most convienient to think about the RUNTAB entries in 
hexadecimal, and to remember that the addressing of the 
PLURIBUS is byte oriented. Thus the entry in RUHTAB is 
computed as twice the line number, converted to hex 
plus 1AOO, which is the table start address. (Or you 
can count up on your fingers.) 

t-lhen the program is started it has an initial 
phase which looks at RUMTAB and sets the appropriate 
hardware values for rate etc on each MLC line. After 
all the lines are set up, the program watches the AI.!L 
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input FIFO for O!'s from the lines it has set up. 
Unexpected OI's are recorded as errors. E~pected OI's 
cause the next character to a line. The program 
maintains a separate pointer for input and for output 
for each line. These pointers are kept in tables which 
are indexed the same way as RUNTAB. RPTAB and SPTAB 
are the respective start address of the receive and 
send pointer table. Normally these are pointers into 
the typeout message which begins at HESAGE. ( "S!HPLE 
!ll..C TEST") The message string may be modified if 
desired, by inserting any new string starting at MESAGE 
(for example, all "aa" or some non-printable 
characters) but be sure not to overflow into the code 
which follows the string storage. The string 
terminator is default set to zero (0000 hex). In 
addition to sending data characters out each line, the 
program periodically re-sets the output data rate to 
the value specified in RUIJTAB. This is to iIUitate the 
behavior of the PTIP program, which has both data and 
control information flowing in the AHL at all times. A 
warning! The basic structure of this test is built 
around the notion of using OI's to request the next 
output character. The PTIP does not use OI's, but 
rather makes some timing estimates about the various 
line rates, and produces output on that basis. 

In operation, this program will produce a 
confusing set of values in all the HLC li&.'lt registers, 
since multiple lines are running and sharing the Il.C 
lights. However, INBUF, OUTBUF, OIBUF,OTABUF and 
IUABUF should show signs of activity, and have 
plausible values in their line nuwber fields, as well 
as no BREAK indications anywhere. By selecting a 
particular line with the LINE SELECT switches of the 
HLC front panel, the display for that particular line 
will appear in the lower two rows of lights on the t·ll..C 
.front panel. These should have the expected values for 
in and out rates, size etc. and should have characters 
flowing in the output and input buffers and shift 
registers. Uote: The switches on the front panel of 
the l·ll.C are in read in octal and not hexidecimal from 
the lowest order bit to the right. This sub-program 
does extensive error checking which is explained in the 
error description portion of this writeup. Errors are 
signalled by a non-zero value in the lot·rer control 
panel lig.~t register (DATA). This light register will 
display the error code for the most recent error. The 
program builds a list of errors as they occur, starting 
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at ERRTAB which is at location 1coo. 
error codes is included on the 
proGraL'.1 listing. 

10.4 START3 (208) 

A s~ry of the 
first pase of the 

• 
This program is an elaborate version of START2. 

The basic tests are the same, as are the visible 
indications of its operation. 
The ma.in difference is in its startup phase. 
Uhereas,in START2 the user is required to specify which 
lines are to be tested, this progratl does that 
automatically. The user must set the correct value at 
DEVADn, to denote the Al·iL to be used. The prograo, 
upon being started, resets the AHL and HLC. It then 
atte~pts to force a single character out each LIU port, 
which it has cross-patched. For each line that 
responds by sending back the test character, the 
program selectes a value at random, fro~ the table of 
asynchronous line rates (2400 baud and below) RAT.AB. 
This data rate is used to create an entry in RUMTAB for 
the line. After this test anc setup phase the prOGI"atl 
bec;ins execution of STA.1T2. 

'rne use of this prograo is primarily for lon~ term 
burn in and verification of the entire set of line 
interfaces. It should be used as a final acceptance 
test rather than as a detailed debugging tool. 
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10.5 STAHT4 (20C) 

Where the previous prograr.is have been oriented 
toward diagnosing troubles within the ANL and the HLC, 
this program is oriented outward. Huch of the 
co~plexity of the terminal handling problem has to do 
with problems between the teroinals and the scanner 
hardware. This program helps pin down that class of 
probleo by allowing the attachI:!ent or e~:ternal 
ter~inals or dial in modens. 
The objective is to provide some si~ple programs to 
answer a dataphone and then transnit back to the caller 
(or local teruinal) each character as it is received 
without requireing that the very complex PTIP or TE11EX 
teroinal support software be workable. The prograr.i 
answers incomng calls in the same way as the PTIP (by 
watching for RING DETECT) rather than like the the 316 
(which watches for CARRIER DETECT). Other than that, 
no claim is made that this program will behave like the 
PTIP. 

The user ~ust set the correct value for DEVADR. 
He oust also set RATE to the rate which will be used 
for all lines. When the prograo is started, it does an 
LIU search like START3 (using the same subroutines) and 
builds a RUNTAB. Then, rather than cross-patching all 
lines, it leaves thee un-cross-patched and awaits any 
input character. In this wait loop, it also polls the 
LIU status bits for each line. If the ring detect 
comes true the program launches into a complicated 
proceedure for maintaining a dialed-up connection on 
that port. That is best understood by reading the code 
at ANSWER. Very briefly, operation is as follows. 
Upon receipt or RING DETECT, the program asserts DATA 
TER?·WIAL P.EADY and REQUEST TO SEHD. If the Llodem 
responds with CARRIER DETECT and CLEAR TO SEHD (which 
means that the caller is a dataset and not a noroal 
telephone) the entry in TOTAB (timeout table) for this 
line is set non-zero. Incoming data is then echoed. 
If the caller hangs up, a value is counted down 
(because CARRIER DETECT went away) anc eventually the 
connection is broken and the state reinitialized for 
the ne ::t call. 
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The visible indications from the prosr~ are few 
if there is no terminal traffic. The OTABUF lights 
will fiicl~er as the various LIU' s are polled, and 
nothing else will happen. As characters are typed on 
the attached terminal, they will be seen to shift into 
IUDAT and move to INBUF. They should also be seen 
moving out through OUTBUF and OUTDAT. A good character 
to try if you can't think of anything else is ASCII nA" 
which appears as either He:c 11C 1 n or Hex n41 n dependig 
on the terminal's parity mode (which doesn't matter 
here, since nothin~ in-the hardware or prosraD looks at 
this bit). 

SoIJe errors are recorded, such as input or an OI 
from an unexpected line. 

10.6 STARTS (210) 

STARTS is a simple operator aid which does no 
testing. Its purpose is to clear memory selectively 
before a test is started. It clears: RUUTAB, all 
pointer tables, the timeout table and the error table. 
It does not clear the program stack, and of course, 
does not touch any part of the code or DDT. 
It transfers control to DDT when it cocpletes. It 
produces no display on the ULC. 

10.7 START6 (214) 

This collection of one-time tests tries to 
excercise every path in the AIU.-ULC combination. The 
operator must specify the AHL at DEVADR. When started, 
the prosram hunts for a workir.g line using the standard 
crosspatch and force subroutine. The first test on a 
world.n€ line turns off XPCH and forces ~ata. It 
expects only OI's back. Both no OI and input data are 
errors here, and are loi:;ged. 
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OI's are then turned off, and ~ore output is 
forced. Any input is an error here. To ensure that 
the input and output FIFO's are of the correct length, 
the next test sends a block of 64 characters out, with 
XPCH off. These should be held in the out FIFO. lfuen 
XPCH is then turned on, this block should return in 
order. Errors are noted. The selected line is then 
made to handle data at every asynchronous rate from 75 
to 2400 baud. If a line passes all these tests, it is 
considered perfect, and the next workinG line is 
discovered and tested in a similar fashion. 

10.8 Error Indications 

Errors are entered in an error buffer beginning at 
1coo. An error entry consists of 5 consecutive oemory 
locations which begin with the code which is unique for 
that error. The ne:~t two locations are values which 
depend on the error type and the last tuo locations 
give the time as copies of HITIHE and LOTD-1E which is 
real time since the beginning of execution. 
A few errors are fatal, but most are not and attempt to 
restart in some uay. The various timeout errors are 
sometimes confusing, since in general they will e7..it to 
a part of the program which tries to restart whatever 
tined out. This occasionally will cause additional 
data errors. 

Visible indication that an error has occurred is 
given in the control panel data lights, which will 
contain the error code for the most recent error. This 
is cleared at initialization so any non-zero value 
denotes an error. 
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10.9 Error Types 

These are the error types 
program. The description here will 
last two entries since they are the 
type; the time of the error • 

generated by the 
oc.it mention of the 
Sa.Lle for each error 

• 

FFFO LVL 1 CD -
A level 1 interrupt occurred and the device cede was 
not FF80 (attn interrupt) 
uord 2 - the bad device code 
word 3 - program counter at interrupt tir:e 

FFEF LVL2CD - Any level 2 interrupt is an error 
word 2 - The bad code 
word 3 - Prograo counter 

FFEE LVL3CD - Any level 3 interrupt·is an error. 
word 2 Device interrupt code 
word 3 - Proi3l"an counter 

FFED LVL4CD - An unexpected level 4 interrupt occurred. 
word 2 - The unexpected code 
word 3 - Program counter 

FFEC QUITCD - An unexpected QUIT occurred 
word 2 - Prot;ram counter 
word 3 - The address which failed 

FFEB ILLOCD - An unexpected illop occurred. 
word 2 - Address of the ILLOP 
word 3 - The illop 
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FFEA PFALCD - A power fail interrupt occurred. 
word 2 - Processor status 
word 3 - Prosram counter 

FFE9 PRSTCD - A power restore interrupt occurred. 
word 2 - Address the program is restarting from 
word 3 - ZERO 

FFB8 INERCD Input error, data did not match 
expected. 
word 2 - Received data and line number 
word 3 - Expected data 

FFE7 OIERCD - Received an OI from a line we aren't 
using 
word 2 - The OI we got 
word 3 - ZERO 

FFE6 OITOCD - OI time out 
word 2 - Line which timed out 
word 3 - ZERO 

FFE5 IllTOCD - Input time out 
word 2 - Line which timed out 
word 3 - ZERO 

FFE4 FLOTCD - Output fifo was full 
word 2 - AHL device address (default R2) 
word 3 - AHL status register OrXX2) 

The next set of errors occur in the one time tests 

FFE3 OTFLCD - Output fifo was full 
word 2 - Line number we are currently testing 
word 3 - ZERO 
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FFE2 OTlIOCD - Got no OI in OI test 
wol"d 2 - Al-l. status 
uord 3 - Line we are currently testing 

FFE1 OTCHCD - Got data with XPCH turned off 
word 2 - ANL status -
word 3 - Contents of INDAT (what we got) 

FFEO OTOICD • Got the wrong CI in the OI test 
word 2 - Line we are testing 
word 3 - Contents of the OIDAT we received 

FFFDF OTOJCD - Got a.."l OI with the OI' s turned off 
word 2 - Line we are testing 
word 3 - OI that we got 

BBliCC 

FFDE OTIUCD - Got an input oharacter,in OI test,ZPCH 
and OI off 
word 2 - Line we are testing 
word 3 - Contents of Il~DAT that we got 

FFDD OTSECD - Characters out of sequence in the fifo 
test. This 
probably means the input or output fifo is dropping 
characters 
when it fills up 

word 2 - Line we are testing 
word 3 - Character we got from IUDAT 

FFDC OTllICD - ?lo input in fifo test 
word 2 - Line we are testing 
word 3 - Last thing we sent from OUTDAT 

FFDB OTOSCD - Got an OI durins the fifo test with OI's 
off 
word 2 - Line we are testing 
word 3 - Hhat we last sent out 
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FFDA OTSOCD - Character does not match eJ:pected input 
in fifo test. 

word 2 - Line we are testing 
word 3 - Data we got in IHDAT 

FFD9 OTNHCD - Bad input character during data rate test 
word 2 - Line we are testing 
word 3 - Data we got in INDAT 
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11 HSPHTST 

HSPMTST along with DDT-41 forms an exerciser 
for the BSO card. This test is not a cocprehensive 
diagnostic, but a good exercise program and a 
go/nOGO test. If a card does not work, then one can 
with a logic analyzer trace where the l'Jicro processor 
is and detercine which circuts may be at fault and 
trace back to the proble~ fro~ there. 

11.1 Hicro DDT 

Hicro DDT is an extension of norr:ial PLURIBUS DDT 
that allows one to look into to the BSO micro memory to 
examine and change locations, as well as to reset, 
start, and stop the BSO micro processor. This is done 
by having DDT have two modes. One mode is normal DDT 
mode and the other is micro DDT mode. Only one 
mode can be active at any given time. In the rest of 
this document micro DDT mode will be referred to as 
HDDT and normal PLUR!BUS DDT mode will be called DDT. 

First switching between DDT and HDDT modes is 
dicussed. Hext the UDDT commands are discussed in 
logical order. MDDT error messages are discussed last. 
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11 .2 Switching between 11icro DDT and normal DDT. 

Entering HDDT for the first time is done my 
typing the BSO address, usally FlOO, followed by a 
""D". It is not necessary to enter the BSO 
address when entering HDDT again after the first 
tiue, unless the BSO address changes. When you enter 
~lDDT, it will mal'e sure that a BSO e:d.st at the 
~iven address. If there is no device present then a 
"Quit" message is printed and you are left in DDT node. 
If the device at the given address is not a BSO, 
then "'??'?" is printed and you are left in DDT mode. If 
a BSO is present, then a herald ,"(!.! 204 mode)", is 
printed and you are now in !;IDDT. The nut:ber printed 
in the l:IDDT herald is the version nunber of the BSO 
micro proGI'ar:i that is supported by this EDDT. Type "D 
to exit back to DDT mode, and DDT will print "(DDT 
node)" to let you know that you are back in DDT node. 
Restarting DDT by any means does not change the node 
you are in. 

11 • 3 :-IDDT ColllOands 

HDDT is very sinular to DDT in command syntax. 
All numbers are typed in and out in hexadecimal. 
Following is a list of MDDT coIJiilands along with an 
e:{planation of their use and iopact. Items within 
square brackets are opitional. The square brackets are 
not part of the syntax. 
AR: Reset the BSO hardware and reintialize 

the software. The address of the HCB is 
passed to the BSO and the coI!ltlands in the MCB 
command byte are executed. HDDT will respond 
by typing out the version nw:iber of the BSO 
prot;ran. 

"'U: Switch between byte and word access 
Dode for accessing BSO address space. 
Intially Z·IDDT is in byte access mode and 
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"'W togsles between the two access modes. 
The BSO can not do word accesses, but instead 
IIDDT fakes it · by doine two successive byte 
accesses. Byte order within a word is the 
reverse order then that of the SUE 
proceesor. In the SUE the low order byte is 
the high byte of a word, and the high order 
byte is the low byte of word. HDDT does the 
reverse order, because the 6502 processor 
does some instructions by accessing two 
bytes to form an address, and this order 
is convient for looldna; at those bytes with 
!-!DDT. 

[nn]/: Open the byte addressed by nn in the current 
access mode. After the slash is typed HDDT 
will print out the address of the BSO 
being accessed, some spaces, and the 
contents of that location. If nn is ooitted, 
then the last location openned is reopenned. 

[nn]<cr>: If a location is open, then write nn into 
that location in the current access mode. 
If the current access mode is byte mode and 
nn takes up more then 8 bits, then the high 
order bits are lost. Ir no location is 
open, then nn is ignored. If nn is ooitted, 
then the current location is closed, and HDDT 
waits for the neA't cort1I:1and. 

[nn]"': Sa.Ile as nn<cr> e~cept that previous location 
is openned. 

[nn]<lf>: Same as nn<cr> e:cept that next location is 
openned. 

"'C: Halt the BSO and open the location at which 
the BSO halts. The halt that the BSO does 
is a pseudo-halt. The 6502 processor has no 
halt instruction, and therfore the halt oust 
be faked. This is done by savin~ the 
state of the processor in reserved 
locations in BSO RAU: memory and $01ng into 
an idle loop in ROH memory. A seconC. "'c 
would halt the 6502 in the idle loop and 
destroy the state of the first Ac. The 
locations for saving the processor state in 
response to a "'c are known to ?-!DDT and be 
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accessed by the "'A,"'X,"'Y,"'S,"'Q, and .. T 
cowands which are explained below • 

.. A: Open the location of the saved A register 
from the last "'c • 

.. X: Open the location of the saved X register 
from the last .. c • 

.. Y: Open the location of the saved Y register 
from the last "'C. 

"'S: Open the location of the saved processor 
status register from the last .. C. 

"'Q: Open the location of the saved stack pointer 
register from the last "'c. 

"'T: Open the location of the saved PC 
register from the last "'C. The PC is a 
16 bit resi.ster, and therfore HDDT 
temporarily changes to word access code, if 
!-!DDT is in byte access mode. 

"'P: Proceed 6502 from the last "'c. This coi:n::iand 
starts the 6502 with the saved state in RAH 
memory, and therefore one can change the 
state that 6502 will get with the next "p b7 
changing those locations (reference 
.. A,"'X,"'Y,"'S,"'Q, and ""T commands) in RAH 
memory. 

[nn]"'G: Start 6502 at address nn. If nn is 
omittec, then use the address from previous 
"'G. This command writes the new 6502 PC 
into the save area in RAH memory and then 
does a proceed. This command is equivalant 
to doing a "'T to open the PC save word, 
then depositing a new PC, and doing a "'P. 

nn .. B: Write a breakpoint instruction at 

REV B 

address nn. The address argument is 
required. One should open the location 
first and make a note of the contents 
so that the breakpoint can be removed later. 
The break point instruction causes the 6502 
to perform a maskable interrupt, which 
in the current BSO is vectored to loaction 
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210. Because this is a RA!! menory 
location, the BSO operational prosram oust be 
loaded so as to be able t6 field the the 
caskable interrupt. Furthel"Illore the 
operational BSO program does not normally 
check for break pcint interrupts in the 
maskable interrupt service routine, because 
this uould in an operational 
enviornement waste valuable processor 
bandwidth. The caskable interrupt service 
routine can be tiade to check for break Points 
by changing the instruction at BSO address 
0215 f'roc a CLC (opcode 18) to a SEC (opcode 
38). 

"'D: Return back to normal DDT. A herald 
"(DDT mode)" t1ill be printed to inform you 
that you are back to DDT. 

11 .4 Hicro DDT Error Hessages 

HDDT can respond to anyone of the above commands 
with one of several error messages as follows: 

??? : This is HDDT' s response to an illegal 
command or to a syntax error. 

QUIT: This messase is printed if HDDT gets a quit 
while accessing one of the BSO reg1sters. If 
a quit message comes from a "'R, then the 
address causing the quit is base or base+2. 
All other access to the BSO rebisters are at 
base+4. All HDDT access to the BSO 
registers are writes, except that the MDDT 
entry routine reads the base register to 
validate the device type code. 

· ?U-QUIT: The BSO returned a quit reply code in 
response to a cmII corJiiland issued by Z·IDDT 
writing to DSO address base+4. This 
message is only relevant if the BSO was 
doing an Infibus access, because there is no 
such thine as a quit on any internal BSO 
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?11-Dead: 

busses. 

The BSO did not respond in tioe to 
coillll'.land issued by r.lDDT writing 
address base+4. 

a cmrr 
to BSO 

?H-Batj_reply: The BSO dicl not return a legal reply 
to a CN!1I coIDL'land issued by HDDT writing to 
BSO address base+4. 

11.5 HSPHTST program outline 

The. test prograu performs the test by continually 
perforoing a loop which E;oes throught the folloidng 
steps: 

1. Intialize I-!SPHTST data structures and transo.it 
buffers. 

2. Start of loop: Display pass (loop) number and 
error count in console lights. The error 
count is the count of passes with errors wrather 
then the count of total errors. · 

3. Intialize data structures for this pass. 

4. Start the BSO. 

5. iiait for the BSO to complete the data transfer or 
to timeout. If the BSO times out, then an error 
~essage is printed saying which channels tiLled out 
and control is trnasfered back to DDT. 

6. Halt the BSO. 

7. Co~pare the transmit buffer to the receive buffer 
for a line. Ir there is an error, then action 
is taken based on the current value of ERRHHD which 
is e~plainned below. 

8. Update the pass number and the error count and then 
go to step 2. 
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11.6 Data Structures. 

In this section the various :.ISPHTST data 
structures are explained. 

Settable test parameters 

Following is a list of settable BSO parameters 
and how they effect the test. Each location coI:les 
intialized with a default value, as mentioned belou. 
The address o' the parameter is given in paranthesis 
after the name of the paraceter. Use PLUP.IBUS DDT to 
change the values or the parameters. 

ERRHl!D( 108) : The value in this location determines 
how the program will deal with data 
errors. There are three different 
values for E.ftP.BUD as follows: 

-1: This is the def'aul t value f6r ERRHMD. 
message is printed telling which 
error. Clearin~ R4 will cause the 
continue with the next byte. 

An error 
line had the 

COLlpare to 

0: This causes the terminal bell to ring when the 
first error on a pass is detected. The pass will 
be aborted and the next pass started. This is a 
developeoent tool to be used when testing the 
BSO to find the naximum throughput rate that it 
can maintain without data errors. 

1: The error will be tabulated and the compare will 
continue. This error handling mode is useful for 
overnight runs. 

Lnrasc 108): This is a bit mask to tell HSPHTST which 
BSO lines to test. Bit O is for line 
O, ••• ,Bit 3 is for line 3. A 1 oeans 
to test the line and a O oeans 
don" t test the line. The HSPHTST default 
value is OF which test all four lines. 

BUFPAG(10E): BUFPAG is the PLURIBUS comnon memory 
page to be used for transmit and receive 
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buffers. This nortlally set to the 
400 pa~e, but oay be set to any other 
existing page except the O pac~ and the 
200 paze, which are used to hold the BSO 
RAH program and the I·!CB. 

XLBITS(118): This contains the value to be loaded 
into the BSO loop and crosspatch 
register by the BSO at intializaticn 
time. Bits 0-3 are used to control 
internal cross-patchin3 of a line, and 
bi ts 4-7 are used to control eJ:ternal 
looping a modem. A zero is true and a 
one is false in this register. Uhen 
there is no modem connected to a BSO 
line, then the loop bits are irrelevant. 
The default value for this location is 

· FO, .which cross-patches and unloops all 
four lines. How to loop test a 
line will be explained later. 

11.7 Status Variables 

List here are the HSP?-1TST status words that 
may be examined using DDT. The address of a status 
word is given in paranthesis after the r.ace of the 
naoe of the given status word. 

PAS?1UM(11E&120): 

ERRCllT( 122&124): 

LnmRR( 126) : 

BADPID( 12E): 

REV B 

A double preoission count of the 
number of test passes. 

A double precission count of the 
number of test passes with erors. 

This is a four word table that is 
indexed by BSO line number. 
LDIERR+O is for BSO line 0, ••• , 
LINERR+6 is for BSO line 3. Eac...11 
entry in the table counts passes 
that the given BSO line has had 
data TX errors. 

The last illegal PID value read 
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from the PID. This status word is 
not cleared between passes. A 
value of zero ~eans that no illegal 
PID values have been detected 
scince the test was last started. 

11.8 Buffer Structure 

Currently the buffer structure for i·1S?I:TST 
is very simple. A single PLURIBUS coii!Iilon ne~ory pace 
as specified by the BUFPAG parameter (see section 
4.1) is divided up into 8 equal size buffers. The 
first four buffers are for the four transnit(TX) 
channels (0,2,4, &6), and the last four buffars 
are for the four receive(RX) channels (1,3,5, u7). The 

' four TX· buffers are initialized once when !ISPi·!TST 
started. The data stored in the TX buffers is the 
line number in the low byte of every word in the T:r 
buff er, and a number frora the sequence 0 - FF (he;:) in 
the odd byte of a word. The number sequence is 
repeated sequentially in succesive words of the buffer. 

11.9 Run Procedure 

The procedure for running the 
diagnostic is as follows: 

1 • Load paper tape [ BBND] PS: <X25HIC>dd t-41 • bin. 516. 

2. Load paper tape [BBUD]PS:<X25H!C>bsotst. bin.1. 
This tape contains the BSO diagnostic and the 
operational micro proGram that is loaded into the 
BSO RAM :met!ory. 

. ' 
3. Enter into HDDT (see section 2.1) to see if the SSO 

will respond to !!DDT comtlands. 

4. Type "AR" to reset the BSO. This reintializes 
the software as well as the hardware. If the BSO 
is sucesst'ully reset, then MDDT will print the 
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version nwlber of the micro proz;rac currently 
loaded in the BSO. This nw:ber should be the sa.Lle 
as that typed in the l'.!DDT herald. If the BSO does 
not reset, then a 0 ?H-Dead0 message will be 
printed. This message is printed anytioe that the 
micro doesn't complete a command in time. There 
are several possibilities for the BSO not to 
respond to a command. For the BSO to complete a 
reset requires all Infibus, micro processor, and 
interrupt circuts to be functional as well as 
the Hicro Control Block (HCB) for the 3SO in 
PLUP.IBUS common memory to be valid. 

5. Type .. D to return to DDT mode. 

6. Set the BSO parameters (see section 4.1, if any 
need changing, in PLURIBUS local memory using DDT. 

7. Type 0 .. G" to start the BSO test prozrar.i. It 
will print "Auto test HSPH0 • As the test runs it 
will count every pass in the console address 
lights and every pass with errors in the console 
data lights. Both DDT and l·IDDT will still ru..wi 
while the test 'is in prosress, but certain 
commands could cause the test· to fail. The BSO 
paraoeters mentionned above may be changed at 
anytime without causing a failure. 

The above steps outline a normal list of sequences for 
ru..'lning the test. 
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12 PIDTST 

12.1 Operating Instructions 

Load the tape and the program should start. If it 
halts instead of starting, there is no TTY where it 
expected one; see Parameters. Pressing RESET then ATTN 
on the operator panel will cause a · restart. The 
processor may also be started at BEGIH. 

12.2 Parameters 

Location( He:::) 

1700 
1ACC 
1AD8 
1ADA 
1ADC 
1ADE 

Default 
Value(Hex) ..__ .. ___ .. __ 

EOOO 
EOOO 
FC10 
FC10 
FC10 
FF80 

Function 

BEGI!·.Y 
Pid Addr. 
TTY 
TTY 
TTY 
CONSOLE 

If the configuration under test is not according 
to the above default values, chan5e the above noted 
locations ta the appropriate values. 

If the PID is on the same bus as the processor, 
which is not totally ( 4-bits) F-stucl,, then patch 1700 
to a "KEY3" (0813!) and set the switch on the PID that 
sticks the other 2 bits. Note!! The program raemory 
must then be unkeyed. 

It should be noted 
presently in this version 
normally found as of the 
published. Therefore, the 
have to be set. 

that the default values 
of PIDTST are HOT what is 
date this document is 

appropriate registers will 
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12.3 Indicators and Errors 

All errors are indicated by uessages on the 
teletype. After printout, the program will loop on the 
error condition unless it is a drastic error (QUIT or 
ILLOPR) whereupon the program will just halt. Errors 
will count in the data (lower) lights on the operator 
panel. Successful retries ~ill count in the address 
(middle) lights. 

12.4 Algorithm 

PIDTST consists of a series of tests. The first 
checks for proper address recognition qf the various 
registers. next the program empties the PID and raalces 
sure it stays ez;ipty. next the progra.Ll sets each level 
in turn, reads it to oake sure it was set, and reads 
again to LJake sure it cleared. Next all levels are set 
and then read back to mak:e sure they cooe back in 
order. Next, for each level, all levels are set and 
the identified level cleared. Then all levels are read 
bacl~ to cake sure the correct level was cleared. The 
raain loop of the prograI:? consists of random writes, 
reads, and clears. The status of what should be in the 
PID is maintained in memory and each read is checked 
for consistency. 
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13 PLI-Im-TST 

13.1 Introduction 

A copy of PLI-IG-TST has to be loaded to 
each of the two processors. The two processors 
exchange control messages via the direct paths 
connecting them (the -optical isolators path, and the 
capacitors path). Thus, these paths (called in short 
the direct path) should be tested before the PLI
KG-TST program is used (e.g., by the PLI-OPTCAP-TST 
prozra.Iil) • 

The user interacts with the proGf'ao mainly 
via the TTY. The program needs only one TTY 
(connected to RED), and the direct path is used for 
exchanging ir.foraation with :ilLACK. ('This is 
another reason why the direct path has to be tested 
before the program is used.) 

The user has complete control on both 
processors via ltwo means: first, through the initial 
conversation uith the pro~aI:l which has the .flavor 
of answering the program questions; and second, 
after the test starts, by means of on-line cocmands 
which are recognized by the program. The prograra 
automatically finds whether the processor is the RED 
processor or the BLACK proces3or. 

The test performed by the program is 
quite simple. The RED processor sends a bloclc of data 
whose foroat is user selectable (either "random" or 
"alternate"), to the BLACK processor through the KG 
and monitors the transmission. The BLACK processor 
receives the encrypted block and keeps it in its 
memory. It then sends the encrypted block to the RED 
processor (through the KG) four times. The RED 
processor compares the received blocks with the 
original block; a data error occurs each time a 
mismatch is detected. The RED processor counts the 
number of good blocks received and the nUI:lber of bad 
blocks received (those containing at least one data 
error). The test continues repeatedly and important 
information is displayed on the console lights. 

The operation is slightly more 
complicated since some means of synchronization of 
the processors is needed. In fact the ELACIC processor 
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is the one which controls the test. It instructs 
the RED processor via the direct path what to do ne::t 
(e.,'.;., send a bloclc to BLACir, start receiving a 
block, etc.) • 

The progran is designed to survive power 
failures (and later power restores) in the KG, and in 
one or two of the processors; therefore, various 
timeout counters are maintained by each processor. 
When some tiz:ieout occurs (e.g., TX path tiLieout), the 
processor resets the other processor and the test 
proceeds. 

Each tiDe an error is detected by the 
probl"am an appropriate message is printed on the 
TTY, and sooe error counter is incremented. Some 
information is stored about the nature of the 
error. In si.Dple cases (such as soce tineout) the 
time of the event is recorded. In cases where nore 
information is needed to describe the error, i.e., when 
a data error occurs, the state of the RED processor 
when the error occurred is recorded. 

The information describing the errors is 
in fact pushed onto one of several stacks, which are 
to€ether called the error los. The stack 
containing the data error information is called 
the data error log. Each stack can contain the historj 
of up to five events (e.g., a TX timeout, a 
data error, etc.). The error los can be printed or 
cleared upon a user request. In some cases, after 
an error is detected (e.5., a tioeout) the detectins 
processor resets the other processor and the test 
proceeds; in some cases, the test proceeds without 
any reset. In both cases, the error log is not 
cleared. 

During the test, each title the BLACK 
processor detects a power restart interrupt it 
resets the RED processor and restarts the test. 
Each title the RED processor detects a power restart 
interrupt, it restarts the test (assuming that it was 
caused by the BLACK processor which reset the 
RED bus). The progran maintains various counters, 
some of theo are displayed on the console lights, and 
the ioportant ones can also be printed on the TTY by an 
on-line comiand. 
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The prograr.:. structure is fle~:ible and 
allows t.he user to select a wide variety of 
options; thus, creatine different tests. Soue of the 
selections can be wade during the test by ceans of 
the on-line cot:ll'lands, and sone of then can onl:r be :-.lade 
during the conversation which precedes the test; the 
conversation can always be restarted via an on-line 
comand or by using RESET-ATTENTIOH. 

Zach processor should have at least 8 K 
words of merJory and a console at ""HFF80. T!'J.e P.ZD 
processor needs a TTY interface at ""HFAOO; another TTY 
address can be used by storinz the correct address 
at location TTYADD which is currentlJ at ""H104. The 
optical isolators, the feed through capacitors, and 
the r:G should all be appropriatel::i' connected. 

For a successful operation each processor 
bus must also contain at least one interface card 
from the correct type (KGB or KGn). The program lool;:s 
for devices in the ranGe ""HCOOO to ""HFEOO. The 
program allows the user to select one device if several 
are found. However, in case of BLACK the pro~ao c.a.~1 

fail in trying to cotltlunicate with RED if before the 
user ma!ces his selection, the procram chooses the 
wrong device (the one not connected to RED thrcur;h the 
direct path). In such case, the user has to enter 
the desired ::GD address to location CRDADR which is 
currently at "'I-1106, and restart the conversation with 
BLACI{. 

13.2 Loading And Starting The ProGI"am 

Before loading the proQ"am each processor 
bus should have power turned on. Power restart 
interrupts should be enabled (S71 in the console in 
the middle position which enables the power 
recovery int). Line frequency interrupts (JIFFY) 
should be enabled ( S70 in the console in the ON 
position). The bus reset timer of each processor bus 
should be in the OFF (up) position. 

The progra::i is first loaded into both 
processors; the reco1:11uended order is RED, then BLAC:C. 
RED autouatically starts the conversation. At the end 
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of the conversation with RED, the conversation with 
BLACK starts automatically. It oay happen that the 
first messages of BLACK are lost (e.g., when the 
prograos are not loaded in the recomended order); in 
such case, the conversation with BLACK can be 
restarted by one of the ways described in the 
next paragraph. When the conversation with BLACK is 
completed, the test itself starts. 

The conversation can always be restarted 
by one of the following ways: us ins RESET
ATTENTION, restarting the procrau at ·H100, replying 
nEn to one of the program questions during the 
conversation, or via the on-line coL'Jilland "E" (begin 
conversation) during the test itself. However, 
precautions cust be taken to cake sure that the 
other processor will not reset this processor. 
Such precautions can be: halting the second 
processor via the console (only BLACK can be so halted 
,since BLACK needs RED running during its 
conversation), or causing the other processor to 
restart the conversation. 

Note that the BLACK processor will always 
wait for the answer to its first question in the 
conversation, and RED will start sendin~ to BLACK the 
characters typed by the user only after the 
conversation with RED itself has been completed. Uhen 
RED finished its conversation but the test itself has 
not yet started, RED is said to be in copy mode, since 
it simply transfers characters between the TTY and the 
BLACK processor. 

Causing a p0wer restart interrupt to one 
of the two processors (by turning its pot-rer OFF and 
OU) can be used to restart the test; it is reco%:l!:lended 
to turn OFF/OU BLACK since it will anyhow reset RED. 
The same effect can also be achieved by the on-line 
command nnn which can be given to either the RED 
processor or the BLACK processor. Note that turning 
off the power on one of the processors may cause 
sooe errors to be detected by the other (timeouts, or 
data errors); these errors can be deleted from the 
error 103 by clearing the error log via the on-line 
conoand "C". 
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13.3 T'ae Initilll Interaction With The User 

The progam starts by interactins with 
the user, which has to define the program's mode of 
operation. The conversation is fir.st conducted with 
RED, and then with BLACK. The answers to the 
questions are: 

Y- yes, N- no, or E- exit. 

"E" means exit and restart the proi;ram at the 
beginning of the conversation with the current 
processor. (There is also a way to restart the 
conversation with RED at the end off the 
conversation with BLACK.) 

Each of the above characters must be 
followed by a carriage-return. If an illegal pair 
of characters is typed by the user, the program prints 
the string "? (Y/CR,U,E)" and waits for a legal 
response. 

The 
carriage-return 
carriage-return. 

program interprets a single 
as the character nyn followed by a 

Most of the questions and messages 
printed by the program are preceded by the 
processor identification and have the form: <COL>o 
where <COL> (color) can be either BLK or RED. The 
messa~-es and questions printed by the program are 
described next. 

1 • PLI-KG-TST 

The program name is the first message 
printed by the pr.ogram. 

2. <COL>* HARD COPY? (Y/CR,N,E) 

If the user replies nesitively, 
ioplyin~ a CRT device, then the program waits, 
whenever the screen is filled while printing the 
current SULlmary, for the user to type any 
character; otherwise, the pro~Tam does not wait for 
such characters. In case of a hard copy device, 
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the messages are printed core slowly than in the other 
case (by intentional delays within the prograc). 

3. <COL>lf SUHHARY? (Y/CR,H,E) 

This question is asked by the program 
only if the conversation is restarted after the test 
has begun. If the user replies positively, the current 
status and the error log are printed (see a 
later description). Typing the character "X" or the 
character "O (control O) during the summar~r 
printing aborts the printing. 

4. TYPE:tt ADDRESS:aaaa CODE:c RATE:rr KB 

This messaze describes the interface card 
found by the program (the ?.GB or the KGR). CODE is 
the contents of bits 0-3 of tr.e DT (device type) word 
in the de~"ice register block. Rate is printed only 
by the BLACK processor. If several interfaces with the 
same type are found, the program prints their details 
and the user has to select one of them by typing one 
digit (as explained by the program in this case). 

5. <COL>ff CHAlJGE.S? (Y/CR,N,E) 

If the user does not want to make any 
change in the program's mode of operation, then the 
character "I!" should be typed. If this is the first 
iteration of the program, the answer "U" denotes 
the default answer to each of the following questions. 
If there are no changes the program continues on 
step 14. If there are changes, the 
conversation continues on the next step. 

6. RED!i TRANSllIT "RA11DON" PATTERN? (Y/CR,~l,E) 

_This question is asked only by the RED 
processor. If a Positive answer is given, the RED 
processor will use a pseudo-randora table as the source 
of data to be transmitted and received. If a 
ne.r;ative answer is e;iven, the RED processor will use 
a table consisting of 8 words: "'HFFFF, 0000, 
"'HFFFF, 0000, ••• , as the source of.the data to be 
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transoi.tted and received. The default answer is nyu. 

7. BLKU FI~D LE?rGTH? (Y/CR,U,E) 

This question is asked only by the BLACK 
processor. If a negative answer is given, then 
the length of each transmitted block is randomly 
selected (in the range AH0010, ••• , AH0500 bytes), 
and the conversation continues in step 9. If the 
answer is positive the conversation continues in step 
8. The default answer is "!l". 

If the current leneth is n, then in fact 
the number of bytes passed on each path is sli3htly 
.;;reater than n due to a header for synchronizing the 
KGR, and due to the HI pattern. In addition 
to these bytes, RED transmits additional 3 bytes, 
and BLACK receives and transmits additional 10 
bytes per blocl<. These (magic) nunbers have been 
found eJ:perimentally, and can be explained only 
partially. 

8 • BLKG LENGTH: 

Following this ~essa~, the user has to 
type a four dieit heY..adecimal number in the range 
AH0010, ••• , AH0500. This nuober is the intended 
lensth of all blocks to be transtlitted by RZD. 
The prozram converts the number typed by the user to an 
appropriate number and prints the selected length. 

9. <COL>* KG NOISE? (Y/CR,N,E) 

A positive answer will cause the prosram 
to send bytes through the KG to the other processor 
when that path is not used, thus creating noise for the 
other path. The answer is stored in a program 
:n-1itoh whose status can be complecented during the test 
via the on-line command "?1''. The default answer is 
nyn. 

10. <COL>* DIRECT PATH UOISE? (Y/CR,U,E) 
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A positive answer will cause the pro cram 
to send b~·tes throush the direct path to the other 
processor, thus creating some noise over the paths 
involvin~ the I~G. The answer is stored in a 
prograril switch whose status can be cor.:iple!ilented durinb 
the test via the on-line comand "N". The default 
answer is nyn. 

11. <COL>" TX PATH HICCUP? (Y/CR,N,E) 

If a positive answer is given, this 
processor ignores the TX path for one second every 
1 O seconds. The answer is stored in a prosra.Iil suitch 
whose status can be cor.ipl er.iented during the test 
via the on-line cos:Jand "H". The default answer is 
currently "Y" for BLACK, and "H" for RED. (In the 
.futu.re, when flow control over the TX path is installed 
in RED, t!"!e prosram will be I:J.odifiec such that the 
default is "Y" in both processors.) 

12. <COL>li RX PATii HICCUP? (Y/CR,H,E) 

If a positive answer is given, this 
processor ignores the RX path for one second every 
10 seconds. The answer is stored in a progroaIJ switch 
whose status can be co.:ipleoented durinc the test 
via the on-line co:ioand "H". The default answer is "Y" 
for both processors. 

13. <COL>9 KEEP EARLIEST ~'!tROP.S (!HSTEAD OF LATEST)? 
CY/CR, ~l, E) 

In case of a positive answer the program 
does not push more entries onto a stack of the error 
log after it is filled with 5 entries (thus the first 
5 entries can be saved). In case of a negative 
replj, the latest 5 entries are kept in each stack of 
the error log, and previous entries are 
forgotten. In any case, the error log can be cleared 
during the test via the on-line cor.JOand "C", or in 
the conversation as described in the next step. The 
answer is stored in a ~rogram switch whose 
status can be compleoented during the test via 
the on-line comand "K". The default answer is "Y". 
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14. <COL>* CLEAR LOG? (Y/CR,Li,E) 

The error log from previous tests is 
cleared when a positive reply is given. The 
various counters are also cleared in this case. A 
positive reply causes an automatic "C" (clear) on
line command to be executed when the test bes;ins in 
order to synchronize the clocks of both 
processors. A negative reply causes keeping of the 
error log and the counters from previous tests. The 
error log and the various counters can be cleared 
during the test via the on-line command "C". 

15. <COL>ff RESTART COMVERSATION? (Y/CR,N,E) 

A positive reply causes restarting the 
conversation with RED. "E" causes restarting the 
conversation with the current processor. After a 
negative reply, if the current processor is RED, 
the conversation continues in the next step; if the 
current processor is BLACK, the conversation proceeds 
in step 17. 

16. RED* rmu TALK TO BLK 

This message is printed by RED after a 
negative reply was given in step 15. Following this 
message, BLACK should immediately start its 
conversation in step 1. If no message is printed 
at that point by BLACK, it may be that BLACK's first 
messages have been somehow lost. In this case BLACK 
is probably waiting for an answer to the question in 
step 2. The easiest way to proceed is by restarting 
the conversation with BLACK (by typing "E" 
and a carriage-return, or by pushinz RESET ATTEUTI01-T 
on BLACK). If BLACK does not start its conversation, 
it may be that the direct path is broken. 

17. ELK* STARTUJG TEST • •• 

This message is printed by BLACK after a 
negative reply was given in step 15. After some 
delay, BLACK resets RED and then the test itself 
starts. From this point the on-line comoands are 
recognized by the program. Initially the com.'ilands are 
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directed to RED. 

13.~ The On-Line Cor.lillands 

The on-line coI!llllands are recognized by 
the prograo during the test itself; each 
consists of one or ~ore characters (underlined in 
this section). After the program identifies t~e 

col:Jt!and it prints a short description of the co;.noand. 
The test continues durin~ the on-line interaction 
without any delay (except of course in the cases of 
comands which e:plicitly halt the test or soEe part of 
it). 

Since there is only one TTY, connected to 
RED, RED maintains an internal switch indicating 
which processor is currently interpreting the user's 
coiiltlands· (or to which processor the user 
currently talks). At the beginning of the test and 
after every power restart the user talks to RED; 
the on-line command "T" (talk to) can be used to tall:: 
to the other processor. Tae messages printed in 
response to an on-line comcand are preceded by the 
processor color; thus the user can identify the 
printing processor at any stage. The connands, 
the messages, and their meanine;s are described ne::t. 

B <COL>* BEGTI1 CON'VERSATION 

This cocmand causes restarting of the 
conversation. It can be given to any of the 
processors; the other processor is automatically 
notified and restarts its conversation. The 
error loB and the counters are kept; they can be 
printed durins the conversation and even be kept for 
the continuation of the test. If the cor.imand fails, 
the conversation can be restarted by tlfling RESET
ATTENTIOH on both processors (the recot10ended order is 
RED then BLACIO • 

C <COL>~ CLEA.~ LOG 
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This cor.lLland can be given to any of 
the two processors, and is automatically sent 
to the other processor. It causes clearing of 
the error log (thus allowing new entries to be 
pushed onto the various stacks) and the various 
counters (including the time counter). 

This command causes printins the 
details of the selected device O::GR or KGB) in the 
same format as in step 4 of the conversation. 

F <COL>* FORCE ERROR 

One of the bytes sent by this processor to 
the other one through the rm is intentionally 
complemented to force a bad block. The error should 
be detected by RED, which should print "data 
error", as explained later. 

H <COL>* HICCUP (T/R) TX PATH (OH/OFF) 
<COL>~ HICCUP (T/R) RX PATH (OH/OFF) 

This command complements the 
status of the program switch described 
11 or 12 of the conversation, depending on 
the user has typed "T" or "R" respectively. 
status of the switch is printed. 

H <COL>* KEEP ERRORS (ON/OFF) 

or 

current 
in step 
whether 
The new 

This command complements the current 
status of the program switch described in step 13 
in the conversation. The new status of the switch is 
printed. 

<COL>~ HOISE (K/D) KG (OH/OFF) or 
<COL>~ HOISE (K/D) DIRECT PATH (Orl/OFF) 
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This conmand complements the current 
status of the prograhl suitch described in 
step 9 or 10 of the conversation, dependinG on 
whether the user has typed "f~" or "D" respectively. 
The new status of the switch is printed. 

0 <COL>n OPEN: aaaa rrrr wwww <teroinator> 

The open command allows the user to 
access and optionally filodify any location in the 
addressed processor. The cocnand should be carefully 
used in order not to destroy the prObl"atlS. Hote 
that readine a register of the ~GB or the KGR may 
change its contents and .therefore cause proble~s to the 
program. 

aaaa (typed by the user) is a four digit !lexadecioal 
address 

or the location to be opened, or the 
character ESC 

which stands for the previously opened 
location. 

rrrr is the contents of the opened cemory location. 
wwww (typed by the user) is an optional field 

which specifies the new contents to be 
uri tten into the opened location. 

<ter::1inator>(typed by the user) is one 
follov1ing characters: 

of the 

Carriage-retwhmeh cor.fir::is the neu 
typed), and tertlinates the 

Line-feed: which confirms the new 
typed), and automatically 
location. 

contEjnts {if 
cocoand. 
contents (if 
opens the next 

whioh confirms the . new contents (ii' typed) , and 
autoI:latically opens the previous 
location. 

Any other character used as a terninator, aborts 
the OPEH comand and does not confirm the new 
contents of the opened location (space is convenient to 
use). 
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If quit is detected while trying to 
access the opened location the word QUIT is printed by 
the prograr:, and the OPEN coLlliland is aborted. 

R <COL)5 RESET 

reset the other 
test. The test 
operation; the 
are not nodified. 

This command instructs the processor to 
processor in order to restart the 
restarts with the same mode of 

error log and the various counters 
The comnand can be used when some 
to set stuck. A similar effect 
by turning OFF /ON the BLACX 

processor 
can be 
processor. 

seems 
achieved 

S <COL>* SUZ..iHARY: 

This command causes printing cf the 
current status and the current error log (if it is 
not empty). The fornat of the printed tables is given 
in a later section. The character "X" or the 
character ~o (control O) can be typed by the user to 
abort the printing. 

T RED* TALK TO BLK 
BLK* TALK TO RED 

or 

This command allows the user to start 
talk:ing to the other processor. The comliland is 
recognized by the currently selected processor; 
therefore, if this processor is BLACK and it is not 
working properly from some reason the command cannot be 
used in order to restart talldng to RED. The 
solution in such cases is to turn OFF /OH one 
of the processors; since whenever RED identifies a 
power restore interrupt it marks itself as the 
processor currently talking to the user. 

X or •o (control O) 
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These characters can be typed b;,1 the user 
durinz the short interruptions between printed lines 
of the sumr:lary or the list of on-line comi:Jands; they 
abort the printinz. 

? <COL>w ON-LIIIE COElIANDS: 

This co:raoand causes printing of the 
list of available on-line conruands. The 
character "X" or the character ""o {control 0) can be 
typed by the user to abort the printing. 

13.5 The Su:inary For~at 

The sumnary is printed when the on-line 
col:llCand "S" is typed during the test, or during 
the conversation (at step 3}. The printing can be 
aborted by typing the character "X" or the 
character ""O (control O) in the short interruptions 
between printed lines. 

The SUODary consists of two parts: 
the current status, and the error los. In case of 
RED, the error lo:.; contains the data error log which is 
not printed unless sone data errors are recorded in 
it. An error counter whose contents is zero is not 
printede Soz:e of the printed items are oarked by the 
character ' (a single quote); these items indicate 
sooe event which could result fro:ra the normal (but 
strange) operation of the KG. Some of the printed 
iteos are marked by the character " (a double quote); 
these items indicate serious errors associated 
with the F.G or the interfacing cards. The program 
lceeps together with some of the error counters 
ini'ormation about the times of up to five corresponding 
events. These times are printed ir:inediately after 
the counters and they will not be shown here. The 
foruat of the two parts of the Sun:L1ary is described 
now. 
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13.5.1 <COL>U CURREliT STATUS: 

This is followed by the 
of this processor. Sooe of the 
status table are printed only by one 
this will be indicated below. 

<COL>* TIHE nnnn 

current status 
entries in the 
processor and 

This is the current tiwe in seconds. 

<COL>* I TX GOOD 3LOC!CS nnnn 

This is the number of blocks successfully passed 
on the TX path. 

<COL>~ v RX GOOD BLOCKS nnnn 

Thi's is the nw::iber of bloclcs successfully passed 
on the n:c path. 

<COL>G CURREJ:~T LEUGTH nnnn 

This is the length of the current block. 

BLK* ii ALARHS nnnn 

This is the nUJ::lber of alarms detected by ELACI. 

<COL>~ Ii B2R TI!-IEOUTS nnnn 

This counter counts ti~eouts on the direct path. 
In case of BLACK it counts oases where RED did not read 
on time a command sent by BLACK. In case of RED, it 
indicates the lack of comcands from BLACK. 

BLKw C SPURIOUS PREPS nnnn 

This is the nun:ber of spontaneous PREP's; 
i.e., PREP's generated by the KG, not in response 
to a PaEP request signal froo the RED processor. 
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RED* C LOST PP.EPS nnnn 

P::?EP's issued 
to identify the 

This is the nuober of 
which didn't cause BLACK 
I·U: (message indicator) 
dropped by the KG. 

pattern; probably 

by RED 
complete 

PREP's 

BLK* :fJ BAD HI'S n nnnn 

This is the number of HI' s which were only 
partially correct. 

BLK~ ~ UNEXPECTED ACKS nnnn 

Each time RED receives a complete block it sends 
an acknowledge:cent to BLACK. This counter indicates 
the number of ACK's which arrived when BLACK did not 
e:{pect an ACK. This cay happen for example, if RED 
does not interpret correctly the command from BLACK 
specifying the length of the block (e.g., an error on 
the direct path), and selects a shorter block. RED 
will acknowledge the block before BLACK 
completes the sending. 

RED* ~ RX BAD BLOCKS " nnnn 

This is the number of blocks received from RED 
which contained at least one error. InforIJation about 
the first error in such blocks is normally found in 
the data error log (unless it is full). 

RED* :ff TX UNDERRUU n nnnn 

This is the number of blocks sent by RED where 
SY11 characters were (automatically) inserted by the 
KGR into the transmitted block due to laclc of bytes 
in the XGR TX fifo. 

BLK* ff TX TIHEOUTS nnnn 

This is the nuober of TX path timeouts 
while BLACK 

still hasn't received the l~hole HI. 
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<COL>* 1J TX TIHEOUTS nnnn 

This is the number of TX path tiueouts; note 
that for BLACK this has been split to two phases. 

n nnnn 

This is the number of timeouts on the RX 
path. 

<COL>* # RESTARTS nnr.n 

This is the number of times this processor 
detected a power restore interrupt from the 
latest "C" (clear) command. Note that after a real 
power fail, RED normally detects two power restore 
interrupts: the first when the line power is restored, 
and the second after BLACK resets it in order to 
restart the test. 

<COL>* fl KG OM-OFF'S nnnn 

This is the number of times this processor 
detected a transition in the KG power on bit from ON 
to OFF. Errors detected by the program when the KG 
power is OFF can be ignored. 

<COL>~ :fl KG OFF-ON'S nnnn 

This is the number of times this processor 
detected a transition in the KG power on bit from OFF 
to OM. 

The format of the data error log printed by RED 
is defined below. 

RED~ ERROR LOG LAST -1 -2 -3 -4 

Below this line, information associated 
with up to five data errors is printed in two 
separate groups. The latest entry in the data error 
log is printed under the word LAST, the previous 
entry under -1, etc. The first group describes the 
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bad (received) block: 

13.5.2 RED* BAD BLOCK: 

This title precedes the information about the bad 
block. In fact, this information SUiillllarizes the way 
the four blocks associated with the same 
transmitted block have been received; coraplete 
information is kept only about the first data error in 
the first bad block (of the four blocks). 

RED* READ DATA n nnnn 

The first bad byte read frora the input fifo of 
tlle KGR. 

RED* XPCTD DATA nnnn 

The expected data (read from the program table). 

RED* TABLE ADDR nnnn 

The address of the e:cpected byte in the prosram 
data table. 

RED~ ERROR IUDEX 

The index of 
block (0,1,2, ••• ). 

RED* BLOCK LEHGTH 

nnnn 

the bad byte 

nnnn 

The length of the current block. 

RED* Y BAD BLOCKS nnnn 

in the bad 

The number of bad blocks received in response to 
the previously transnitted block (1-4). 
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RED§ # nx BLOCKS nnnn 

The nllt:lber of blocks received in response to 
the previously transmitted block; this nUilber should 
be four unless operation of some processor or device is 
somehow aborted. 

RED• I 11ST BAD BLOCK nnnn 

The number of the 
those received in 
transmitted block (1-4). 

RED* DIFF ERRORS 

first bad 
response to 

YF.S/NO 

block out of 
the previously 

This indicates whether there were different 
errors in the bad received blocks. In fact, only the 
first error in a block, and the error index are 
compared for the bad received blocks. 

13.5.3 RED* COU?ITERS: 

This title precedes the second group of 
the data error log. This group contains the 
values of several important global counters at the 
time of the error. The meaning of these 
counters was explained earlier in this section. 

RED* TIHE nnnn 
RED* I TX GOOD BLOCKS nnnn 
RED• I RX GOOD BLOCKS nnnn 
RED* I TX UNDERRUI~S n nnnn 
RED* I RX BAD BLOCKS n nnnn 
RED* I RF.STARTS nnnn 
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13.6 The Console Li~hts 

The console li~ts display 
that shows how the test progresses. 

infornation 

The contents of the ADDRESS LIGHTS from 
right to left is: 

BITS_0-7: Current state of this processor (described 
later in this section under Current State). 

BITS_S-11: Bits 0-3 of the sum of the counters 
indicating serious errors (mark:ed by n in 
the SUI:llilary) on the TX path. 

BITS_12-15: Bits 0-3 of the sum of the counters 
'indicating serious errors (marked by n in 
the sUillt'lary) on the RX path. 

The contents of the DATA LIGHTS from right to 
left is: 

BIT_O: This bit is Ori when the KG power on bit 
is ON. 

BIT_1: This bit is ON when the ~G alarm bit is 
OH. 

BITS_8-11: Bits 0-3 of the 
block transfers 
blocks). 

BITS_12~15: Bits 0-3 of the 
block transfers 
bloclcs). 

counter of successful 
on the TX path (good TX 

counter of successful 
on the RX path (good P.:~ 

If the user wants to use the console he 
first has to press ATTENTION (without RESET), and 
this stops the displaying. An additional pressing of 
the ATTEUT!ON button restores the displaying. 

The user can cause the program to 
display other information in the console lights. 
ALITSP (currently at location "'H10E) and DLITSP 
{currently at location "'H110) are pointers to the 
words to be displayed in the ADDRESS LIGHTS and the 
DATA LIGHTS respectively. 
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The current state of each processor 
can be determined by the contents of bits 0-7 
of the ADDRESS LIGHTS. In ~eneral, bit 7 OFF indicates 
that the TX path is active, and bit 7 OU indicates 
that the RX path is active. Bit 6 OH indicates that 
there is currently a hiccup on the active path 
(determined from bit 7). The other bits indicate 
a more refined state. The state information is 
different for the two processors, and is given below. 
The contents of bits 0-7 is written as a hexadecioal 
nllr:!ber. 

BLACK TX active: 

AH1 BLACK is trying to send to RED the length of 
the next block through the direct path. 

AH2 BLACK is trying to send to RED a command 
instructing RED to PREP the KG. 

-a4 BLACK is waiting for the alternate bits of the 
HI pattern. 

•HS BLACK is waiting for the non-pattern byte 
following the alternate bits which should be 
the inverse of the pattern byte. 

-H10 BLACK is waiting for its fifo to fill (with 
64 pattern or inverse pattern bytes). 

-H2o BLACK is reading information bytes from the TI 
path. 

4 H40 BLACK is in TX hiccup mode. 

BLACK RX active: 

-H81 BLACK is trying to send to RED a comtland 
instructing it to start receiving a block. 

-H82 BLACK is trying to write into its fifo a c;roup 
of bytes consisting of 20 alternate bytes, 8 
pattern bytes, and one inverse pattern byte. 

•H84 BLACK is sending the encrypted information 
through the RX path. 

4 HCO BLACK is in RX hiccup mode. 
-H88 BLACK is waiting for an ACK from RED for the 

last block sent to RED on the RX path. 
AH98 BLACK is waiting for an ACK from RED for the 

last block sent to RED on the RX path; an 
ALARH was detected during this waitins period. 

RED TX active: 

•H1 RED is waiting for a command froa BLACX on 
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the direct path. 
"'F.2 RED received the PREP cor::mand from BLACK, and 

is waiting a little (for an internal timer) 
before prepping. 

AH4 RED is waiting for the PREP signal to be OFF 
before performing the actual PREP • 

.. H8 RED is sending the information through the TX 
path. 

"H40 RED is in T:X hiccup mode. 

D P.X active: 

"H81RED is waiting for a command from BLACI:. 
"H82RED received a comoand to start receiving a 

block, and is waiting until a gap is detected 
in the RX clock (SC bit 1 is OFF). 

"H84RED detected a gap in the RX clock (SC bit 1), 
and is waiting for the RX clock to becoae OH 
again. 

"H88RED is waiting for the first non-sync byte from 
the RX path. 

"H98RED received at least one non-sync byte from the 
RX path, and is waiting to the rest of the block. 
".uw HCO 4 RED is waiting for the first non-sync 
byte from the RX path; it is currently in RX 
hiccup mode. 

"HDORED received at least one non-sync byte from the 
RX path, and is waiting to the rest of the 
block. It is currently in RX hiccup mode. 

13.7 The Error Hessages 

After the occurrence of an error (of 
most Of the error types) the processor prints 
some message; in some cases, the other processor is 
reset, and the test continues. In some cases, the 
test continues without a reset. The error messages 
are: 

RED* UHEXPECTED CODE DJ COPY l~ODE ccc 

This message is printed by RED if durins 
copy mode (conversation with BLACK) it receives an 
unknown code from BLACK through the direct path; ccc 
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is the accepted code. 

RED~ UHKl!OWN BLK COHHAND ccc 

This message is printed by RED during the 
test if it receives an unknown command from BLACK 
through the direct path; ccc is the cotimand code. 

RED* TX UNDERRUN 

This messa~e is printed by RED when a TX 
underrun is detected (SC bit 14). 

RED" DATA ERROR 

This message is printed by RED when a data 
error is detected. The oessage is printed only 
once for the whole group of 4 blocl:s received through 
the RX path even if there are several data errors. 

RED* STACK FULL 

This message is printed by RED when a 
data error occurs, the data error log is full, 
and the keep error switch (defined in the conversation 
at step 13, or via the "l" on-line comoand) is on. 
The infornation about the last error is lost and the 
data error log is not modified. 

RED* POWER RESTART nnnn 

power 
value 

This message is printed by RED when a 
restore interrupt occurs. nnnn is the new 

of the power restart counter. 

BLKif BAD PREP 

This message is printed by BLACK if 
the first non-pattern byte following the alternate 
bytes in the H! is not the inverse pattern. 
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BLK* BAD EI PATTERH 

This message is printed by BLACK if one of 
the first 64 (dec±mal) bytes following the inverse 
pattern above is neither pattern nor inverse pattern. 

BLK* UNEXPECTED BLOCK ACKNOWLEDGE 

This message is printed by BLACK if an 
unexpected ACK is accepted from RED. This may occur 
for eY..aIJple if the length information was not 
transferred correctly throubh the direct path to RED. 

<COL>~ TX PATH TIHEOUT 

This message is self explanatory. 

<COL>li RX PATH TIHEOUT 

This message is self explanatory. 

<COL>* B2R TINEOUT 

This message is printed by RED when 
coillillands are not accepted from BLACK through the direct 
pat~; or by BLACK if it detects that RED does not read 
its coz:imands (SC bit 5 is OFF). 

<COL>* KG POWER OFF 

is - first 
afterwards. 

This message is printed when the r~G power 
found to be OFF and every 10 minutes 

<COL>* DEVICE GONE 

This message is printed when the 
device has disappeared (causes quits). Hote that 
when the device disappears, the .program nay print 
this message or the "Ul1EXPECTED QU!T" nessage 
(since not all accesses to the device are protected by 
the QUIT pattern). 
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The remaininG error messages are self 
explanatory: 

<COL>" UNDEFIUED LEVEL 4 IMTERRUPT 
<COL>~ UNEXPECTED QUIT @aaaa 
<COL>fi ILLOP @aaaa 

13.8 Assembly Of The Program 

Since the PLURIBUS asseobler can handle 
names of up to six characters the following 
procedure can be applied. First rename PLI-KG-TST.PLR 
to P.PLR. Then assemble the new file as explained 
next. 

When P.PLR is being asselilbled, the 
user has to supply the assembler with several 
paraoeters, each of which consists of one character 
(followed by a carriage-return). The paraceters are 
self explanatory except for the following one: 

If the program should be debugged and traps 
(illegal operations) are used as a debuggin8 aid, 
then Y should be answered to the question: 

DEBUG HODE? 

In this case, a pointer to DDT 
the illop. vector by the prot;raz:i. 
version of DDT to be used is: DDT"!'35. 

is stored at 
The appropriate 

After the assembly is complete the source 
file and the files produced by the assembler 
have to be renamed appropriately. 
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14 PLI-OPTCAP-TST 

PLI-OPTCAP-TST consists conceptually of two 
parts: a transmitter and a receiver. The user has 
coraplete control on both parts via two means: first, 
through the initial conversation with the program 
which has the navor of answering the . prograo 
questions, and second, after the test starts, by means 
of on-line cor:imands which are recognized by the 
program. 

The prosraLl automatically finds 
uhether the processor is tlle red processor, or the 
black processor, and accordinGlY activates the 
corresponding transmitter and receiver. The 
transmitter part sends a block of data vhose for~at is 
user selectable (either "randon" or "alternate"), to 
the path interface (the KGR or the KGB) and monitors 
the transmission. The receiver part receives a block 
of data, compares its foroat with a user 
selectable format (not necessarily identical to that 
of the transmitter) and monitors the reception. 
Since the interfaces are not DHA interfaces, the 
sending and recei vins are done on a word by word 
basis. The test continues repeatedly and important 
inforoation is displayed on the console lights. 

Each time an error of any kind is 
detected by the program an appropriate raessaee is 
printed on the TTY, some error counter is 
incremented, and in important cases (receive data 
error) the state of the receiver when the error 
occurred is pushed onto a stack called the error log. 
This stack can contain the history of up to five such 
errors and can be printed or cleared upon a user 
request. After the error message is printed, the 
program waits several minutes (to let both processors 
print their error logs if the user desires), and 
then resets the other processor in order to resume the 
test. 

The transmit part of the program sends a 
word and waits for the completion of the 
transmission or to a transnit tioeout (whichever 
comes first), then sends the next worq after a 
delay of 50 os (if it is the red transmitter), 
or imDediately (if it is the black 
transmitter). A transmit tioeout occurs if 
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within 10 seconds from the beSinnini.; or the 
transmission the red processor didn't read the 
black to red word (in case or a black transoitter), or 
if the prep transnitter siznal didn't return to O (in 
oase of a red translilitter). 

The receive part of the program waits 
for the arrival of a new word or to a receive tioeout 
of 10 seconds (whichever comes first). If a word 
arrives on time it is compared to the expected 
word and if the data matches, the ne:ct word is 
expected. If the data does not match, a receive 
data error is detected. 

When an error occurs, the appropriate 
counters are incremented and the test is restarted 
(without clearing the counters or clearin6 the error 
log) • t-lhen the red processor decides to restart the 
test (either after an error, or when the user requested 
so by means of an on-line command) it resets the 
black processor and waits to be reset by the black 
processor. When the black processor decides to 
restart the test, it resets the red processor, and then 
both processors actually start the test. 

During the test, each time the black 
processor detects a power restart interrupt it 
resets the red processor and restarts the test. 
Each time the red processor detects a poi·rer restart 
interrupt, it restarts the test (assuminz that it was 
caused by the blaclc processor which reset the 
red bus). The red processor resets the black 
processor bus, thus forcing it to initiate restarting 
of the test I every 1 O minutes. 

The program maintains various counters, 
some of them are displayed on the console, and the 
ioportant ones can also be printed on the TTY by an 
on-line comoand. 

The program structure is fle::ible and 
allows the user to sleet a wide variety of 
options, thus, creating different test configurations. 
Some of the selections can be ca.de durins the test 
by means of the on-line conmands, and some of them can 
Onllr be ma.de during the conversation which precedes 
the test; The conversation can always be restarted 
via an on-line command or by using 
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RESET-ATTENTION. 

Each processor should have at least 4 K 
words of memory, a console at "'HFF80, a TTY 
interface at AHFAOO (however, another TTY address can 
be used by storing the correct address at 
location TTYADD which is currently at AH104).. The 
optical isolators and the feed through 
capacitors should be appropriately connected; 
however, no KG is required for the operation of the 
progr8lil. For a successful operation each processor 
bus must also contain at least one interface card from 
the correct t7pe (KGB or KGR). The program looks for 
devices in the range AHCOOO to "'HFEOO. 

14.1 Loading And Starting The Progra.I:l 

Before loading the program each processor 
bus should have power turned on. Power restart 
interrupts should be enabled (S71 in the console in 
the middle position which er.ables the power 
recovery int). Line frequency interrupts (JIFFY) 
should be enabled (S70 in the console in the ON 
position). The bus reset timer of each processor bus 
should be in the OFF (up) position. 

The program is loaded to one of the 
processors to which a TTY is connected, and starts 
automatically with the conversation. At the end of the 
conversation the TTY can be disconnected from the 
first processor bus and connected to the other 
processor bus. The program is then loaded to the 
second processor memory, and the second conversation 
starts. At the end of the second conversation the test 

· starts by the second processor. 

The conversation can always be restarted 
by one of the following ways: using RESET
ATTENTIOU, restarting the prosrati at ""H100, or via an 
on-line cotlllland ·(E). However, precautions must be 
taken to make sure that the other processor will 
not reset this processor. Such precautions can be:. 
halting the second processor via the console or via an 
on-line coDmand (H), or causing the other processor 
to restart the conversation (even if there is only 
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one TTY, since it will wait for the first answer and 
after plugging the TTY it can be restarted). 

Causing a power restart interrupt to 
the black processor (by turning its pouer off and 
on) can be used to restart the test. The same effect 
can also be achieved by. an on-line command (B) which 
can be given to either the red processor or the black 
processor. Note that after causing a manual power 
restart interrupt to the red processor it will start 
the test assuming that the black processor has reset 
its bus, and this may cause some error after 
which an automatic restart will occur. 

14.2 The Initial Interaction With The User 

'.pie program starts by interacting with 
the user, which has to define the program's mode of 
operation. The answers to the questions are: 

Y- yes, M- no, or E- exit. 

nEn means exit and restart the program at the 
beGi,nning of the conversation 

Each of the above characters must be 
followed by a carriage-return. If an illegal pair 
of characters is typed by the user, the procram prints 
the string ·n? (Y/CR, H,E)n and waits for a legal 
.response. 

The 
carriage-return 
carriage-return. 

prograJJ interprets a single 
as the character nyn followed by a 

Most of the questions and ~essages 
printed by the program are preceded by the 
processor identification and have the form: <COL>o 
where <COL> (color) can be either BLK or RED. The 
messages and questions printed by the program are 
described next. 
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1. PLI-OPTCAP-TST 

The pro~am name is the first message 
printed by the program. 

2. <COL>ii SUHHARY? {Y/CR,N,E) 

This question is ash~ed by the 
only if the conversation is restarted after 
has begun. If the user replies positively, the 
status and the error log are printed 
later description). Typing the character "X" 
character AO (control O) during the 
printing aborts the printing. 

3. TYPE=tt ADDRESS:aaaa CODE:c 

program 
the test 
current 
(see a 
or the 
summary 

This message specifies the interface 
found by the program (the KGB or the KGR). CODE is 
the contents of bits 0-3 of the DT (device type) word 
in the device register bloclc. If several 
interfaces with the same type are found, the program 
prints their details and the user has to select one of 
them by typing one digit (as explained by the progr~ 
in this case). 

3a. <COL>§ HARD COPY? (Y/CR,N,E) 
'-

A positive answer should be given if a 
hard copy device is used. The prograz:i then 
assuoes that this is a slow device, and introduces a 
special delay when the test begins. If a negative 
reply is given, the program assUl'Jes that the TTY is a 
fast device, and does not introduce the delay. 
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4. <COL>* CHALJGES? (Y/CR, N, E) 

If the user does not want to make any 
change in the program's mode of operation, then the 
character nun should be typed. If this is the first 
iteration of the program, the answer "N" denotes 
the default answer to each of the following questions. 
If there are no changes the program continues on 
step 12. If there are changes, the 
conversation continues on the ne~:t step. 

5. <COL>e TRA!~SUIT? (Y/CR,N,E) 

The user can activate or disactivate the 
transmitter part of the program. The answer is 
stored in a prograo switch whose status can be 
complemented during the test via the on-line comcand 
"T". The default answer is "Y". 

6. <COL>* TRAMSHIT "RANDOM" PATTERN? (Y/CP.,H,E) 

If a positive answer is given, the 
transmitter part of the procram will use a pseudo
random table as the source of data to be transnitted. 
If a negative answer is given, the transmitter part 
or the program will use a table consisting of 4 
words: AHFFFF, 0000, AHFFFF, 0000. The default 
answer is "Y". 

7. <COL>* RECEIVE? (Y/CF.,N,E) 

The user can activate or disactivate the 
receiver part of the pro£I'am. The answer is 
stored in a program switch whose status can be 
complemented during the test via the on-line command 
"R". The default answer is "Y". 
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8. <COL>~ REC;::IVE "RAHDO!!" PATTEm!? (Y/Cr., N, i:!:) 

If a positive answer is ~iven, the 
receiver part of the program will use a pseudo-random 
table as the source of data to be conpared with the 
received data. If a negative answer is given, the 
receiver part of the program will use a table 
consisting of 4 words: AHFFFF, 0000, AHFFFF, 0000. 
The default answer is "Y". 

9. <COL>* KG NOISE? (Y/CR,N,E) 

A positive answer will cause the progam 
to "play" with several signals controlling the KG 
operation, thus creating noise for the two tested data 
paths. The answer is stored in a prograIJ switch whose 
status can be complemented during the test via the on
line comnand "H". The default answer is "Y". 

10. <COL>* PRINT STATUS ON ERRORS? (Y/Cn,N,E) 

A positive answer will cause printing of 
the current status (without the error log) on each 
error occurrence, otherwise the status is not printed. 
However, remember that in either case the processor 
that has detected an error waits several minutes before 
restarting the test, and at that time the whole 
sunmary can be printed via the on-line conmand "S". 
The answer is stored in a program switch whose status 
can be coupleoented durins the test via the on-line 
cocmand "P". The default answer is "Y". 
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11. <COL>* K:!:EP :i!':RROP. LOG UKTIL CLZARED? 
{Y/CR,H,E) 

In case of a positi·ve answer the prograo 
does not push more entries onto the error log after it 
is full with 5 data error entries (thus the first 5 
data errors can be saved). In case of a negative 
reply, the latest 5 errors are kept in the error 
log, and previous errors are forgotten. In any 
case, the error log can be cleared during the test via 
the on-line comand "C", or in the conversation as 
described in the next step. The ansuer is stored in 
a prograr.1 switch whose status can be compleL!ented 
during the test via the on-line comoand "K". The 
default answer is "Y". 

12. <COL>* CLEAR LOG? (Y/CR,N,E) 

The error log from previous tests is 
cleared on a positive reply. The various counters 
are also cleared. A negative reply causes keeping of 
the error log and the counters from previous tests. 

13. <COL>* OTHER PROCESSOtl READY? (Y/CR, :J, E) 

A negative reply should be [;;iven if 
this is the conversation with the first processor 
in the system. In this case message 14 is printed by 
the program. A positive reply should be given if 
this is the conversation with the second processor in 
the system and the first one has completed 
printing message 14. In this case, message 15 is 
printed by the program. 
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14. <COL>" HALTIHG (:·JAITING FOR OTHER PROCESSOP., 
OR TO 

POUER OFF /ON) ••• 

This message is printed after a negative reply 
was given in step 13. The processor loops 
indefinitly, waiting for a power restart interrupt, 
which is noroally caused by the other processor but 
can also be caused nanually. 

15. <COL>* RESETTING <COL> 

The raessage indicates that this 
processor is resetting the other one for one second. 
It is printed after a positive answer was given in step 
13, or during the test when a processor decided to 
reset the other (as a result of the on-line cor.imand 
"B", an error, or in the case of the red processor 
every 10 :cinutes). 

16. <COL>* POWER RESTART: nnnn 

Each time a processor gets a power restart 
interrupt it increoents an appropriate counter and 
prints the above message. It then continues in step 17 
(if it is the red processor), or in step 15 (if it 
is the black processor). 

17. <COL>* STA.'qTilIG TEST ••• 

This message is printed immediately before 
the test is started. After this point, the first 
transmission is delayed by one second and both receive 
timeout and transmit timeout are set to 10 seconds 
each. From this point the on-line cornnands are 
recognized by the program. 
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14.3 The On-Line Cooraands 

The on-line commands are recognized by 
the program during the test itself; each consists 
of one character. After the program identifies the 
command it prints a short description of the 
cot10and. The test continues during the on-line 
interaction without any delay (e::cept of course in 
the cases of coL'lnands which explicitl7 halt the test or 
sone part of it). The coomands, the messQges, and 
their meanings are described next. 

B <COL>* BE:GIU (REST JI.RT) TEST 

This cocmand instructs the processor to 
restart the test. It resets the other processor 
and the test starts from the beginning with the same 
mode of operation. The error log and the 
counters are not modified. (The only exception are 
the counters associated with tine, such as the JIFFY 
counter, or the 10 tlinutes counter, which are reset 
each time a processor starts the test.) 

C <COL>~ CLEAR LOG 

except 
cleared. 

T'ne current error log is cleared and can 
new errors. The various counters are also 
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E <COL>* EXIT 

The test is aborted and the 
conversation is restarted. The error log and the 
counters are kept; they can be printed in the 
conversation and even be kept for the continuation of 
the test. The other processor must stop its testing; 
otherwise, it will probably detect errors. It can be 
halted (manually or via the on-line command nHn), 
or restart the conversation. The effect of the "E" 
coiiitland is identical to that of using RESET-ATTEUTION. 

F <COL>ff FORCE ERROR 

The next word transmitted by this 
processor is in error (and should be detected by the 
other processor). 

H <COL>!t HALT 

This processor stops all activities (even 
all timers are frozen), and waits for the next on
line comtland to be typed by the user. 

K <COL>* KEEP ERRORS (0?1/0FF) 

This cocmand complements the current 
status of the program switch described in step 11 in 
the previous section. The new status of the switch is 
printed. 
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11 <COL>D HOISE (ON/OFF) 

This comr:1and ooopleoents the current 
status of the program switch described in step 9 in 
the previous section. The new status of the switch is 
printed. 

0 <COL>~ OPElJ: aaaa: rrrr WWWll 

The open command allows the user to 
read the contents of any location and optionally to 
modify it. aaaa (typed by the user} is a rour digit 
hexadecimal address of the location to be read. rrrr 
is the contents of the opened location. ww1-n1 (typed by 
the user) is an optional new value to be stored in 
the opened location. Any non-hexadecimal character 
typed by the user, aborts the comcand. Thus, the 
space character can be used to abort the comtland 
if so desired. -

P <COL>§ PRIUT STATUS (OU/OFF) 

This col':'lllland complements the current 
status of the program switch described in step 10 in 
the previous section. The new status of the switch is 
printed. 
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R <COL>w R:! (O?I/OFF) 

This command complements the current 
status of the prosram switch described in step 7 in 
the previous section. The new status of the switch 
is printed. The -coIJilland activates or disactivates 
the receiver part of the program. If the receiver is 
activated by the cotll:land, it expects the first word in 
the selected data table (i.e., the transrJ.itter of the 
other processor must also be activated shortly after 
this point). The ir4.tial receive timeout is set 
to one r.ainute, and after the arrival of the first 
word, to 10 seconds. 

S <COL>~ SUHHARY: 

This comcand causes printin3 of the 
current status and the current error lo~ (if it is 
not eupty). The format of the printed tables is [;iven 
in a later section. The cahracter n:n or the 
character AO (control O) can be typed by the user to 
abort the printing. 

T <COL>* TX (OU/OFF) 

status of 
the previous 
printed. 
transmitter, 
selected data 

This comoand complements the current 
the proe;rai:a snitch described in step 5 in 
section. The new status of the switch is 
If the cooma.nd activates tha 
it starts from the beginninc or the 
table. 

~= or .. 0 (control O) 

These characters can ·be typed bj• the user 
durine the short interruptions beti·1een printed lines 
or the summary; they abort the printinG• 
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14.4 The Summary Format 

The SUI!JLlary is printed when the on-line 
command nsn is typed during the test, during the 
conversation (at step 2), or after soce error has been 
detected and the 11print status on error" switch is 
on. In the later case only the first part of the 
su!ill!lary (the current status) is printed. 

The printing can be aborted by typing the 
character "X" or the character "O (control O) 
in the short interruptions between printed lines. 

consists of two parts: The su:;inary 
the current status, and 
is not printed if no data 
log. The for.oat of the 

the error log. The error log 
errors are recorded in the 
two parts is described now. 

CURREUT STATUS: 

fJ RESTARTS nnnn 
:fl RX GOOD WORDS nnnn 
:fl TI WOI?DS nnnn 
{} RX BAD V!ORDS nnnn 
J1 R''" Til·!EOUTS nnnn v l .... 
Jt TX TIHEOUTS nnnn ';/' 

The meaning of the above counters is: 
l_RESTA.~TS- The nUDber of times this processor. 

has been restarted by a pawer 
restart interrupt. The countar can 
be cleared in step 12 of the 
conversation. 

~-R~GOOD_UORDS- The number of good words received by 
this processor. This counter can 
be cleared in step 12 of the 
conversation. 71_TLWORDS- The 
number of ~-:ords transmitted by 
this processor. This counter can 
be cleared in step 12 of the 
conversation. 

i"-_RLBAD_HORDS- The number of bad words received 
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l_JDLTIHEOUTS-

by 
this processor. (A bad word is 

a word which doesn't "1a. tch the 
eApected one.) This counter can be 
cleared in step 12 of the 
conversation. 
The number of receive timeouts 
detected by this processor. This 
counter can be cleared in step 12 of 
the conversation. ff TX TI!IEOUTS- The 
number of receive ticeouts. Ilote 
that the RED processor has no 
direct l.·ray of knowing uhether the 
BLACK processor read its data. 
Transmit timeout in this case 
represents the case in which the prep 
signal didn't return to 0 within 10 
seconds from its activation. This 
counter can be cleared in step 12 of' 
the conversation. 

The format of the error log is defined below. 

ERROR LOG LAST -1 -2 -3 -4 

Below this line, data associated with up 
to five errors is printed in four separate groups. 
The latest entry in the error log is printed under 
the word LAST, the previous entry undet' • 1 , etc". 
The first group describes the b~d (recieved) word: 

BAD HORD: 

This title precedes the bad word information. 

UOT HASKED DATA-

The data as read from the path 
or KGP.). 
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ABOVE DELAYED-

The data as read from the path intarface 
about 100 IJicro-seconds after its previous reading 
(described in the above line). 

HASKED DATA-

The rightmost 8/10 bits of the data 
the interface. 

UASKZD TABLE-

read 

The rightmost 8/10 bits of the 
(read froo the selected data table). 

expected 

STATUS & CTRL-

from 

word 

The contents 
register of the 
has been received. 

of the status and control 
path interface after the bad word 

JIFFY-

The contents of the JIFFY counter when the bad 
word has been received. 

PASS CUT-

The contents of a pro~am pass counter when the 
error has been received. This counter counts the 
nur.lber of times the processor pa.::ises through its 
main loop consisting of: checking whether a word an 
be transuitted, checking whether a word has been 
arrived, polling the TTY, and updating the dconsole 
li~ts. This counter is reset each time a good word is 
received. 
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TABL.E DATA-

The (not maslced) contents of the expected word 
in the data table. 

TABLE OFFSET-

An off set to the expected word in the data 
table. 

TABLE ADDR- The absolute address of the expected wore!. 
in the data table. 

LAST OK TABLE- The (not aasked) contents of the data 
table word that oatched the last good received word. 

T'ne second group describes the word 
received immediately after the bad word. If no 
word is received within one second, then all the 
followin~ items are "'HFFFF·. 

BAD UORD +1: 

This title precedes the information associated 
with the word arrived after the bad word. 

HOT MASICED DATA-

The meaninz is analoscus to that of the bad word. 

STATUS &: CTRL-

The meaning is analogous to that of the bad 
word. 

JIFFY-

The oeaning is analogous to that of the bad word. 
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LOOP CUT-

The contents of a counter counting the number of 
tiz:aes the processor loops through a loop uhose 
len~th is approximately 20 I:licro-seconds. It 
represents the allapsed time between the bad word 
and the followins word. 

The third sroup describes the second 1-rord 
received after the bad word. The descriptions of 
the itens are analogous to those of the previous £;roup. 
The information follows the title: 

BAD UORD +2: 

The fourth 
contains several of 
tir.ie the bad uord 
counters have already 
status" section. 

group of the error log 
the global counters at the 
was received. Host of the 

been described in the "c~.rrent 

·:.: )" .. . ;": 
'"' .,,,,. ... /•-"" 

CO~TERS: 

This title precedes the fourth group. 

~; RX GOOD WOilDS- The total nur.iber of i:;;ood words 
received by this processor so far. 

SAHE FROH ERR- The number of good words .. · receivec;i··, 
by this processor from the previous error (.if :any) , 
to the error described in this entry of the error log. ' 

:J RX BAD WORDS- The total number of bad uords .. 
received by this processor includine; the error i 

described in this entry of the error log. 

# RX TII!EOUTS- The total number of receive 
up to the time of this error. 
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if TX TIIlEOUTS- The total number of transiilit tioeouts 
up to the tine of this error. 

14.5 Toe Console Libhts 

The console liehts display inf'ormation 
that shoi.rs how the test progresses. The ri~t part 
of both lights is associated,,with the transtlission and 
the left part with the reception. The contents of the 
address lie;;hts from right to left is: 

BITS_0-3: 
BITS_4-7: 

BITS..8-11: 

BITS_12-15: 

Bits 0-3 of the transmit timeout counter. 
Bits 2-5 (red) ·or 8-11 (black) of the 
transmitted words counter. The bits 
have been selected such ~hat the 
incrementing can be observed. 
Bits 0-3 ot the sum. of the number of 
received bad words anc the number of 
receive timeouts. 
Bits 8-11 {red) or 2-5 
received words . counter. 
been selected such that 
can be observed. 

' . 

(black) of the 
The bits have 

the increoentins 

The contents of the data lights· 'from right to 
left is: 

BITS_0-7~ 
:SITS_B-15: 

Bits 0-7 of the last transmitted uord. 
Bits 0-7 ot the last received word. 

If the user wants to use the console he first has 
to press ATTEHTION (without RESET), and this 
stops the displaying. An additional pressin, of the 
ATTEUTIOU button restores the. ~isplayin&• 
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14 .6 The Error Kessaces 

After most of the error types the 
processor prints some cessage, then , prints the . 
current status (if the "print status on error" is OH), 
then prints "WAITDYG ••• ", and finall7 enters the 
waiting state in wllich the on-line collliilands are 
recognized. The processor leaves the waiting state 
after a period of approxioately 3.5 minutes (durins 
which the whole SUL'liilary can be printed) and restarts 
the test by resetting the other processor, or 
earlier, in response to a U.'3er conuand (such as "D" or 
"E"), or a power restart interrupt (which causes 
restlI!lption of the test). The error ~essaees that match 
the above description are: 

- ,::; • < -

<ELK>5 !?ED DIDU' T READ nr 10 SEC 

This oessage is printed by the DLACK 
processor when a transmit timeout oocurrs. 

• • ...'.: l .• : '".t'' 

<RED>!t PREP OlIESHOT STUCK Oll 

The message is printed by the RED 
processor when the prep signal does not return to O 
within 10 seconds. This is considered as a transmit 
tiileout by the pro6l'am. 

<COL>a RX TIMEOUT 

The Iilessage 
timeout occurs. 

<COL>D DATA ERROR 

is printed when a recieve 

The message is printed when a data error 
is detected by the processor. 
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<COL>O STACK FULL 

The oessage ia printed uhen the processor 
tries to push a new entry to the error log while-· 
it is full (with inforcation about 5 errors). The· 
information about the last error is lost and the error 
log is not modified. 

<COL>* UlIDEFn:l'ED IUTERRUP'l' CAJ LE1lEL 4. P.ESTARTWG ••• 

After the occurrence of an 
interrupt on level 4 the processor 
restarts the test. 

UUEXPEC!'ED QU!T AT: aaaa 

undefined 
immediately 

The address of the instruction that 
caused the unexpected quit is printed and the 
proce.ssor halts. 
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15 ?.-TnTST 

15.1 Operating Instructions 

Loading the paper tape will autotJa.tically start 
the program. Jiffies (60 Hz. interrupts) will be 
counted. The operator should then repeatedl7 cycle the 
power off a.."ld on. The pr.ogam will count ·the tioe 
between the receipt of the interrupt and the final loss 
of' power. Upon power up, the prosraz:i will self' start 
and display the tioe to power fail and the nueber of 
power fail/restart cycles in the ·operator panel liQits. ~ 

-. 

Auto-reset can be checked by caking sure· the· . · ... 
enable switch (on the BCU) is on and then halting the 
processor. A power restart interrupt should· o.c.cur . in 
less than two seconds. Pressin~ RESET then' Atnr -on .the . " 
operator panel or startinz the proc;ram at· BEGI~! t·rill 
restart the program after resettinf; .the counters. 

15.2 Parameters 

If the operator panel . is :not located ... at· E.F80 ~ :d' 
(hex), ohanse appropriate locations as per. the ~~~ 
f'ollowint;; chart: 

Location( Hex) 
Default 

Value(Hex) 

~------------ ----------1600 
1684 
1686 

FF80 
FF80 

15.3 Indications and Errors 

Function 

· BEGIU 
· Control Panel 

Control Panel 

The address reGister on the operator panel 
contains the power fail count in the high order b;;rte 
and tl:.e restart count in the low order byte. These 
counts should always be equal e::cept for auto-resets 
(which only increment restarts). 
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The data register contains a count of jiffies in the 
high order four bits and should be observed to be 
aluays incret!enting and the count of the time elapsed 
between the receipt of the last power fail interrupt 
and the actual loss of' power in the low order 12 bits. 
Each count .represents·aoout 7 us. and the lag ti~e is 
approximately 30 us. low due to delay in starting the 
count. This .displayed.count ehould always be zreater 
than 150 hex •. 

There are four -d~tected ·error conditions. Each 
causes the progran. to halt ·at.location ERROR. The ca~e 
of the error can be determined frora the contents of 
Register. 1 as 'f.ollows : .... · 

Value 

0 
1 
2 

Etro~ 

no module number on interrupt 
QUIT 
ILL OP 

>7 IIigh order bits set in module number on interrupt 

For QUITs and ILLOPs the cause may be 
by examining 'locations 28-2C{hex). and 
respectively. · 

15.4 Algorithm 

determined 
20-21': {hex) , 

Level 4 interrupts are enabled. Upon an interrupt, 
the devica ,.·.code ±s examined for validity. Jiffies are 
counted. Upon power fail, the time to power loss is 
measured by countins instructions in a loop. These 
counts are then displayed a~ter the power restore. 
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16 RLDCHK 

16.1 Loading And Starting The Program 

Before loading the prograo all busses should 
have power turned on. The bus rese-t tin:ers of all 
busses should be in the OFF (up} position. 

First PSTOP nay be used to halt all 
processors. Then DDT (with starting address at 
"'h2000} raay· be loaded if the operator wants to us.a it 
.later (the P.LDCHK progr~ does n.ot ne.ed DDT for its 
operation). If DDT is loaded, be sure to·protect that 
pa;;;e from being used as a transfer buffer. Then the 
pro.gram is loaded and starts automatically. ·To 
restart the prograri from DDT or fro~ the console 
the address "h100 should be used. RESET-ATTENTION ca:.11 
be used to restart the progra.'lfl.' . 

16.2 The Interaction With The U~er 

The prograI:J.. starts by interacting with the 
user, which has to define the prosrao' s mode of 
operation. The answers to the questions are: 

Y- :res, N- no, or E- exit (to the end_ of t~e pros~~}. 

Each of the above characters must be followed by 
a carriage return. If an illegal pair of characters 
is typed by the user, the prograo' prints,· the string 
"? (Y/CR,N,E)" and waits for a legal response. 

The program interprets a single :carriage-Peturn 
as the character "!" folloued by a c ca?'.'riage.;.return. 

The uessages and questions printed 
prograo are described next. 
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1 • RLDCHK ?.EV ~~-XX 

The pro;3ram name is the first cessaGe printed by 
the prosram, with the date of the prooaos versions 
release. 

2 • SINGLE BUS (!/GR ,.1:., E) 
', . .~ 

The prosra.Iil will operate in either enviorru:ient, so 
the user .must tell it how to proceed •. 

<. 

;! ' 

3. CHA:ll.Gl?S? (Y/CR~~·!,E) 
~ ~. -- .. -... . . . . .. 

• ; :., ... a. - .. -h 

!f 1;he user .does not.: want w .nake ·an"f .cltan[;e in. 
the program• s .oode ... of oper'.a:tl.on,. 'then :Ure ·character H -
should be ·typed,_. If ·tbJ.s :-is , the· .·fir.st · iteration- of. r 
the program, the answer 11 denotes··the ,de.fa.ult mode, 
t-rhich is described later. 

If there are no changes, the program 
starts activatins the devices accordiDB to the 
current mode of operation.· The format of the printed 
tables is described in the next: seC'tion:. ; : . ., ~ : 

If ..there are chan;s_es, · ·the conv.ersatio.n- aont,inues 
in step 4. . . ,.. '"·.;; 

" 

4. HARD COPY? CY/CR,M:E) 
"'. ~ . .. ... ~. ·: 

'!"._" ... ) ~. 

, . -

Ir th~_, µ&~ft. rep~ies .. ~ ~s&tiYely·; . implyinz · ... a r;. 

CRT devic!1. :-;theo.::he ,;,sp~ld \r?e. a?l1 , character ta 
cause the printi~g ~f-each~. ~,ble• .. . ·' .. " 

If the -:US~~-- :J!EUllies·. _ PQsitively, ~ .. all .·.::tables 
are printed ~l'Q.~llol.l~ .... :P.auses ,between~table!. ·c?.ES!T
ATTEl~Tiotr can be used to abort printing in this case 
and to ~.«!start the: pr,og·am... If the operator replies 
with E, then step 1 is repeated. 
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5. I/O DEVICES, C1-IA1TGES? (Y/CF?,!1,E) 1. ',,..,, • 

• The. user· has to r~ply whethe,o, there i$ . a. · -ch~n.Ge: 
in the list ot I/0 devices to be ... ·tested.. If' t.he · ,. 
answer is ·y, then .message 6 is printed .. n.caxt. : If the. 
answer is Il message 11 is printed. The default list 
of I/O devices contains all modem/RLD I/O d.evice~. 

6. XPATCHED? (Y/CR,U,E) 
.. 

If' the I/O devices should be tested, 
internally cross-patched, . th~ .answ.e~"'. :I · shou.}_d_,,be;, ·· 

·' 

ziven (th.is is .the .:det:aultJ ... 0.If'. the 1Pnswer 4,:s·-U-,, 1;.ll.en,. · ~ .~.::. 
the devices are t.ested, extEWnally loope:d •. A lPf>Pins .... · 
plus can be used in this case to enable the test. · . :. 

' ~· •• ,,,,,.. 1.;.' 

. 
7. TEST ALL I/0 DEVICES'1 (!/CR,l{,.E) 

. ... . ;~ ,._ . - ". ~· ~· ~ ~ '-:..- 7 !ii .r. . 1 t' -~ 
If' all devices are to be tested, then the 

answer should be y (this is the def'aul t for the. first 
iteration). If the answer is U, then the current table 
of I/O devices to be tested · :ts cl.eared, ·and ~-i·ta.e· . : i· 
u:ier has to type up to 5 device addresses ·ce.~~ E1AO, 
F1BO) as directed by·_ the pro.uao., in the iterated. · : 
sequence of st.eps: 8-10.: . i'. .1 • J . -. ' 

- " 
.. , 

HOP.E? (Y/CR,N,E) 

. ' 

to 
the,· 
the 
the.,_ 

' ...... -

The user has to anSYer if' more entries are 
be added to the currently · d1scu.s~~4 t~ple~ .~f 
answer is I, the prosrac prints message 9. If 
answer is ?l, then the. tabJ:e· ~ is-, oo~l ete .a.n4 
conversation conti~ues. ·This. m~s:iase ,.is ,etven. even 
the start of building the table. .: ,; ;· ; .:· .. : · . . : 

: at ,. '::_q;:: 

It sl:loul$1 be ®:ted. · tha,1;· tjle .. aurreA~ . :ta.l>l-e ~ is -. : 
cleared Q.efor,e ' t'h.e:, ~e,q-µe~Q~ of' S:tep;S e-1.0: is.. ,started, 
and therefor.e the ,,use.r has -t0: type tll& comP.l.ej:e~ stable· 
(and not -only: tile oodi.ficatio®J. ._ ..... '. , . : · ·c · 

RLDCP.X 

, . . " 
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9. ADDRESS: 

Follot-1i·ng thi.s r.lessage· tne"'!ua.er has' to - .type:· a 
4 digit ·aexadecirJal ... address . .(:i.ncl.uding lea dine o's) 
as the next entry to- the :aur.rently.:, operr :tab'le.· ".·. 

~· • • ... ~·-. ' ¥' • ..... 

' 
After 4 charac~ers .: have. : .been .· :- t¥ped by the 

user, message 10 is printed by the program. 

10. CO?IFIRH? (Y/CR,H,E) 

The-· us'er: ;LS: requirl:id to conf-"irm an . address typP.d 
as an a.&""iswer td. th~ previous message.:.: :tf. '.the answ~ is 
N, then question: 8 i.$ repeated~; .. eitld' the· :type~ address 
is ignored. • · :..•;., - .Z.:.. .:.: - : ·. :: . < .. 

If the answer is Y, then the address is added to 
the table. Then, if there is still room in the table, 
question 8 is printed, 'else·· ·~ 'tbe sequehce'.." of steps: 
8-10 is terminated and the conversation continues. 

• + ,;.,, . 
.. .. :..- ..... .. 

- ...... ~ ..,,, ' " 

-1-_:i - ~ ' : ~ ~ f ; : ~ :,£" ' ...... : : ~ .... ~ -'"' ;:) ~ ".J •' 

The -~f'f has t.o l'!.tapl.r wh'eth-er· th:ere is.· a. · .. chant;e 
in the table of memory busses included· in the test. 
If the answer is Y, then message 12 is printed. If the 
ansi:rer is ll, messaGe 13 is printed and the table is 
not changed. 

12. TEST AU HEHORt: BU-SSES~- .(t/CPJ;.rt,E) .J~ ,-

If :all membr~ 'busses. shOuJ:d~ , take.: part.: in the 
test, then · .. 'the" s' .ans't-ler: _ .,~~uld ·, be ~· (.this is the 
default for the first i terationh. · · . 

If ;the answer is· lft·-'~ tnen: the .. currellt 'table of 
memory bus'ses' :.to:- be :bh'edk~d is iG-l-eared; anc.l· the user 
has to type" Ca~ add:resseS· ·G>f up" to:-3 ·pages (e.g.. 0"000, 
0200) which are interpretea• a.e-:-starting 'adaresse.s o.f 
the memory busses to be checked. A memory bus is a 
contigous sequence of (Ah2000 byte) oemory pages. 
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The addresses are typed by the user as airecteq by th~ 
prograLi in the it.a.rated se_quenoe of steps: 3-10. _.: 

After this step is oo~pleted, 
is printed. 

question 13 

,. . ' - .. 
13. IGllORE-I/9 BUSS~, CIUlJGES? (Y/CR,M~E) 

The user has . to reply whether theiee·· is · a chanse ~ - · ·, . 
in the lis~ or I/O busses ·to· be ie;nort\~: in ·.~l?-_e"' test. " .- .; ~.~ 
The list is i,nitial:ly etli;>t~," i.e. no I/o·- bus .. ~s .. '..,, ~ 
initially i~nOr!,d• The. I/0. busses address:. rS.."lGEfo 
are: EOOO-E'fFO, E800-EFFO, FOOO-F7FO, and F800-FBFO. 
The first ""h80 .. oy.tes are the BCH area, ·and no. devLoes. 
are searched there. · ,. ~~ ,._ · .: · :. ' 

~· )' . ' 
·~,:. ~.,,.. 

If the arJ.swer is y_,- th.en· the table of !/O busses 
to be 'ignored is cleared, and .the user. has to fill it ~~ ,. __ ;-.'"! 

by typing up to 3 I/O busses starting addresses (e.g. _ 
EOOO, E800~ .. ~ The, addresses . are typed· ty· "t~e: ··:: r 11 
user as. dir~c~ed· by~-- the · p?'ogr.am, ii>: "the .. iterated-..,;~~"onl: 
sequence of steps: 8-10. If the answer is n, then· 
the table is not ohan£;ed. 

After this step ·is. .comPJ,e'.'fed, 
is printed. 

' '1; 

•·":· 1-"'-' 
• ..... ~ . .-. ;:J •. 

14. IGHORE:0:PAG~ .• ~ CHANGFS?. .. {Y/CR,N,E)· ;. ~· , • ;:..'.\'.'~~ 
. •. .,.., •• • LA.-

~ ~ 1 ... , ~ ~..; '~ ~ .... "" .. ~ .,. ; ' ,.... ~l:.:,1:,;~ 
The user has to reply whether there is a dhab.se .~·· "' 

in the table of memory pages to be ignored durinG 
the test. The table is initially empty, i.e. no 
me~ory pages are initially i€llored. 

If the answer is Y, then the table of . I:el!lory 
pages to be. ig~req, . is··. ·cl.teared, and ~tbE('u.Sez.; :~as -t~ .i. '.: .•• 1 
fill it by 'typing- w.p ·:::~o .'8 . :ciemory · busse·s 1sta:rtitiS · · .,:~ 
addresses (e·:~~- '_ ~ -~OO®-, D2QO): ~.'th~~ a:gdr'ess~~ rctre ·: ;·:·_1,, ,,,£'·t 
typed by the, ~e~ ·,as_ ·-direcU'd by • ·the ·~program itt the 
iterated seq'ueno~ oC ste_p§.: "8.o1,P; . If'· t~:an.swer f~ 'u,~ .-.,_c.\:~ 
then the ta~le ~i :nO.-t chan~d. • . · . . · :. · ' ~ 

,. '' "":'" • ~ J ... 
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-J : 

After 15 
is printed • 

,_ 1' . ·. 

15. SLOW DEVIC:E'.s? (Y/CR,N,E) 

The user has to :repl.y ~'Qhether .. there are slow 
devices in the · system, for which the transfer can 
last t:1ore ~han 1 seqon~"I'. ,A 50,~Kb:J11odem should.3complete 
the tral)sfer oI' . th~ ~.Q.FQO ~\Joed.s :.,.;,in .... approniately 1 /3 • 
second •. The ~sw,er tQ. this _qu~~t~on det..eraines ~the· · ~· 
lensth ·.of ~t.he .. p~i.od t~.: ~fo.ich · ::.the :·proa!'·mzr' t1-:ier f.s.-<" t ·. 
set. ~ .. , ................ --~··":'~ ... "' p "·~'..:'1·:. \... -~-: .·.. . . . -;.i· .. ~ 

', "' ... l, ~ ~ ... , r.. • ~·. 
- ... .... '!" ,.,.: ; "' ... .: .:,;.:.~ ..) 

I < \...' ~ ;,.~ .. :'jo t •,; .r~ .. : '._, :: 

The' cteraul £ for the first iteration-., : is· 1 · · 
second, i.e. no slow devices. If une:.:pected results 
are obtaj._ned, it. would ber a.:i;oo..d: pra.C.ti.ce ,.to rerun· 't!ie 
program ~}1ith. tbe. longel;"~ t~ .se..t., ... ·_ ·' · :; '· · "" · · 

: =1~> : • • ,• "1 .. Jr ~~ ,',.~.~ ~ ~ :~ ': :· •< ;"; ,·~~: \: ': '~ ,." \ ;>~ 
The·.1ons .timer,-·is set;.' to about:..r 2.5 .. ·· seconds. 

Ir lons~r~ ::.,t~outfs·ar~1regu±re-d·~ the .ti~r _ lci?f. C.~ be 
inorease;cL ..:.. " ~ -. .~ ~ · . .:. : .. n .. ,_ · ~ • 

~ -:;; ~ .. w ~ ~ ... • ...... • ·~ •· us~ r •. ;. .:·o:: (.. : i:- ... i.,;. ... 

If a positive reply is gi.ven, then each 
transfer ( sucessful or unsuccessful) is perforned 
once; otherwise, the user ·na;s .'t.t>«$ped!f'y.:a·::. nuat>er>: in 
the next step. The default is to test each good 
page only ope~:' . _,,: =~. · ~ ·•.,. ::-·.>: : ·i::. 1>. ~. : -- : ··"' 

....... .,. 

•·. '.#r··.. '.~;"":I'~.-~ ;. ... ~ ~.:.:,t... \"l ·-' •.i '\"\ .: -~ '!" -::>. 
... "" • .. •• • "' ... ; ::~ "'! · : ;.r· ! w:.. 1~ :r · ~~... ---· o:. ' ..... ~~~? "':r.,.' 

•."! \_:~.~--,._!"'tt..A•• ;;"(,."'. 

17 • Tli·1ES: .. -. 
~.. .~, -: ~ :i. ~.: EJt' ""!. 1:, ,I.~ : ;.; ' ~. 

Foll9i=ii~~ .. ·~t~s. m'!~sage.,: the.~~uaer,:.:·has- ·!t'Q~ ~7pe _ · · 
a non-zero . .~~ e<li:.&1tl hexadecimal ~'Wnbe~ specff'yj,ng" . ~ ..... · 
how oany · times z:~.a~. s~9~ssfuJ. / tr.ans:fet"·-· :should· be ·:. · -· _··::. 
repeated. , · .. It. tbe ... ~r :~,~sks:·" fm' n.:: tjajest ··eaoh _ ,._ ·' 
transfer betw_aen.~.~::"qp~QJl' meJllory. .pa;zie :dn(i ·a de-vi~~ ·t:~il~l:' " .J· "' : 

be performed ~ n times if all of theLf :-are ·miceesSf'-u11 ~ · · · 
or until the first error occurs. 
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18. DO (!JE T;IJJE A30l,1T COUDIT,IOli TEST? 
. ' ... '.;;.<;. '" ~ 

A positiv~ ·reply will' ~ause the prosrao ·to· use the 
first av~labi'e buf'f'er. page. a.pd seh4, .the ~LD packet's ·'·: · '· 
which haye b.~en changed to cause 'tr1e RLD to abort ·it's' ;: '·.: 
cycle. The tests show that' ·a. cat.a whicfr works witl1· 
"2;ood" data, will also detect and react correc.tiy -to · '· ~-:~ .. 
"bad" data. There are se:v;en d;istipt errors. introdu.ced. 
The tE;1sts are skipped on a rietative responS-e. 

..,,. "" J ... ~ ""' ' 
,,(,-,,! ... 

19. 

~ "f ~ 

This title is · printed before the · actua.1· .. 
transfers starts. It is followed by the tables, as 
described in the ne:ct .section. 

20. RESTART? (Y/CR,M,E) 

The ques.tio'n is' printed when kn 1 d~lected ~:; 
devices hav.e been checke.'1. Y causes restartiA€ pf' ~he .., . <:' 

pro~an with. tne '6urrent mode ~or 'op~rat:J.gP"' i·fhicn pay 'Qe: . -, .. ,. 
chanced bi the user·, '' l! causes· restartinc; at step · • · 
3, CHA:!GJ?.S. E causes a transfer to the beBinn:.i.ng ·of" 
the proiran at st'e:P ·r". '"''* '·-' " . ' '~-·· h .. n.w-

21 • um::::PECTED QUIT AT: :axx 

The message is .print~d for t.ne obvious re~son 11 
T'ae prosram should be restarted and if the messa~ _is 
consistent then the program listing must be used to 
analyze the cause of the quit. 
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16. 3 Print in(; The DHA Transfer i:!esul ts 
' ~ - • ":"'" ~ . f"1 7 ... , . ~ ' ~ .,.. ' 

After the proga:J' s wOOe ··o?· 0Perat·1·on - iS~ · set"· 
as desqribed. in the. previou~ ~.ection, th.e. deyic.es .. are 
activated..·:one. at· a ·. tim~.;.: '',F.o·r :. ea6h., aev:i.ce "· .. ~ri~ 
transfer ... 1 fsc . orf.one~, • sequentl"alff .. ·. f9ri , e~,9h, s«alEfCt~.d . 
memory page. .The tr.ansfer.,,~.!~· fe~i,ills'" · ~r,it··.Pririted . .in'' 
tables, ~one· .:per. 9,e.vice. · "'·' · ·· .· · · ~·· .< ··" ~ • . " , .,,, ,": : : ~.. : : ..... : ~" ~· r L : · .. 

The formai ·or ~ach· ta,"ble ... J,l ·~~ ·:f?ll~mrs :'.·: 
~°' .... ._ <'... ' '"'"' N""'':... .. 0 ' ' 

:1ULTI3US FORl:AT 

-----------------DE'IJ!CE ADDR: ~rx:a TYPE: n. pAl.'.EJ~ Hl!l{. TPID: TT RPID: RR nu:-1: zz 
... ' . ' . ' . 

-------------------------------------------------------------------~---·-
HAP 

' . ..... r. ..,...,, . ,,: :..-

VV'IJV F F F F F F F" F 
• 
• 
• r ,., 

Hmm F .. .F. . ... F F F. ...,::. ... ,,. J. ... -~ ::'J ,, .• . ,.A ·-· 

SDIGLE m]s' tifmil' :_~~..":.:~..::~::..;~]~ ... ·nri!ci ;: . AnnR': lo....~ .. 
TYPE: yy . '. .·)IAHE:' rfitif .· :~ ±P.rn :·::Ti=-··: ··RP'I_,ri": ~nit: . ~!-:ur!: '"ZZ . 

' 't: •IN ' • • • "';. .£. ' \. ~ ,,, • "-; .... < ' 

....... ______ _ 

RERP. TSRS Cr-TT 
(TSTif) 

~· ttrr cccc 

F ttrr cccc 

''\ .. .,.,, ,,.. 
• ..... ~•> • ~ • ~<, ~.• • ~c - • "' ~ ~ 

-------------~-~~----------~-~------~--~----------------------
PAGE 
TERR 

(TSTC) 

vvvv 
F 

F 

n;;v B 

F 

. -'".t, ,, ~ .... ·, 

RLD HT~r !-mx ?Pr RP! DAT nE~ HQIT DQ"IT TQTr ?.Q!'T 

F F 
ttrr 

F 

RERR TSRS Cl!T 
.µ,·- •"'', ", 
-~ . ., .. ~ "" . ' 

F F F F F F F F 
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The header of each table 'doni!~t~ ''"'of: the:. ,,,::J:·'· 
device address, the ,.dev~ce, type, ,a three character · 
r.memonic name, the trenstiit" Ptn level, ~·tb~ r~c~j,ye,_ 
PID level, and the device nw:.:.ber {byte 2 ·rn·the · 
device registers block). 

~j ' ·~ ~ "'j. • • .; " ..... : -:. • '~"'· ~ ,.., ' ..... 

Ea<ib _row : sUxiiarizes · the· ·:::.?~n~~er '··~ ·re~ul ts for 
one memory page, whose mp address,..isrdenotea by VVVV 
or utl1·lll. A blank line is printed betwe~ia .. o.emory 
busses. 

The en~ry _ ~n mo;~~ ot/ t~~ . ~ t~ble~ riei~s .. '..:·is: ,, ~, 
sineJ. e digit denoted , .. by ' F. . F can . be' 6~e of' the. 
characters: "1", "O", or "?" • 

. ... - , . ~, \ ~ r· s~ . .. : .. ..:.... 
1- z:ieans that the event associated 

correspondin~ field has ~appened 

.: ilj 

with 
during 

th~ 
the 

tr~nsfer ~. . : ;; .. 
0- t.1eai1s th.a~ . the even.t ' h,as.\ not P,a,ppened.. 
?- oeans that the progra.o does not have ··-the 

necessary imforn;.ation (e.g. because of a quit),· 
or~ the da,t~_'l·Tas· .oo~gorl"e~t., ~;: ,., .. ::::< ;·; ··~: 1 r.;.:;. : ,.:' 

\ :' . ~ .. 'j .• ~- ~. ; .:.. ~.:: •. ::t ·i~.' . ·: ' ; :;11:·~~.1 . ~. 
The meaning of each event is as follows: 

, ( e 

RLD- Tlle data ·packets r,aceiv.ed by the RLD . were. 
correct11 . de~~~4 ~nC! "t.he -~xpegJ~_d_ Cia~ta jras; r_9_1;1-~s .. 
in memo.r-:'f.ro. !, :·,;;, ·;, : : " • . . • ;v ~· . 

!·:TX- The ~r'an~i:t .,part. of the. davice hacf terr#,pa~·ed: 
the transfer before .. the' end ot .th~ proC;iac 
timer period was' reached ·c i.e. .. bi;t )~' '.£~~ .. }'7Qrct 

t ., ~ "" • -, .. ~'"' ~ • 

TPI-

RPI-

DAT· 

6 of the device registers block was 0). 

The ·reoei-ve .part a-r tile., .d~rtq~- had .ter:mlhitia 
the<- trs#lsr er:: ~~orf:!l the .. ''end of the: :.pra sf~ 
timer perio.d was reached (i:·e.» "'tiit ~13 of, . i-icrd 
3 of the device re~sters 'l:)iock was ~x~ :"~ ·""" -. 
Tue tr~nsza1.t PID level was, ·_}'l-rU:ten :: i-~t~ .. 
correct. PID •.... ., . . •·'" ... " 

Tue r~q~ive :·P~ iive+ l~~;~ ~,..;r~:tte:;n ~ 1 71~~~ ,;\ri~; 
correct PID. , 

The expected data was found 
buff er of the checked memory 

in the 
pa~ .• 

.. , 
'!. ~ ~.. !. 

receive 
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IID!ICC ,,, . Field Se,rv;ioe Gt!iqe to ?luribus Dia~nostios 
.... ~ ·. :.: ·:; •t:: : ... ..:. . ;-. ~: ~.·t 

!·!ELB- ~:· b~~,}~ndiz_a~1~~,~o ~~~~X: a~:~ . l!¥'t ~~ffer 
: ':, > ~(1~e. ~ ;bit· '15 .:fn.:: 1~Cs.£Ci.:. · 2 oi" th.e · -aev±ce , · 

re~ste~~ bJ;'ock • . \' '". ~ ~ :j r ":; •• "'.i :: " : ' ' .:. 

· ~ was f) :.- · ·. · " ·· .. · .1. "' , : 

.. , ..... ' : 'l} .. ;:: :~ .. ~ 

HQIT- The. processor got a guit from the checked ceiaory 
p~ge •. ·DQtf-" The 1p~oessor ·~e;ot·-:.a.s::q.Uit· ·'frOfil-~.·. 
one . or!' the . device·!«.; •... ~ -: :. -·· •' "'' .. "'\(.": ' ... 

·' "'resisters; . '• e. ,,,~_ -~--: -~" 

• .. .;.. 

; ,;: ,.., 

TERR- The device transmt error bit was set (1.e, : li>i·t' • .: 
o in word s or:-. 'the -a"e:r,rice · r~sters: 'bl-Gck was'· 11 ;j . \ ~. ,::. . !• .;... : :~ =-~ « .. : .. ..)" ,.. ,. 

\l _.:,;;',':'""~Cl ... :;,..;·,.·_~C' ~;~~·~) ;.,..;:..: .. ~ •. 1. .. i:: .. ··, .. t1. 

ilERR- The device receive error'i>il"\ra.s.:'·set --'Ci-if.- :..e.it'l~. 
o in word 2 of the device registers block was 

) 
"";> t ') lo""· ... ~! • ~ ',,.. .,."" tT.. .., ' ·<:,, "!. • -. • ':-- ... , .. ~· • • ..,., 1 • ., .. . .... ,,. -... " ... ... . .. ~ . ,..,.i. • • .. •~ _ .. ~-} • ". • ... ~ 

TsP.s- Th.~"! icuit-J:. riei:d ·1n the- J) ta'b1e-·.:: contains~,... uie 
h'exaiiedimal ~cont-ents~ . o'r - tw&-·status· bytes~ itf''tbe-· 
device reg:Lsters block: the transcit st_atu'S-·{'i.e. · 
the contents of byte c in the device 
~~~ o~~ ,:-~(it; tia~ !f.eo"etve~ 'ste~- T·i •. e_.. 
ihi:t~- · "t!odttm.t~ :;,9t' bite IQ'""-: tn tile::,. 'device 
r~~i1:~tezis~ block).:. · "' •. .;. · · =-.•N ~- ., ".,,: · , ... :-;· · - ~~-- • 

... :. •$ ';.. • > t •• / :.. ..... t.:O:t ... ~~- Mt .. " : • ~. ~ ? '.. i. ·: ... • ~ ... !';: 

QTT- This f~eld 1,s . pri~ted only .when a not hard 
~pr·::te~!i.~1 : r• _1.s ·; -~ed~r~.;· n_ J"~e-~if'lii!s" '• th~. 
va-lue "'of· 'the "Counter·· t-thicllt-"' counts' "; th&: 
transreMi) . !toi: tmf • : P1itEt> :·'Cles<ft'ibed·"·~i'l ··'·~· 
printed'lihe·. · :., .. _:: .:. ···- ·.;-:,·. 'o::' -L ~ ~ r. 

TSTi1- 'fti1s fteff: is pri:-hted :f!?nstead~·cst· cjfq!f· f'ap.: illl~·.-; one· 
title tests It specifies the test nw::ber· t.fu.±'cih ·;.,asi 
bein~ performed for that c1cle. The nw:bers 
refer the the ·meri;:ways "tha~ ''fhe i)a.c1cet; ~(fa:'IHP ~ 
be corrupted and cause the RLD card · t'd ~·abbrt·.~· 

~?'..:.~.e: ~ •. ; - ·:- ;:· . : .. .. 
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1. a non-doubled data bit is introduced into the 
packet 

2. one bit of the packet checksuz:: has been chan~ed 
to have it not reflect the actual data 

... "II;,.,. ... 

3. tlle RLD is asked to put data in a non exisant·~ " 
memO!'y (devioe) l<>oat:J.on, Location FCCO was 
used. . . .>t· ···<: .• : . • . · · ~ 

4-7 Each test " here turns ott1 one of the tour 
padding bit~ .in c;. packe.t;.. Tile card- sHould be ' : . 
;stra.ppe'Ci": ·to' ·'eipl3c~ ··a.JJ_·: ~tour ". ~· ~.- be.r ·. one'. .. , ? ":. 

Al LS' ft . 7 t1Sb4 t. " • :.· . "' .. . .. · · " · -r. • .. ,~... --= 0 · :. _,. ~, # "':· .,, J ' '• ...... .i. t,;, ::.: ~ 0 , :; ~ ~ .. l ,. •· ·- ' ·- ' .. , ·~; .. 
• ·' ~.'!';,~:.; . . ' "" .. '.. : 3 ;..' .·, ._ .. -; -r ............... ~ 

.. ·~ ,; ... ~ 'I',;· ... ·. "" ... ~ "'~ : ... "\.·'t ~~ 
... : f ~ ~ :: ' r ~ ;' 

.. •• ..~ ¥ •• 

15 .4 .:Interp~eta.t1on . Of .. Th.e -R~sW..ts 

A successful transfer for a oOn;i;lon meuor7 page 
is reneeted in the printed table by a line uhose 
first 6 fields (RLD•lmLB) are 1, and the ne:ct 1 fields .. 
CZ,:QIT-P.ERR) are o. The oontenta ot the ·ias:t<'ff•· · 
fields (TSTT-RSTT) is device dependant. 

* :·,:·~ J ~ 
A successful tranat'er for a,·, ~tl ~~r.y.·l-·~ 

is reflected 1.n -··the· Print~~ .. · table~ by ...... a-~oup· or" 
1dentieal conaeqo.tiy~ .: · lines, each representing·: 1 a 
successful transfer.· .. ._ ,. 

,.;.,. 

Note that the proe;ra?il tries to transfer data 
for every oetlory ~us_ (unless .-th.4t user bas selected 
another mode ot tfptrati~n), and th~refore it a device 
is not connected'· to 'Some" memot>:,r bus· (as in the case 
of combined'ii/.:t~busns),:then it will be reflected , 
in the printed table as a.n u;isuc9~stal~· tflan~ ... · 

-~~ ,, '.:. :.· ........ '. ...:' ... ' . '.,:., :..::: ... ~,...,.;;i .... ~ 
-~ ' . 
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.... 
';.' ... 

Ji; ~" ·... .. • " 

17 
' :; ~ ! ...... \. 

17 .1 Operatint; In~truo~~Otlf .. , . ::..~ ... 1:,- ; .... £ ; - '.Z"- · ~:.· :-..:. 
"';,:J.~ ... : . ~··"'' 1 .. ' . . .. .. "' ...... ~ .... : .. ~ ·:· 

Load "lle :tape ·and tli'e pr<>graut sho'W.d ""start: J;r it 
halts, ~ _ the . beltow ··parameterti ·~eQ.~o~~: D~T~4o.. i-s 
loaded automatically :2!!t this version of ·nTCTST. The 
locations can be ohanc;ed either througa the control 
panel or via DDT-40. Pressin~ RESET then ATT!X on the 
operator panel will cause a restart, or else start the 
processor a·t BEG:m. s~ : ... ~$/ ; .. :' .. ". :, •; :.,. ::.:·-'· ; , 

17.2 

~ .. ~ '...:. .... ~. 
... ...... ... . ~ 

Parj\x;~ers, ..... 

. .. ~- . - .. 
~" ' ':, .'' :.'"·:;;. .... ,, 

Hote: A fu~. REY1 wiJ.lt gtve the ·o~rre"ct 
dia.:.,"'llosti o. 
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17.3 Indications and Errors 

Tbe clock count register will J>e ·di·s.Pla~~d ·in ~th.e 
data (lower) lights. It should increment every 100us. 
In the addr.~ss lJ,ghts, tn9:. l:e-ft :by,.te .w:ill .incr-e::-ept':' · t'dr. 
each 0 slow" . :RSeud:,o~int-er-rupt~ detE!tlt:~d; .. tn::ts sho.uld be ;;, ,, 
every 25 .6;:p,s. Siuilarl:r ~'fast":: paeu'd&!oointerrup.ts .a're· 
counted in ~he·-ri~t bl'."tli!; .w.se.: should be.: e11er."J· 1.6.:cs. 

Hours, r.:linute~, ·· , ·and. ~' ·~e_c.o.ndls· · ·:..Si'ntle'~ ;;. !,lrb~a:tL<l~ 
initializatiop (~sed pn l·iJ'.e... fr~(tuenoy~ interrupt}.<are , i..;, ;.o~· 

tallied ~n locaUo~. H.QUP. ,·. iu:u; ~p.d .. SE€·; res?~ct.ille1!7' .. ~:::. 
-. ' ~,. ': ,'; ; ._ .. 

Errors · 9aus~ ,, : 

follows: ,~ 
~~·'> ;" "' i ,, .:..·: ' -:::, · .. ...._, :: ~ '• •·., I'« ' ' ·~~-•:~~~tr .. 

OK-2: 

SLOI-2: 

LIHE-2: 

U1: 

UHIHP: 

. ' . ~ ... . 

The counter inore!:lented b;,r an illegal 3/'a:'.L"Ue •. ~,\ ~~.:;; ·.1 

Hew value in R3, difference in R1. 

t.Tnn:pected P!D level. 

Unexpected level 4 interrupt. 

Unexpected leval 1 interrupt. 

Une:tpected QU!I. '·; : I 
· . .. , 

Unexpected ILLOP "",.~. 

.. ,,_ \: 
The clock counter is repeatedly read, na!d.ng sure 

that the increment from the last read is zero, one, or 
two. After each clocl' read, the PID is read to chec!' 
for clock pseudo-interrupts, which are counted. The 
line fre~uency interrupt independently counts real 
tiIJe. 
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18 TTYTST 

18.1 .. ..,. \ 

. JP\(i r- . l'i~" \ .. , ~ ·~·,: .. , _,. ~ ; .· x.i. r '! • r. * ~ · ., *'~';. "" .. 

Load. -.the -paper .tap.et and·.:the :pro.Ceasor".' ~siioi.li<S? ~ e~-= ~ · • 
If' the ,, ad~esa ~;~th~. 'Pan .t-a· be ·test~ni i.'.S:· ;oth~ tlfan" 
FC10• C hex)L, entl!r ·the· ..cor.:reat: a'.adNss ·:ill. ~ . .the". proper· ..... ,-e\· 
location..::.a.S ·· per.:·:-.. the ::- .i:ntorma.~n t 4.h,.~· the. par.ametei' . · · 
section. 
The pro~.azt d.-a". star.te'd' by pu:ala~:: RU?l OU!."' the operat¢r : _, 
panel. ~ i'be: t printable.NAB~- chai'ac.ter • l!eti wll·l £be! .•. · 
output indefimtaly,.:! :-·Pr<essin;z. RESETt:.tben:::AT~-., will .. : 
stop output and proceed to the echo test. MOlf any 
strint;.; ty.ped in .wiH::ft>e ;e:ohpetl. 'bat:k at"ta.i' a .:~ria~ ... :. 
return is typed. A null strin;z (just a carriage; ·:· ... -
return) will halt the progratl; pressing RESET then ATT?l 
returns 09ntr.ol ~ i>D1'i 1.; '. f ··s::-;::::-.... -;.:.. .~. ·:. ~ f • 

18.2 Parameters • 

LOCATIOU (EE!) 

Register C1 
Register #2 

!. ....... ,. 

4 ... ..,,,: ... 

DEFAUL.TJ; :.-: ,.. ~ ~~~ .. ~; 

VALUE(HEX) FUlTCTIOH 

FC10 
0 • 

TTY !ddr. 
Paddint; 

a If TI700 enter n5n for padding 

REV B 

Re&ister 11= FF:2 
Register 12: FFX4 

.o-' 

t• ... ,. 

18-265 

Z=O ,2 ,4 ,6 for pr6Ce~sor$ o, 1· ,2 ~3 
respectively 

3 11~ ~ • "" ., '! ., ~I u ~~:; : ~ "'.~{ .,,,..,.."' --' : 2 

TTYTST 

' < ...... ~ 

..,, ..,,,. .. ~ ... 
• ' ..; ,l, ~ .... 
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18.3 Indications and Errors 

All er·rors oust be detected by the user. 

18.4 Algorithm 

During the output test characters with ASCII 
values 240-337 (octal) are output repeatedly. The echo 
test accepts up to 100 characters and then rety~es 
the?:!. The PSE is operated in the PDT (pollil1&;;) oode. 
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~, ... 

~ ~f~ :"'. .. . ; .. , :c 4:'!l :;.7 ./·; 

!:".: ':;... .J~ ... :,, ~11(~~!;. -z~~}~ 

,""· i.? 1 :-, .·;..:~, z~;. ~'"' 

"""':: :..: ;"~:;>~ .,..,.:':,;.,, ~ ..... ·~ 
.J.l yj,"'"" : { :. • "°Ii" 

"~· ... - ... '.111 • 
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